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While many may take it for granted, the human voice is an incredible feat. An average person
can produce a great variety of voices and change voice characteristics agilely even without formal
training. Last several decades of research has established that the production of voice is largely a
mechanical process: i.e., the sustained vibration of the vocal folds driven by the glottal air flow.
Since one only has a single pair of vocal folds, the versatility comes with the ability to change the
mechanical status of the vocal folds, including vocal fold length and thickness, tension, and level
of adduction, through activation of the laryngeal muscles. However, the relationship between
laryngeal muscle activity and the characteristics of voice is not well understood due to limitations
in experimental observation and simplifications in modelling and simulations. The science is still
far behind the art.
The current research aims to investigate first the relationship between laryngeal muscle
activation and the posture of the vocal folds and second the relationship between voice source
characteristics and vocal fold mechanical status using more comprehensive numerical models and

simulations, thus improving the understanding of the roles of each laryngeal muscle in voice
control.
To do so, (1) the mechanics involved in vocal fold posturing and vibration, especially muscle
contraction; (2) the realistic anatomical structure of the larynx must be considered properly. To
achieve this goal, a numerical model of the larynx as realistic as possible was built. The geometry
of the laryngeal components was reconstructed from high resolution MRI (Magnetic Resonance
Imaging) data of an excised canine larynx, which makes more accurate the representation of the
muscles and their sub-compartments, cartilages, and other important anatomical features of the
larynx. A previously proposed muscle activation model was implemented in a 3D finite element
package and applied to the larynx model to simulate the action of laryngeal muscles. After
validation of the numerical model against experimental data, extensive parametric studies
involving different combination of muscle activations were conducted to investigate how the voice
source is controlled with laryngeal muscles.
In the course of this study, some work was done to couple the same finite element tool with a
Genetic Algorithm program to inversely determine model parameters in biomechanical models.
The method was applied in a collaborated study on shape changes of a fish fin during swimming.
This study is presented as a separate Chapter at the end of this thesis. The method has potential
application in determining parameters in vocal fold models and optimizing clinical vocal fold
procedures.
This thesis is essentially an assembly of the papers published by the author during the doctoral
study, with the addition of an introductory chapter.
Chapter 1 reviews the overall principles of voice production, the biomechanical basis of voice
control, and past studies on voice control with a focus on the fundamental frequency.

Chapter 2 describes the major numerical methods employed in this research with an emphasis
on the finite element method. The muscle activation model is also described in this chapter.
Chapter 3 describes the building of the larynx model from MRI data and its partial validation.
Chapter 4 presents the application of the larynx model to posturing studies, including
parametric activation of muscle groups and specific topics related to vocal fold posturing.
Chapter 5 describes the change of vocal fold vibration dynamics under the influence of the
interaction of the cricothyroid muscle and the thyroarytenoid muscle. The Flow-structure
interaction simulations was realized by coupling the larynx model to a simple Bernoulli flow
model and a two-stage simulation technique.
Chapter 6 concludes the current thesis study. Suggestions for future studies are proposed.
Chapter 7 is an independent study that is not related to voice control. It describes a numerical
framework that inversely determines and validates model parameters of biomechanical models.
The application of the proposed framework to a finite element model of a fish fin is presented.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General principles of phonation
The speech sound production by humans (phonation) relies on the functions of a few
underlying components. The lungs provide the source of air flow to the larynx through the trachea.
The larynx, a complex organ that contains the vocal folds, regulates the air flow via the sustained
vibration of the vocal folds. More specifically, this regulation turns the flow into a series of pulses
by the alternative opening and closing of the vocal folds, which generates a buzzy sound. This
buzzy sound is then selectively amplified by the vocal tract, a resonant channel that includes all
the cavities downstream the vocal folds. The amplification depends on the geometry of the vocal
tract. In humans, the shape of the vocal tract is modified by the articulators, the most prominent of
which being the lips and the tongue, to produce phonetic sound such as the vowels that convey
language-specific meanings. Such general principle of phonation, that the voice is produced by air
induced vibration of none other than the vocal folds and modified by the vocal tract, was
understood as early as 1848 [Müller and Baly, 1848] through experiments in cadaver larynges and
living animals (mostly dogs) and analogies to wind instruments with reeds. It is nowadays
recognized as the source-filter theory of voice production, which regards the sound generated in
the larynx as the source and the vocal tract as the filter. The envelope of the power spectrum of the
source sound is modified with new peaks called formants at frequencies specific to the geometry
of the vocal tract.
The sustained vibration of vocal folds is explained by the myoelastic-aerodynamic (MEAD)
theory, the establishment of which is credited to [den Berg, 1958], although its origin can be found
in earlier works (e.g. [Garcia, 1905; Müller and Baly, 1848]) and it is considered the classical
1

theory of phonation [Weiss, 1959]. The MEAD theory states that the vibration of the vocal folds
is due to the interaction of the aerodynamic force of the glottal flow and the myoelastic restoring
force of the vocal fold tissue. It is in contrast with the neurochronaxic theory, which was proposed
by Husson in 1950 [Weiss, 1959] and inspired a vigorous discussion around that time. Husson
argued that the vibration of the vocal folds is regulated by periodic muscle fiber contractions due
to neural impulses to the muscle tissues inside the vocal folds at the frequency of vibration. It is
now widely accepted that the vibration of the vocal folds is passive, and the system is selfoscillating [Titze, 1980]. The vibration starts with the two vocal folds being brought together by
the action of laryngeal muscles, which blocks the airway. When the air pressure below the vocal
folds exceeds a certain threshold, the vocal folds are pushed apart, allowing the air to escape at a
high rate, which in turn reduces the air pressure. The myoelastic restoring force in vocal folds then
brings them back together to block the air way again. This process repeats and the sustained
vibration is achieved. The frequency of vibration is determined by the mechanical properties of
the vocal folds, such as stiffness, tension, and shape. Later research has further clarified the energy
transfer in this process (see [Zhang, 2016]).
The spectrum of the kinds of voiced sounds humans can make is amazingly broad. It ranges
from deep vocal fry sounds to thrilling whistling notes, from gentle everyday talking to loud
furious shouting, from glorious classical singing to blood-curdling death metal growling. The
human voice also undergoes significant changes during a lifetime. Besides, a person’s voice often
conveys their emotional status. It is curious how these dramatically different sounds can be
robustly produced, precisely controlled, and agilely varied. To add even more drama to this matter,
voice could also be produced and somewhat controlled during inspiration (ingressive phonation,
see e.g. [DeBoer, 2012; Kelly and Fisher, 1999]. There are many dimensions of the voice sound
2

that affect its perception, the pitch and loudness being the most objectively measurable. All other
aspects might be categorized as voice quality [Zhang, 2016]. One distinct aspect of the quality of
the voice is the register. It is defined as the voice of similar timber within a continuous range of
pitch. The most common two registers are the modal/chest register and the falsetto/head register.
Note that the above-mentioned descriptors (pitch, loudness, and register) are all steady state
measurements. The perceptual quality of a voice is also affected by its variation in time.
Traditionally, a person’s vocal range in pitch and loudness can be measured and presented as the
vocal range profile (see [Ternström et al., 2016] for an overview). An example is showing in Figure
1-1. In this example, an untrained female could phonate in the range of 160 Hz to 1175 Hz in the
two registers combined. For most part of the pitch range, there is a dynamic range of about 40 dB.

Figure 1-1 Vocal range profile of the modal and falsetto registers of an untrained female.
Figure produced using data and software from [Pabon and Ternström, 2020]. Horizontal axis shows fundamental
frequency in Hz. Vertical axis shows loudness in dB. Contour color showing shimmer (deviation in fundamental
frequency).

Although the voice is filtered through the vocal tract, many of its characteristics originate from
the source level. The fundamental frequency is determined by the frequency of the vocal fold
3

vibration. The loudness is mostly controlled by the lung pressure and the glottal resistance. The
different registers are believed to originate from the different vibratory patterns of the vocal folds
(also referred to laryngeal mechanisms, [Henrich, 2006; Roubeau et al., 2009]. This is evidenced
by experiments with excised larynges where voice of two registers can be produced without the
vocal tract (e.g., [Alipour and Scherer, 2007; Baer, 1969; Van den Berg, 1963; Müller and Baly,
1848]). [Zhang et al., 2006] showed that the register change in these studies could be caused by
the resonance of the subglottal tract. Nevertheless, the shift between different registers was still
initiated by changes in the biomechanics in the vocal folds. In other words, although the resonance
of the subglottal and supraglottal tract could promote certain type of vibration modes, the different
vibration modes themselves are a source-level phenomenon. Then the question becomes “How is
it possible to produce all the different sounds with just one pair of vocal folds?”, a naïve question
that is still not fully answered. Generally, the vocal folds can function as an infinite number of
vibrators by the changing of its geometric and mechanical status through the activities of laryngeal
muscles [Hirano, 1988], a process termed vocal fold posturing and made possible by the intricate
design of the laryngeal structures.
1.2 Biomechanical basis of voice source control
Before any detailed description of its anatomy, it is helpful to bear in mind that the larynx is a
multi-functional organ. Its function is threefold: lower airway protection, respiration, and
phonation, among which phonation is of the least priority [Sasaki, 2006]. The primitive function
of the larynx is a sphincter that separates the upper and lower air way. Intrathoracic and intraabdominal pressure could be established with this sphincter function, which serves many purposes
such as coughing and increasing torso rigidity [Pressman, 1954]. In the following sub sections, the
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basic anatomic features of the larynx are described with a focus on their roles in voice control and
relevance to biomechanical modelling.
Due to the author’s limited knowledge about the anatomy and to avoid copyright infringement,
the anatomy of the larynx is described with limited illustrations (most of which are created based
on MRI data). The readers are referred to [Sellars, 1981] and [Sato, 2018] for a good source of
anatomic information with ample illustrations. The anatomical structure of the larynx and the
effect of the action of the muscles are best understood by watching 3D animated demonstrations,
for which the educational film made by [van den Berg et al., 1960] is a classic.
1.2.1 Cartilages and joints
The cartilages and joints of the larynx forms the framework for vocal fold posturing (Figure
1-2). There are nine cartilages in total, including the epiglottis, the thyroid cartilage, the cricoid
cartilage, the (paired) arytenoid cartilages, the (paired) corniculate cartilages, and the (paired)
cuneiform cartilages. There are two (paired) joints: the cricoarytenoid joints (CAJs) and the
cricothyroid joints (CTJs).
The epiglottis (illustration in Figure 1-3) is a leaf-like elastic cartilage that functions as a valve
to the inlet of the larynx. Its role in voice control can be categorized into the filter part as it changes
inlet shape of the vocal tract.
The thyroid cartilage consists of two relatively flat thin laminae joint together at an acute angle
toward the front of the neck with a superior notch, which can be felt by touching the front of the
neck. It is like a shield the to the larynx. However, the name comes from the thyroid glands. Each
lamina has two cornua at the posterior end, the superior cornu on the cranial edge and pointing
upward and the inferior cornu on the caudal edge and pointing downward. The inferior cornua
5

articulate with the cricoid cartilage through the cricothyroid joints (CTJ). Superiorly, the thyroid
cartilage is attached firmly to the hyoid bone through the thyrohyoid membrane and ligaments
(Figure 1-3). As a result, its elevation can be adjusted partly through the hyoid bone.

Figure 1-2 Cartilage framework of the human larynx.
(a) Top view. (b) Back View. (c) Right view. (d) Front View. The thyroid cartilage is made transparent in (c) and
(d).

The cricoid cartilage is shaped like a signature ring, with a thin anterior arch tapered into a
thick posterior lamina. Sitting on top of the trachea, it is the junction of the subglottal air supply
and the larynx. It provides the base of attachment for several of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles and
ligaments including the conus elasticus. In living specimens, the cricoid cartilage is not fixed. It
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can be tilted in the sagittal plane around a horizontal axis that goes through the CTJs to change the
length of the vocal cords. However, in experiments and simulations, it is often fixed to provide
support for the larynx, and the lengthening of the vocal folds is realized instead by the rotation of
the thyroid cartilage around the CTJ.
The arytenoid cartilages are two cartilages with a very irregular shape. In some text, it is
described as roughly a three-faced pyramid, a drastic simplification that nonetheless captures the
main topological structure of the cartilage. The left and right ones are highly symmetric. They are
located on the top of the cricoid lamina, with which they articulate through the cricoarytenoid
joints (CAJs).

Figure 1-3 Gross laryngeal anatomy (lateral view).
Image from AMBOSS (https://www.amboss.com/us/knowledge/Larynx/, retrieved on October 20, 2021) with
additional annotation. Used with permission. Note the origin of the LCA in this illustration concentrates in a samll
area toward the anterior of the upper rim of the cricoid.
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The corniculate cartilages are two small conical nodules that articulate with the apices of
arytenoid cartilage. The cuneiform cartilages are two small, elongated cartilages that are embedded
in the aryepiglottic folds, to which they are thought to add rigidity. The exact function of the
corniculate and cuneiform cartilages are unknown and typically not considered in phonation
modeling. These two pairs of small cartilages can often be identified in laryngeal endoscopy as
tubercles protruding from the aryepiglottic folds.
The cricoarytenoid joints are probably the most crucial part in vocal fold posturing. As will be
described in the next section, four out of the five intrinsic laryngeal muscles are directly connected
to the arytenoid, the movement of which is largely constrained by the CAJs. The CAJ is a synovial
cylindrical joint. Despite some controversies about the exact degrees of freedom of the CAJ, the
consensus seems to be that it allows a rocking/rotating motion around the long axis of the joint
[Van den Berg, 1963] and many other studies), which is the primary motion, and a limited sliding
motion along the long axis of the joint. A third type of motion, a rotating motion around a vertical
axis or a virtual axis perpendicular to the joint facet, is also possible due to the curvature of the
arytenoid facet being smaller than that of the cricoid facet, especially near the corners. However,
its amplitude is debatable, possibly due to large inter-subject variation. Another property of the
CAJ that has large inter-subject variability is the orientation of the long joint axis [Frable, 1961;
Maue and Dickson, 1971; Sellars and Sellars, 1983], which can be as large as 25 degrees. The
movement of the arytenoid cartilage is also heavily influenced by the posterior cricoarytenoid
ligament [England et al., 1996; Hirano, 1988; Wang, 1998].
The cricothyroid joint (CTJ) is less well-defined compared to the CAJ and has large intersubject variance and intra-subject left-right asymmetry [Chen et al., 2012a; Maue and Dickson,
1971]. Three types of CTJ have been identified [Hammer et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2020; Maue and
8

Dickson, 1971; Storck et al., 2011a; Windisch et al., 2010]. Type A CTJ has the most defined joint
facets and is more stable than type B and C. The undisputed most dominant motion allowed by the
CTJs is the rotation around the horizontal axis passing through the left and right CTJ, similar to a
visor mechanism. Since neither the cricoid nor the thyroid cartilage is fixed, this rotation is a
relative motion between these two cartilages. This rotation motion effectively changes the length
of the vocal folds. The CTJ was also found to allow horizontal and vertical gliding motion, the
magnitude of which are similar and depend on the type of the CTJ. The magnitude of both gliding
motion is about 3mm for type A CTJ and 5mm for type B. For type C CTJ, the magnitude is about
5mm for horizontal gliding and 4mm for vertical gliding. It was found from a cadaver study that
the rotation motion causes a significant greater elongation of the vocal folds than the gliding
motion. Subjects with type A CTJ were found to have greater VF elongation in both cadavers
[Storck et al., 2011a] and live subjects [Storck and Unteregger, 2018].
1.2.2 Vocal folds
The vocal folds are paired soft tissues in the larynx. When talking about vocal folds, it usually
refers to the true vocal folds. There is another pair of folds, the false vocal folds (FVFs), or
vestibular folds in the larynx. The vocal folds and false vocal folds are separated by the narrow
cavity termed the laryngeal ventricle. Both the vestibular ligaments and the vocal ligaments extend
from the angle of the thyroid cartilage to the anterior side of the arytenoid cartilage. Such a
configuration indicates that any posturing maneuvers through the thyroid and arytenoid cartilages
apply similarly to both true and false vocal folds. The difference is that the true vocal folds are
more medial and can contact each other when the arytenoids are brought together while the false
vocal folds attach to the arytenoid more laterally and leave a gap of a few millimeters when the
arytenoids are brought together.
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The vocal folds are layered structure with complex tissue compositions. It features a gradual
change of fiber tissues from the epithelium surface to the lamina propria to the inner muscle tissues
[Hirano et al., 1982; Kurita et al., 1983]. This layered structure can be roughly distinguished from
MRI data and is best illustrated in the coronal section (Figure 1-4 a & c). From a modelling
perspective, it is often grouped into two (body-cover) or three (body-ligament-cover) layers.
The vocal ligaments are typically depicted as string-like structures connecting the vocal
process of the arytenoid cartilage to the anterior angle of the thyroid cartilage. It is bounded by the
macula flava at its two ends [Sato, 2018], p148), which functions as a transition zone for its
connection to cartilages. The vocal ligaments are the major stress-bearing structure in the vocal
folds [Titze, 1994]. The body of the vocal fold is consisted mostly of the TA muscle. There is an
additional layer of adipose tissue, the paraglottic space [Reidenbach, 1996], between the TA
muscle and the thyroid cartilage.
The subglottic medial surface of the vocal fold is wrapped by a sheet of connective tissues
called the conus elasticus (CE). The conus elasticus (also called the cricothyroid membrane) is a
large cone-shaped sheet of connective tissues that originates from the superior border of the cricoid
and connects anteriorly to the lower border of the thyroid in the middle, medially to the vocal
ligaments, and posteriorly to the base of the arytenoid cartilages in a very complex fashion
[Reidenbach, 1999]. The orientation of the fibers of the CE, which is obliquely inferior-superior,
contrasts interestingly with the horizontal anterior-posterior orientation of the vocal ligaments.
Covered with mucus membrane, it largely defines the shape of the subglottal cavity.
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Figure 1-4 Laryngeal sections from MRI data.
MRI data from a 10 year-old female subject. T – Thyroid, C – Cricoid, A – Arytenoid, E – Epiglottis, VF – Vocal
fold, FVF – False Vocal Fold. (a) Coronal section. The location indicated in (b). (b). horizontal section. The location
indicated in (a). (c) Zoomed-in of the vocal fold area in (a). The arrow indicates the gradual change of tissue
composition from cover to body layer.
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1.2.3 Laryngeal muscles
Intrinsic laryngeal muscles
The intrinsic laryngeal muscles (Figure 1-5, Figure 1-3) typically connect two pieces of
cartilages, after which the muscles are named. One slight difference from typical skeletal muscles
is that there lacks the tendon and hierarchical organization in fascicles [Périéet al., 1997]. There
are five intrinsic laryngeal muscles, most of which are left-right paired. For ease of writing,
sometimes the paired muscles are referred to collectively in the singular.
The thyroarytenoid muscle (paired) originates from the angle of the thyroid and inserts broadly
into the arytenoid cartilage. Its contraction pulls the arytenoid cartilages and thyroid cartilage
towards each other, thus shortening the vocal folds. It is typically divided into two bundles. The
medial bundle is termed the vocalis (TAv), and the lateral bundle is termed the muscularis (TAm).
However, some authors (e.g. [Sonesson, 1960; Zenker, 1961]) consider it controversial as there is
no defined fascia separating them. Such division of the TA into two bundles might be justified by
the direction of component fibers and other subtle anatomic features [English and Blevins, 1969;
Han et al., 1999]. From MRI images of dissected human larynges, the TAv appears to be darker
than the TAm (Figure 1-4). Of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles, the TA is of particular importance
and interests as it constitutes the body of the vocal folds and part of the vibrating mass.
The cricothyroid muscle (paired) originates from the outer surface of the lateral cricoid arch
and inserts onto the inferior border of the thyroid cartilage. Its contraction reduces the space
between the thyroid cartilage and the cricoid cartilage and lengthens the vocal folds. It is
considered as the major tensor of the vocal folds. Conventionally, it is thought to have two bundles,
the obliquus and rectus. More recently, it has been reported that the cricoid muscle of both humans
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[Mu and Sanders, 2009] and dogs [Zaretsky and Sanders, 1992] have three functional sub
compartments based on its arrangement and innervation. An extra compartment, the horizontal
compartment, was found on the inner side of the cricothyroid muscle.
The lateral cricoarytenoid muscle (paired) takes its origin from both the upper and the outer
surface of the cricoid arch [Sellars and Sellars, 1983] and inserts onto the muscular process of the
arytenoid cartilage. Contraction of the LCAs generally rotates the arytenoids inward and thus
approximates the vocal processes. When doing a search of the anatomy of the LCA on the Internet,
one would find generally two types of schematic depiction of its origin. In one type, the origin is
concentrated in a small area toward the anterior of the upper rim of the cricoid arch (Figure 1-3).
A photo of the LCA shown in [Sellars and Sellars, 1983] resembles this type. In the other type, the
origin spans a broad region on the lateral side of the upper rim of the cricoid arch, which is the
type depicted in [Gray, 1918] (Figure 1-5). The length and orientation of the muscle fibers vary
significantly for this type. It is unknown to the author whether such difference is due to intersubject variance, or the second type being mistaken. The LCA has been shown to have only one
functional compartment [Sanders et al., 1993b]. In modelling, a concentrated origin is typically
considered and all the fibers share the same orientation (e.g. [Farley, 1996; Hunter et al., 2004;
Mineck et al., 2000; Yin and Zhang, 2014]).
The posterior cricoarytenoid muscle (paired) is located on the back lamina of the cricoid
cartilage. It originates broadly from the outer rim of the cricoid lamina and inserts onto the
posterior side of the muscular process of the arytenoid cartilage. The variation of fiber direction in
this muscle is prominent. The PCAs are considered the only abductor of the larynx. Contraction
of the PCAs rotates the arytenoid cartilages outward and thus abducts the vocal folds and increases
the glottal opening. It was suggested that there are two functional sub compartments in the human
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PCA [Asanau et al., 2011; Bryant et al., 1996; Sanders et al., 1994] and three in the canine PCA
[Sanders et al., 1993a].

Figure 1-5 Intrinsic Laryngeal Muscles ([Gray, 1918], Plate 959)
Note the origin of the LCA spans a wide range on upper rim of the cricoid arch and the length and orientation of the
fibers vary significantly.

The interarytenoid muscles connect the two arytenoids. There are two bundles. The oblique
bundle is the smaller superficial one that originates from the base of one arytenoid and inserts onto
the apex of the other arytenoid. It forms the letter “X” at the back. Some of the fibers of the oblique
IA extend into the aryepiglottic muscle. The transverse bundle is the larger deep bundle that
originates and inserts onto the back of the arytenoids. Contraction of the arytenoid muscles
approximates the arytenoid cartilages, especially near the posterior side.
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Extrinsic laryngeal muscles
The larynx as a whole is not fixed to a specific position in the neck. In addition to vocal fold
posturing, the laryngeal framework can be tilted, lowered or elevated [Sokolowsky, 1943], which
is constantly the case in making different kinds of voice. Such movement of the larynx framework
is mostly controlled by the extrinsic laryngeal muscles by pulling the thyroid cartilage. Since the
thyroid cartilage is firmly attached to the hyoid bone through the thyrohyoid membrane and
ligaments, muscles that move the hyoid bone will also move the larynx. The extrinsic laryngeal
muscles are usually considered as consisting of the supra- and infrahyoid groups. The suprahyoid
group includes muscles that connect the hyoid bone to upper structures. Their general function is
to move the hyoid bone superiorly and anteriorly, which is an important part in the swallowing
mechanism [Pearson et al., 2011].
The infrahyoid group is also called the strap muscles presumably according to the strap-like
shape of these muscles. It might also be conceptually convenient to think of the strap muscles as
two groups: those acting on the thyroid cartilage (direct) and those acting on the hyoid bone
(indirect). The sternothyroid muscle connects the thyroid at the oblique line on the lamina (see
Figure 1-6) to the sternum (breastbone). Its contraction pulls the thyroid downward and depresses
the larynx. The thyrohyoid muscle connects the thyroid to the hyoid bone. It originates from the
thyroid cartilage also at the oblique line on the lamina just above the sternothyroid (see Figure 1-6)
and inserts into the lower rim of the hyoid bone. It’s contraction essentially approximates the
thyroid cartilage and the hyoid bone and is thought to aid in elevating the larynx [Pearson et al.,
2012]. The sternohyoid muscle connects the hyoid bone to the clavicle (collarbone) and the
sternum. Its contraction lowers the larynx by depressing the hyoid bone [Kim et al., 2015].
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Figure 1-6 Attachment of extrinsic muscles to the thyroid cartilage.
Figure form [Gray, 1918] (plate 957).

Compared to intrinsic laryngeal muscles, phonation-related studies on the extrinsic laryngeal
muscles are less common [Erickson et al., 1983; Hirano et al., 1967; Hong et al., 1997]. A
comprehensive review can be found in [Vilkman et al., 1996]. One prominent effect of the vertical
movement of the larynx is the change of the length of the vocal tract, which significantly changes
the resonance characteristics, i.e., the formant frequencies [Pisanski et al., 2016]. Its effect on vocal
fold posturing can be considered as auxiliary and supportive, although there are proofs showing
the opposite [Sokolowsky, 1943]. The simultaneous effects of the movement of the hyolaryngeal
complex on both the source and filter are considered to cause the intrinsic pitch of vowels, the
tendency of high vowels (e.g., /i/ and /u/) to be produced with higher fundamental frequency than
low vowels (e.g., /a/) in the same phonetic context [Vilkman et al., 1996]. However, it is safe to
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say that they are of lower priority logically compared to the intrinsic laryngeal muscles when
investigating the laryngeal control of the voice.
Muscle fiber arrangement
Since the agents of vocal fold posturing are the laryngeal muscles, it is helpful to have some
basic understanding of the general arrangement and workings of skeletal muscles. The muscle
fibers of human skeletal muscles run from tendon to tendon except those of very long muscles
[Paul, 2001], in which some fibers may be arranged in serial [Harris et al., 2005; Heron and
Richmond, 1993]. Controversies exist about this aspect of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles (see
[Rossi and Cortesina, 1964]. Some authors hold that the vocalis muscle has intrafascicularly
terminating fibers (e.g. [Zenker, 1961]) while others argue that all the muscle fibers of the vocalis
run cartilage-to-cartilage. Given the small sizes of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles, the latter might
be assumed to be the case.
Muscle fibers are innervated by the motor neurons. Typically, each muscle fiber is innervated
by only one axon branch of one neuron (unineuronal innervation). All the muscle fibers innervated
by the same motor neuron are called a motor unit, which is the smallest control unit of muscle
activation. The force generated by a muscle depends on the number of muscle fibers that are
activated (motor unit recruitment) and the frequency at which the pulse signal is sent to the muscle.
At the low extreme where only one pulse is sent, the response of the muscle is called a twitch. At
the high extreme where the frequency of the pulse is so high that the individual twitches cannot be
distinguished, the response of the muscle is called tetanic contraction. The smooth graded force
output of muscles is a result of the summation of twitch response and motor unit recruitment.
number of muscle fibers in a motor unit is called the motor unit size, which reflects the function
of a muscle. Muscles with large motor sizes are more powerful in force generation while muscles
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with small motor sizes are more capable of tasks requiring fine controls. [English and Blevins,
1969] studied the motor size of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles and found that the cricothyroid
muscle of man had a motor unit size of about 30, which is smaller than that of the feline CT muscle.
But they were unable to determine the motor size of the human TA and LCA due to their rich but
irregular innervation pattern. [Neto and Marques, 2008] found that of the laryngeal muscles, TA
had the smallest motor unit size (around 10), indicating its capability of fine tuning in voice control.
Other intrinsic laryngeal muscles had motor unit size between 15 and 20 with CT having the largest
motor unit size. CT muscle also had the largest number of motor units, which indicates that it is
the most powerful one of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles. They also found that the motor unit size
of the intrinsic muscles is smaller than that of the hand muscles (around 100).
The muscle fibers of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles were found to have multiple endplates for
each fiber [Périéet al., 1997; Rossi and Cortesina, 1964]. [Périéet al., 1997] further showed that
the multiple endplates of one fiber was always innervated by the axon branches of the same neuron.
They also suggested that the intrinsic laryngeal muscles be regarded as a special type distinguished
from skeletal muscles.
[Han et al., 1999] found that the TA muscle contains the slow tonic fibers, which were
distributed predominantly in the medial aspect of the TA. STF do not contract with a twitch like
most muscle fibers, instead, their contractions are prolonged, stable, precisely controlled, and
fatigue resistant.
[Sanders et al., 1998a] showed that the vocalis muscle can be further divided into a superior
and an inferior compartment with the superior one consisting of smaller fascicles. They also found
that superior part is rich in muscle spindles (sensory muscle fibers) that possibly provides
feedbacks during vocal control [Sanders et al., 1998b], for example, initiating the vocal posture
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required for a target frequency, which occurs before any auditory feedback. However, some other
authors [Brandon et al., 2003] did not find any muscle spindles in the TA muscle, but they did
suggest the existence of specialized sensory fibers that provide afferent feedbacks.
1.2.4 Subglottal pressure - the driving force
The loudness of human phonation is typically in the range of 40 ~ 120 dBA (A-weighted sound
level) at a distance of 30 cm [Švec and Granqvist, 2010]. This is achieved partly through the control
of the driving force, i.e., the expiratory pressure. In phonation research, this is quantified by the
subglottal pressure. The expiratory pressure of humans can normally reach a maximum around 10
kPa [Lausted et al., 2006] with extremes beyond 20 kPa not uncommon [Fiz et al., 1993]. In an in
vivo canine experiment [Choi et al., 1995] the subglottal pressure increased beyond 10 kPa when
the stimulation to the IA and LCA muscle was increased with a constant air flowrate of 388 mL/s.
For phonation, however, such extremity is seldom needed. In fact, in normal speech, the threshold
pressure (the minimum lung pressure required to initiate phonation) can be as low as 0.3 kPa [Baer,
1969; Chhetri et al., 2014; Isshiki, 1959; Titze, 1991]. [Holmberg et al., 1988] reported estimated
subglottal pressure around 0.48 kPa during soft speech and around 0.85 kPa during loud speech.
Subglottal pressure during singing is typically higher. [Rubin et al., 1967] reported subglottal
pressure up to 3 kPa during loud singing. [Miller and Schutte, 1984] mentioned subglottal pressure
around 2~3.5 kPa for comfortable full middle voice and 5.0 kPa or even higher for higher notes.
To accommodate the subglottal pressure and maintain a suitable glottal resistance, the vocal folds
must be postured properly to have a suitable stiffness/tension and closure. In experiments using
excised larynges, the vocal fold vibration could change from periodic to chaotic when the
subglottal pressure becomes too high [Jiang et al., 2003; Jiang and Titze, 1993].
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1.2.5 Canine-human differences
The canine larynx is often used in the voice research because the canine model resembles the
human model very closely in size, overall morphology, and neuromuscular anatomy [Chhetri et
al., 2014]. Many model parameters are derived from canine models. Because some measurements
are only available from human larynges and others only from canine larynges, they are often
combined to complete the parameter set when needed in numerical modeling. This thesis study is
also based on a canine larynx. Therefore, it is of interest to note the human-canine difference in
the larynx, information about the which is scattered in the literature. Often, studies using canine
models would mention some of the differences. The following is a summary of those encountered
during this thesis study.
The most important difference that potentially has a great impact on the phonation mechanism
is that the vocal ligament of the dog is less developed than that of humans [Kurita et al., 1983].
[Hirano, 1988] stated that “The layer structure differs in dogs from that in singers. First, there is
no vocal ligament in dogs. The elastic conus ends up in the superficial portion of the lamina propria
without forming any ligamentous structure. However, in human vocal folds, there is a ligament
adjacent to the muscle. In dogs, the lamina propria is dense with fibers at the outer part, whereas
it is very loose at the inner part. From a mechanical point of view, the entire lamina propria can be
regarded as the cover”. However, [Chhetri et al., 2014] mentioned that the literature is not
consistent regarding the micro anatomy of the canine vocal ligament. The study by [Garrett et al.,
2000] was used as an example, which found in canine models a trilaminar LP layer that resembled
the human larynx. Interestingly, it was mentioned that the deep LP layer of canine larynges
contained more ground substance over collagen as compared to human larynges, which had mostly
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collagen. This seems to support the description by [Hirano, 1988] that the cover layer is loosely
connected to the body layer in canine vocal folds.
Related to the difference in vocal ligament, the arytenoid cartilages are noticeably different
between human and dogs (Figure 1-7, c.f. [Miller and Evans, 1993]). The human arytenoid has a
prolonged pointy vocal process (Figure 1-7b), which seems to have developed suitably for
supporting a string-like stress-bearing ligament. In contrast, the vocal process of the canine
arytenoid is flatter, and the protrusion is less defined (Figure 1-7 b & c). The other big difference
is that in humans the corniculate cartilage and the cuneiform cartilage are separate small cartilages
on top of the arytenoid cartilage, whereas in dogs these two cartilages are fused into the arytenoid
cartilage and are termed corniculate and cuneiform process (Note that in Figure 1-7 the cuneiform
process is not included in the canine arytenoid). The corniculate process is prolonged and points
toward the dorsal side. The canine arytenoid is overall flatter. It is closer to a plate structure if the
corniculate and the cuneiform processes are excluded. Due to the different arytenoid structure, the
composition of the glottis is also different. [Rubin, 1963] stated that the cartilaginous portion of
the glottis is greater in the canine larynx (about 1/2) compared to that in the of human larynx (about
1/3). Despite these differences, both articulate with the cricoid cartilage through the CAJ facet with
a similar joint mechanism.
In line with the different shapes of the arytenoid cartilage, the IA muscles are also arranged
differently in the canine larynx [Miller and Evans, 1993]. Unlike humans, the canine IA does not
have the oblique belly. Instead, there is a superior (rostral) bundle that originates from the side of
the cuneiform process on one side, courses circularly under the corniculate process, and inserts
into the other side. Some of the IA muscle fibers are continuous with the TA fibers. Such structure
of the canine IA muscle gives the impression that it is a powerful sphincter.
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Figure 1-7 Comparison of human and canine arytenoid cartilage.
Shape reconstructed from MRI data of individual subject of each species. Top row: Human subject (74 year-old
female). Bottom row: Canine subject (mongrel dog around 19 kilograms) Note that the cuneiform process was
revmoved in the canine arytenoid. (a) Isometric view. (b) Top view. (c) Left view. (d) Back view.

[Cox et al., 1999] compared the geometric structure of the human and canine cricothyroid and
thyroarytenoid muscles. They found that the canine muscles had overall greater mass than humans.
However, the mass ratio of CT to TA was not significantly different between the two groups, which
suggested that the two muscles grow proportionally. In contrast to this finding, [Rubin, 1963]
mentioned that the TA muscle in canine was shorter and less massive than those of the human.
[Tayama et al., 2001] compared the geometric characterization of the human and canine
laryngeal cartilages. One interesting difference they reported was that the canine thyroid lacks the
superior notch seen in the human thyroid.
Lastly, the canine PCA muscle was found to have three functional sub compartments [Sanders
et al., 1993a], while the human PCA only had two [Bryant et al., 1996; Sanders et al., 1994].
1.3 Research in voice source control
The study of the voice has a long history. Observations and opinions about voice control had
been made long before the basic principles of voice production were established. The core question
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in this research area is how frequency, loudness and registers are controlled through the
biomechanics of the vocal folds via activation of laryngeal muscles. Since the vocal fold posturing
is actuated by muscles and constrained by the joints, vocal fold vibration is driven by the subglottal
air flow and affected by vocal fold posture, understanding the function of the intrinsic laryngeal
muscles and their interaction with the airflow is key to developing a causal relationship from voice
physiology to voice outcome. Due to the inaccessibility of the larynx, the control of voice has been
studied from many different perspectives using all kinds of techniques. Given its broad and multidiscipline nature, it is beyond the scope of this thesis study to include a comprehensive review of
past studies that reflects the historical development in this area of research. Hopefully, the
important and interesting ones are included. A brief review of very early studies on voice control
(pitch and intensity) can be found in [Rubin, 1963]. It is noted in the literature that similar studies
are often conducted by different researchers, and contradictory observations are common. The
review is grouped by research method with a focus on frequency control.
1.3.1 Phonation Experiments
Excised larynges
Müller [Müller and Baly, 1848] concluded that the voice source is the vibration of the true
vocal folds. He was able to produce at least two types of voice using cadaver larynges. With some
configurations (medium longitudinal tension applied to the vocal folds through a pulley system
connected to the outside of the thyroid cartilage), it was possible to generate two types of sound
by controlling the force of the air flow. The falsetto type of sound can be avoided by pressing the
cricothyroid membrane medially, which he assumed is similar to the function of the TA muscle.
He described the vibration pattern of the falsetto as involving only the edge of the vocal folds. The
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compass of notes he was about to produce by adjusting the tension in the vocal cords was about
two octaves.
Van den Berg and colleagues did systematic experiments using excised human larynges, which
is summarized in [Van den Berg, 1963]. He emphasized the importance of the role of the vocal
ligament, the stress-stretch curve of which is highly nonlinear, in regulating the vocal registers. He
observed in excised human larynges that four different registers of from low to high pitches could
be produced when increasing the longitudinal tension in the vocal fold gradually. He also noticed
that medial compressing of the vocal process increased the pitch and that the in falsetto, the
vibration only involved the vocal fold edge. He grouped the TAm and LCA together as one
function unit (the laterals) based on their similar effects of approximating the vocal processes.
Based on his observations, he came up with a generalized control scheme of the registers by the
intrinsic laryngeal muscles. According to this scheme, the chest voice is produced with high
longitudinal tension in the vocalis and low or no longitudinal tension in the ligament. On the
contrary, the falsetto voice is produced with low or no longitudinal tension in the vocalis but high
longitudinal tension in the vocal ligament. And increase in vocalis activity would lower the
frequency and eventually lead to the mid register, in which the longitudinal tension in both the
vocalis and the ligament is medium. The mechanism for the whistle register was also described.
The whistle like voice in this register was thought to be generated through a posterior chink that
could be achieved by adduction using only LCA and TA (i.e., without IA).
[Baer, 1969], through some intricate setup using excised canine larynges, was able to track the
trajectories of particles placed on the vocal fold surface during phonation, from which the vibration
pattern of the vocal fold was constructed in the frontal plane. He described the vibration of chest
register phonation as an upward propagation of surface waves with possibly a string-like vibration
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of the ligament driven by the surface wave. Although the focus of this study was not vocal control,
it was mentioned that falsetto phonation could be produced when the vocal folds were stretched to
nearly their maximum length. It was observed that falsetto phonation could no longer be produced
when the excised larynges had deteriorated due to either post-mortem age or desiccation. One
interesting finding in this study was that when the TA muscle was removed, nearly normal chest
register phonation could still be produced but not falsetto.
[Alipour and Scherer, 2007] studied the pressure-frequency relationship in excised canine
larynges under different adduction and elongation conditions. It was found that generally
frequency correlated positively with subglottal pressure, but the slope depended highly on the
adduction and elongation condition. Change of vocal fold vibration mode was commonly
observed, especially when there was no or low vocal fold tension. In some cases, the fundamental
frequency saw a downward jump followed by an upward jump with gradually increasing subglottal
pressure. They described a downward jump where the fundamental frequency decreased from
around 350 Hz to around 280 Hz with increased subglottal pressure and reduced flowrate, which
indicated increased glottal resistance during this downward jump. Similar mode shifts were also
described by [Baer, 1969].
In vivo muscle stimulation
The in vivo muscle stimulation method has been a common method for studying the
neuromuscular control of voice production. Stimulating muscles to generate stress to alter sound
production dates back as early as 1898 when researchers employed leg muscles of frogs to mimic
the function of vocal folds (mentioned in [Rubin, 1963]). In vivo stimulation studies typically
involve using anesthetized dogs and tracheostomy to expose the larynx and laryngeal nerves,
which are then stimulated using electrodes. Air flow is supplied via cannula to the trachea and
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voice can be evoked by controlling the stimulation and air flow. While the stimulation current
works differently from the physiology of neural impulses and motor recruitment, the resulted
muscle contraction and active stress is still valid for investigating the relationship between muscle
activation and phonation [Rubin, 1963]. This experimental method is improved over the years with
refined nerve stimulation.
[Isshiki, 1959] did artificial stimulation of the RLN and SLN of dogs. He observed that
increasing the frequency of stimulation pulse to the RLN increased the pitch. However, the
frequency of the voice did not coincide with the frequency of the stimulation. With a constant
stimulation for the RLN, harder blowing resulted in marked increase in intensity and slight increase
in pitch. He also noticed in some conditions where the vocal folds are highly tensed by the
stimulation of the SLN, weaker blowing could raise the vocal pitch.
[Hast, 1961] stimulated recurrent laryngeal nerves of canine larynges with the cricothyroid
muscle sutured. He found that the fundamental frequency of phonation was not affected by the
frequency of stimulation as long as tetanic contraction was achieved. However, he observed that
the frequency of phonation increased significantly with increasing subglottal pressure.
[Rubin, 1963] did in vivo stimulation experiments on dogs where he artificially stimulated the
RLN and the nerve supply to the CT muscles. He reported that increasing air flow (volume rate,
subglottal pressure covaried linearly) alone did not raise the pitch, which contradicted with some
others using similar experimental method (e.g. [Hast, 1961; Isshiki, 1959]) as well as some others
using excised larynges. He argued for the former that the previous observation was made by
judgement of the ear, which could be erroneous. For the latter, he attributed the difference to the
difference in system properties between cadaveric larynges and in vivo larynges, which he believed
is a linear vibratory system. The frequency of the stimulating current was found to be less
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important than the simulation intensity. Both the TA and CT muscles raised pitch, but the TA
muscle was much less effective in doing so than the CT muscle. He reported a frequency range
from 135 Hz to 540 Hz (including falsetto) when the CT stimulation increased from minimum (0.5
Volts) to maximum (12 Volts). He formed the idea that the powerful stretch tension of the CT
provides the framework within which the TA can effect further subtle alterations. He also analyzed
the covariation of pitch and intensity based on the observations that laryngeal muscle contractions
increased both pitch and intensity while the subglottal pressure only affected intensity. He
concluded that the control of pitch and intensity are so interrelated that it is virtually impossible to
isolate from one from the other.
[Berke et al., 1987] made extensive phonation-related recordings (including stroboscopy,
electroglottography and subglottic pressure) while stimulating the laryngeal nerves of anesthetized
dogs under constant airflow to generate phonation. They compared these recordings with
recordings from human phonation and concluded that the canine model can be used as a good
substitute of human larynges. In a subsequent study [Moore and Berke, 1988] on the effect of
nerve stimulation on phonation, they observed that increasing the SLN stimulation, which
increased the activation level of the CT muscles, caused a marked increase in frequency and little
increase in subglottal pressure. On the contrary, increasing the RLN stimulation, which increased
the activation level of all intrinsic adductors, caused a modest increase in frequency and a marked
increase in subglottal pressure.
[Choi et al., 1993a, 1993b, 1995] did a series of studies using in vivo canine models. One
refinement they made was that instead of stimulating the RLN trunk, isolated muscle activation
was obtained by stimulating sectioned terminal branches. They first studied the role of TA in
phonation control in five mongrel dogs. Three levels of stimulation (absent, low, and high) were
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performed for both TA and the SLN while the flow was kept constant and adequate adduction
achieved through stimulation of the trunk of the RLN branch. The frequencies under these
conditions are reproduced here in Table 1-1, which show a complex nonlinear variation with both
stimulations. They concluded that TA was the major factor in sudden shifts of voice pitch from
high to modal phonation. However, as can be seen form Table 1-1, the frequency range in this
study was rather limited and the standard deviation were very high compared to the frequency
range. In the second study, they found that the IA muscle was crucial to reaching higher subglottal
pressure. The increased frequency with IA stimulation could be due to the increase in subglottal
pressure. In the last study, they found that both vocal frequency and intensity decreased and
suggested that the PCA functions mainly as an inhibitor to phonation.
Table 1-1 Fundamental frequency (Hz) as a function of TA and SLN stimulation [Choi et al., 1993a]

TA Absent
TA Low
TA High

SLN Absent
155.48 ±42.21
132.52 ±36.32
204.84 ±61.11

SLN Low
166.00 ±16.35
120.49 ±32.31
191.76 ±74.34

SLN High
208.26 ±24.90
161.18 ±41.40
186.00 ±50.48

[Hsiao et al., 2001] produced register transition from modal to falsetto consistently in six dogs
by increasing the simulation current directly to the CT muscle while maintaining a low constant
TA activation and incremental CT activation. The frequency increased gradually with gradual
increase in CT stimulation until around medium to high CT stimulation where a jump in pitch and
change in the timber quality occurred. The further increase of frequency with CT stimulation
became gradual again after the jump.
The most recent and comprehensive experiments using the in vivo canine model were by
Chhetri and colleagues [Chhetri et al., 2010, 2012, 2014; Chhetri and Park, 2016], who refined the
nerve stimulation to a graded fashion so that the activation level from threshold to maximum could
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be controlled with finer resolution. Like Choi et al., they also stimulated the isolated muscles
instead of the RLN trunk. With the refined stimulation levels, they were able to present the
phonation related measurements such as frequency, vocal fold strain, vocal fold closure, and onset
subglottal pressure as contours on the muscle activation plot. Since they evoked phonation by
ramping up the air flow, most measurements were made at phonation onset. [Chhetri et al., 2012]
did parametric stimulation for four different combination of muscle groups to study the effects of
their interaction on phonation onset. In each combination, the two paired muscles/muscle groups
were stimulated independently at 11 different levels, resulting in 121 cases for each condition. The
results presented in contours are too complex to describe briefly here. In general, they concluded
that “At phonation onset, CT activation played a primary role in regulating F0, and the laryngeal
adductors played an antagonistic, secondary role. Phonation onset pressure was primarily
controlled by RLN activation. Glottal width and onset pressure were highly correlated, as were
vocal fold strain and F0 at phonation onset.” [Chhetri et al., 2014] extended the parametric study
by adding one more dimension. Specifically, the CT and TA interaction was investigated under
eight different LCA+IA stimulation levels. One interesting finding was that “Increasing TA
activation first increased then decreased F0 in all CT and LCA/IA activation conditions.” CT was
found to increase the frequency in most conditions except when the activation level of the
adductors was low, in which cases high CT activation could lower frequency or even prohibit
phonation onset. The highest frequency in the experiment was achieved with maximum CT
stimulation and medium to high TA stimulation. In [Chhetri and Park, 2016] measurements during
stable phonation after onset were also reported. They concluded that in the lower register,
frequency is controlled by the CT while in the higher register, F0 is controlled by both CT and TA.
They introduced the concept of laryngeal motor equivalence, the ability of the larynx to achieve
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the same target F0 and SPL with multiple combinations of intrinsic laryngeal muscle activation.
An unexpected finding of this study was that F0 decreased with subglottal pressure when CT
activation was high and TA activation was lower than maximum. This is in contrast with the results
reported in [Alipour and Scherer, 2007] using excised canine larynges, where F0 generally
increased with subglottal pressure under high vocal fold tension.
Stimulation experiments with human subjects are rare and the stimulation are often limited to
perturbations to a few normal phonation conditions. [Kempster et al., 1988] delivered low voltage
shocks to five subjects during normal phonation through electrodes inserted into the TA and CT
muscles. It was found that both muscles caused elevation of pitch. It was mentioned that on one
occasion F0 decreased with TA stimulation. [Titze et al., 1989] stimulated the TA muscle of four
male subjects under various phonation conditions of different pitch and intensity combinations.
Unfortunately, only one out of four subjects showed large and consistent changes in fundamental
frequency with stimulation of the thyroarytenoid muscle. They suggested that both positive and
negative changes in fundamental frequency can occur with increased thyroarytenoid activity. At
lower fundamental frequencies and lower vocal intensities, F0 correlates positively with
thyroarytenoid activity, but at higher fundamental frequencies and low intensity (especially in
falsetto voice) an increase in thyroarytenoid activity tends to lower F0 because the active tension
in the TA muscle cannot match the tension in the cover and vocal ligament under high stretch and
the small gain in muscle tension is outweighed by reduction of tension in the cover and ligament.
Laryngeal Electromyography (EMG)
Laryngeal electromyography (see [Harris, 1981; Heman-Ackah et al., 2007] for an introduction)
has been another common method in studying the functions of the laryngeal muscles in voice
control. It can be regarded as the reverse process of in vivo stimulation studies. The phonation
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tasks are prescribed, and the corresponding muscle activities are recorded by inserting electrodes
into specific laryngeal muscles. The relationship between the sound and the muscle activities are
investigated to understand the neuromuscular control of voice. EMG studies are typically
performed in humans.
Early studies using concentric needle electrodes were done by, among others, FaaborgAndersen and Buchthal [Andersen and Sonninen, 1960; Buchthal, 1959; Faaborg-Andersen, 1957;
Faaborg-Andersen and Buchthal, 1956]. It was found that during phonation with increasing pitch
the increase in electrical activity of both CT and the vocalis was considerable when the increase
in pitch occurred within the same register. However, if the increase in pitch occurred with a
simultaneous shift in register, the increase in electrical activity in most instances was only slight.
The increase in pitch from chest register to the higher register was therefore attributed to reduction
in vocal fold vibrating mass. During phonation with increasing intensity there was no
corresponding increase in electrical activity in the adductor muscles. It was shown that the
electrical activity started to rise about 0.3~0.5 seconds before phonation onset and reached nearly
its level during the audible phonation.
[Hirano and Ohala, 1969] described the techniques of using hooked-wire electrodes for
electromyography of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles. The hooked wire improves the stability of
the electrode and limits its shift during laryngeal movements. Hirano did a series of studies (e.g.
[Hirano, 1974; Hirano et al., 1969, 1970]) based on this technique. His research using this method
over two decades together with his research on vocal fold physiology (e.g. [Hirano et al., 1982])
was summarized in [Hirano, 1988]. He emphasized the importance of the layered structure of the
vocal fold and how the vocalis muscle and the CT muscle affect the different layers of the vocal
fold differently. To study the role of laryngeal muscle in register control, two types of studies were
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performed: comparison of muscular activity among different registers at the same pitch and studies
of muscular activity pattern in response to register shift during singing. It was observed that the
activity of the vocalis muscle was always higher in heavier registers than in lighter registers when
sing the same notes. Hirano regarded the vocalis and the CT muscle as the basic agents for register
control and suggested that the register is regulated by the ratio of the vocalic and CT activities
(Figure 1-8). He also suggested that the frequency is controlled differently in the modal register
and in the falsetto register. In modal register, the activity of the vocalis, LCA and CT all correlates
positively with frequency with CT being the most important one. CT stretches and tenses the vocal
folds while vocalis and LCA are supposed to counteract the abductory effect of CT. It was
observed in some cases the PCA activity increased at high notes. In the falsetto register, however,
none of the muscles were found to relate to frequency consistently. Hirano stated that it was rare
that none of the three muscles (vocalis, LCA and CT) show activities positively related to F0. In
other words, at least one of these muscles would increase its activity with increasing frequency in
the falsetto register.

Figure 1-8 Hirano’s theory of register control (adopted from Figure 21, [Hirano, 1988])
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Hirose et al. also did a few EMG studies [Gay et al., 1972; Hirose, 1976; Hirose and Gay, 1972]
using the hooked-wire electrodes. They found that in the chest register, increases in fundamental
frequency were accompanied by progressive increases in the activity of the CT and the vocalis
muscles. Interestingly, the PCA also showed high activity at the highest notes in the chest register.
The activity of the LCA and IA also increased with fundamental frequency but to a lesser extent.
Their activity also had significant inter subject variation with some subjects showing high LCA
activity at high notes. Shifting from high chest voice to low falsetto (of the same frequency) was
accompanied by a relaxation of all the intrinsic laryngeal muscles. In trained singers, the changes
of muscle activities in the falsetto register with increasing fundamental frequency were found to
be similar to those in the chest register but with a lower level of corresponding muscle activity.
[Titze et al., 1989] reported EMG data of four male subjects during normal phonation of an
extensive range of pitches and several levels of intensity. One consistent observation across all
subjects and was that the high TA and low CT combination never occurred in normal phonation.
[Kochis-Jennings et al., 2012] compared the EMG of seven female singers with different types
of training. They found that singers with classical training showed smaller ranges of TA muscle
activity (25-38% of maximum) than singers with commercial training (5-75% maximum),
especially for high pitch phonation.
[Hull, 2013] reported EMG data of the CT and TA activity of five untrained subjects (4 females,
1 male) performing ascending glissandos and rebutted the practice of regarding the chest register
as TA-dominant and the falsetto register as CT-dominant as they found that both TA and CT
generally increased with pitch until their maximum phonatory activation at the highest pitch (the
CT muscle at 95% activation and the TA at ~28% activation). An important thing to keep in mind
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is that TA is not maximally activated during phonatory tasks. A similar study [Kochis-Jennings et
al., 2014] with additional data of two trained female singers maintained the same conclusion.
Observation on phonation in live subjects
Many other observations that do not involve direct measurement or control of muscle activities
were made using less invasive techniques, which is often preferable on live human subjects. The
most common ones include high speed endoscopic video, laryngeal stroboscopy [Kitzing, 1985],
inverse-filtering of glottal flow [Rothenberg, 1973], electroglottography [Baken, 1992; Childers
et al., 1990; Herbst, 2020] and videokymography [Švec et al., 2007; Švec and Schutte, 1996, 2012].
Often a combination of these measurements can be made at the same time. The muscular control
of vocal fold postures can sometimes be inferred based on these observations.
[Sonesson, 1960] investigated the vibratory pattern of the vocal folds using photo-electric
glottography. A light source was set at the subglottal level (a laryngo-diaphanoscope lamp placed
on the skin of the neck), and the escaping light through the glottis was measured at the supraglottal
level and amplified and visualized on an oscilloscope. The waveform thus obtained was called a
glottaogram, which reflected the opening area of the glottis. The measurements were made under
several pitches and intensity conditions in 25 subjects. Observations from this experiment included:
1. The opening quotient (the ratio between the duration of the open period and the entire cycle)
increased with rising pitch. However, the increase had significant interindividual variation. 2. The
speed quotient (the ratio between the durations of the opening and the closing movements of the
vocal folds) was independent of the pitch. 3. The open quotient decreased with increasing intensity.
4. The speed quotient increased with intensity and interindividual variation was not significant. 5.
The amplitude of the curves in the glottograms usually decreased with rising pitch but increased
with increasing intensity.
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[Holmberg et al., 1988] measured and analyzed the inverse-filtered glottal flow waveform in
normal phonation of different intensity. They found that in both males and females loud voice was
produced with increased pressure, accompanied by increased flow amplitude and increased
maximum flow deceleration. However, in a later study using similar setups for normal phonation
of different pitches, no parameters of airflow measurements were found to correlate strongly with
fundamental frequency.
[Roubeau et al., 2009] introduced the concept of laryngeal vibratory mechanism based on
electroglottographic study of the transition phenomena between registers. The transition from one
mechanism to another of higher rank is characterized by a jump in frequency, a reduction of EGG
amplitude, and a change in the shape of the derivative of the EGG, indicating a change of vibratory
mechanism. Four laryngeal mechanisms labelled M0, M1, M2, and M3 were proposed, which
naturally corresponded four different registers from low to high (vocal fry, chest/modal,
head/falsetto, and whistle). The relationship between different nomenclature of registers and the
laryngeal mechanisms was also described in an earlier work [Henrich, 2006].
[Svec et al., 2008] investigated vocal fold vibration of an untrained singer in three registers
using videokymography and strobolaryngoscopy. The mechanism of vocal fold vibration in
whistle register was found principally similar to that at lower registers despite that vocal fold
contact was mostly absent in the whistle register. Vocal fold vibration along the whole length and
vertical phase difference were observed up to the highest note G6 (1590 Hz). Interestingly, on one
occasion two consecutive frequency jumps (from 740 to 880 Hz and from 1000 to 1150 Hz) were
observed during transition from the head to the whistle register.
[Herbst et al., 2009] demonstrated four distinct glottal configurations in classical singing using
videostroboscopy, videokymography, electroglottography, and sound spectrography. It was shown
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that the adduction of the membranous part and the cartilaginous part of the vocal fold can be
controlled independently, which resulted four distinctive types of singing voice. It was observed
that the vocal process also vibrated during phonation when they are not firmly adducted in both
the falsetto and the chest register.
[Garnier et al., 2012] studied the glottal behavior in the high soprano range in 12 sopranos
using mainly EGG. Endoscopic investigation was also done in one subject. The results supported
the existence of two distinct laryngeal mechanisms in the high soprano range underlying head and
whistle registers. They suggested that there is only one laryngeal transition from head to whistle
register.
[Echternach et al., 2013] observed the vibration of the vocal folds at high soprano frequencies
using a high-speed imaging technique capable of 20000 frames per second. It was found that the
transition from supposedly the head to the whistle register was associated with a narrowing of the
pharyngeal walls, but not with any major laryngeal events. Full oscillations were observed along
the whole length of the vocal folds with complete vocal fold closure up to the highest note
(~1568Hz) and the vibration frequency of the vocal fold matched the fundamental frequency of
the vocal sound. However, with rising F0 the closed phase was decreasing in relation to the glottal
cycle.
[Hollien, 2014] summarized a series of study about the vocal fold length and thickness related
to frequency change in the 60s and 70s and proposed a model of frequency change in the modal
register, which stated that frequency change in the modal register is accomplished by a systematic
thinning of the vocal folds with the thickness directly related to the actual F0 phonated. The
dynamics of vocal fold thinning are mediated by their continual, but orderly, lengthening.
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[Unteregger et al., 2017, 2018] used high-resolution computed tomography scans and 3D
geometry reconstruction to observe the movement of cartilages and change of vocal fold
configuration during singing. They recruited 49 female professional singers as subjects and
investigated the changes over two octaves above speech frequency. It was found more elongation
of the vocal fold happened in the first octave, which was mostly by the tilting of the cricoid
cartilage. Further elongation in the second octave was by a downward rotation of the arytenoid
cartilage. They concluded that trained singers achieve the first octave of pitch elevation by simple
cricothyroid approximation. Further pitch elevation necessitates a complex movement of the
arytenoids, first by CT muscle contraction and second by LCA muscle. For the configuration of
the vocal fold, they found that the coronal profile went through a “fat-thin-fat” change from F0 to
2F0 and 4F0, which suggested that the elevation of pitch over the first octave was by elongation,
and the second octave by tensioning.
1.3.2 Numerical Models and simulations
The vibration of the vocal folds is largely a mechanical process involving two major
components: solid mechanics and fluid mechanics. Therefore, it is a very suitable problem for
researchers with a mechanical background. With the advance of computer power and numeric
techniques, models with increased complexity are developed to simulate the mechanics of vocal
fold posturing and vibration.
Low-dimensional models of vocal fold vibration are typically rule-based and not suitable for
studying the mechanics of voice control. On the contrary, they rely on understanding of the
mechanics of voice production and control to determine model parameters. For example, [Titze,
1973] described a mathematical model of human vocal fold which can produce both modal and
falsetto type of phonation by adjusting the stiffness and mass parameters. [Titze and Story, 2002]
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also proposed rules for converting muscle activity into parameters of low-dimensional vocal fold
models. Theoretical model of frequency control are typically based on the simple string model.
[Titze et al., 1988, 1989] modelled the contribution of TA active stress to the tension as the ratio
of the cross-sectional area of the TA involved in vibration to the entire TA cross sectional area.
Different values can be selected to reflect different phonation mode. For example, a larger value
is chosen for heavier registers and smaller value for lighter registers. [Farley, 1996] described a
mathematic model of the larynx for frequency control based on the string model. The model
considered almost all the relevant anatomical feature of the larynx (all the cartilages, joint
mechanics, muscles, and ligaments). However, the contribution of the active stress of the TA
muscle to the tension of the string model, which is of vital importance, was modeled as a constant.
For finite element models, the change of vocal fold biomechanics by muscle activation are
often not modeled directly. Instead, they are approximate by varying the material and geometric
parameters of the model. Therefore, the link from muscle activation and vocal fold posture is
missing in this kind of models.
To study the muscular control of voice production, the active stress of muscles must be
modelled appropriately. [Hunter et al., 2004] were among the first to incorporate muscle
mechanics in a finite element model to investigate vocal fold posturing. By modeling the
cricoarytenoid joint (CAJ) as a rocking-sliding motion and the muscles as fiber-gel materials, they
were able to investigate the dynamic process of vocal fold adduction and abduction. But only the
TA muscles were modeled using finite elements. Other muscles, including the lateral
cricoarytenoid (LCA), interarytenoid (IA), posterior cricoarytenoid (PCA), were applied as point
forces, and the CT muscles were not included, leaving vocal fold elongation out of the scope of
the study. [Yin and Zhang, 2014] used realistic cartilage geometries to model the cricoarytenoid
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joint, but they, too, didn’t include the CT muscles. In a later work [Yin and Zhang, 2016], they
expanded the model to include all the intrinsic laryngeal muscles as finite element components
and were able to simulate vocal fold elongation in addition to adduction. However, the muscle
geometries in the model were simplified as cylinders, and the vocal fold was simplified as a straight
bar.
In addition to vocal fold posturing, [Yin and Zhang, 2013, 2014, 2016] also used prestressed
eigenvalue analysis to study the influence of laryngeal muscle activation on vocal fold
eigenfrequencies. Unlike the general understanding that vocal fold fundamental frequency was
determined by vocal fold tension, [Yin and Zhang, 2013] showed that vocal fold eigenfrequencies
were primarily determined by vocal fold stiffness. This study further showed that, with reference
to the resting state of zero strain, vocal fold stiffness in both body and cover layers increased with
either vocal fold elongation or shortening. As a result, whether vocal fold eigenfrequencies
increased or decreased with CT/TA activation depended on how the CT/TA interaction influenced
vocal fold deformation. For conditions of strong CT activation and thus an elongated vocal fold,
increasing TA contraction reduced the degree of vocal fold elongation and thus reduced vocal fold
eigenfrequencies. For conditions of no CT activation and thus a resting or slightly shortened vocal
fold, increasing TA contraction increased the degree of vocal fold shortening and thus increased
vocal fold eigenfrequencies. In the transition region of a slightly elongated vocal fold, increasing
TA contraction first decreased and then increased vocal fold eigenfrequencies. This contrasted
with the trend of F0 change with TA activation described in [Chhetri et al., 2014] where TA
activation always first increase F0 and then decreased F0. [Yin and Zhang, 2014] found that LCA
activation resulted in a downward and medial rocking motion of the arytenoid cartilage which
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adducted the posterior part of the glottis, but such change had little effect on vocal fold
eigenfrequency.
1.4 Motivation and objectives of the current study
One of the most important goals of phonation research is to establish a causal theory linking
voice physiology, biomechanics, and voice outcomes [Zhang, 2016]. However, the causal
relationship is hard to investigate in excised larynges due to the absence of TA muscle stress. It is
also hard to investigate in live subjects due to the inaccessibility of the larynx. As has been
demonstrated in the review section, researchers often have to rely on non-invasive techniques to
obtain indirect observations on muscular control of voice. Furthermore, because the larynx is a
multi-functional organ, it is often hard to isolate factors affecting the voice outcome. Ultimately,
some quantities, such as internal muscle stress distribution and vocal fold vibration mode, are
impossible to measure experimentally even though they are of great importance in developing a
causal theory of phonation. To this end, numerical models and simulation can be a valuable
supplement.
However, previous computer models of phonation are still insufficient to achieve this goal. In
rule-based models, the contribution of the active stress of TA was determined empirically in the
past models, which has not been validated. In finite element models, the vocal folds are often
modelled with simplified geometry and boundary conditions. Moreover, active stress from muscle
contraction is typically not considered. In the few studies where the muscle contraction was
modelled, the scopes were limited. For example, in [Yin and Zhang, 2013, 2014, 2016], prestressed eigen analysis instead of flow-structure interaction was used to investigate the effects of
muscle activation and the findings were not converging with experimental observations.
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From a mechanical point of view, the geometry, composition, and boundary conditions of a
structure all have great influence on its vibrational dynamics. Thus, when investing the causal
relationship of phonation, it is important to include accurate geometry and to model the joint
mechanisms properly. In addition to the cartilages, muscles and vocal folds, other special
anatomical structures in the larynx (e.g., the conus elasticus, the paraglottic space) could also
potentially contribute to broadness of human voice [Jones et al., 2015; Wu and Zhang, 2016, 2021].
Therefore, such structures should be included with accurate anatomy, which is possible with highresolution MRI data. MRI-based approach could potentially lead to subject-specific applications
such as surgical planning.
Lastly, it is an interesting and challenging problem in itself to create an anatomically and
physically realistic model of the human larynx that is capable of reproducing the broad voice
outcomes seen in human. The techniques could potentially be used in other biomechanical
problems.
Objectives
Because of the many dimensions of phonation, the research has to be refined in a samll sub
domain. The focus in this study is the muscular control of the voice source, i.e., changes of the
mechanical status of the vocal folds through the activation of laryngeal muscles and the resultant
changes in vibratory dynamics.
This study aims to (1) build a realistic and inclusive model of the larynx from MRI data; (2)
incorporate muscle activation in this model to simulate vocal fold posturing; and (3) use flowstructure-interaction simulations to investigate the effects of muscle activation on vocal fold
vibration dynamics.
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While the regulation of lung pressure possibly involves complex motor functions, in phonation
modelling it is often lumped as one input parameter, i.e., the subglottal pressure. The same
simplification was used in the current study. It should be noted that subglottal pressure is controlled
by both respiratory muscles and the glottal resistance.
Finally, a disclaimer must be said about calling this model realistic. The model is realistic in
terms of its geometry constructed from MRI data, its inclusion of major anatomical structure, and
its inclusion of active muscle stress. However, it is only a lumped continuum mechanical
representation of the complex underlying physiology.
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Chapter 2
NUMERICAL METHODS
In this chapter, the major numerical methods used to model and simulate the vocal fold
posturing and vibration are described. The emphasis is put on the finite element method, which is
the core part in modelling the dynamics of vocal fold vibration.
2.1 Finite element method
The finite element method is extensively used in continuum vocal fold models. While being
the core numerical method used, due to its ubiquity, the algorithm behind it is often not presented
in detail in research papers. However, to model the complex tissue properties, inter connections,
joint constraints, and vibration dynamics, tissue contact and so on, it requires more than just basic
linear finite element routines. Since the open-source finite element package CalculiX [Dhondt and
Wittig, 1998] was used in this thesis study, the finite element algorithms described in this chapter
are largely reiteration of those described in the book by the author of CalculiX. The purpose is to
include just enough information to illustrate the algorithms involved to treat the nonlinearity that
is unavoidable when dealing with vocal source control. A thorough understanding of this part is
required if further development is needed to model more realistic features in voice source control
using this method. For example, the current CalculiX package only has a Rayleigh damping model
applied globally to the entire structure, which might not be adequate to model the viscoelastic
properties of laryngeal tissues.
2.1.1 Equation of motion and its discretization
When the thermal aspect is not considered, which is usually the case in the modeling of vocal
fold vibration, the only governing equation is the balance of momentum. It is also called Cauchy's
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equation of motion in textbooks. It is written in indicial notation as

 ij , j + bi =  ai .

(2-1)

This is essentially Newton's second law applied to a deformable body. The indicial notation is
used here. In the above equation, i is the free index, which indicates that the equation of motion is
a vector equation and has three components corresponding to the three dimensions. j is the
summation index, and the comma indicates derivative with respect to the jth coordinate dimension.
Cauchy’s equation of motion is represented in the spatial frame. In finite element formulation,
the equation of motion is often written in the referential frame (material frame). It has two
advantages. First, the boundary conditions are often provided in the referential frame. Second, the
integration over the undeformed volume is more straightforward to calculate in a computer
program. This matters when the deformation is large, and the deformed volume cannot be regarded
as the same as the original volume.

PKi , K + 0bi = 0ai

(2-2)

where P is the Piola-Kirchhoff stress, the capital index K indicates the derivative with respect to
the referential frame.
2.1.2 Weak form of the governing equation (principle of virtual work)
The differential form of the governing equation is called the strong form as it must be satisfied
for every particle in the domain.
The weak form is obtained by multiplying the governing equation by a virtual infinitesimal
displacement δ𝑈𝑖 and integrating over the volume
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D 2U i
V0 PKi,K  U i dV + V0 0bi U i dV = V0 0 Dt 2 U i dV .

(2-3)

The first term on the left can be broken down using integration by parts using the relation
𝑃𝐾𝑖,𝐾 δ𝑈𝑖 = (𝑃𝐾𝑖 δ𝑈𝑖 ),𝐾 − 𝑃𝐾𝑖 δ𝑈𝑖,𝐾 and divergence theorem as



V0

PKi , K  U i dV =  ( PKi U i ), K dV −  PKi U i , K dV
V0

V0

=  PKi U i nK dA −  PKi U i , K dV
A0

V0

(2-4)

=  Ti U i dA −  PKi U i , K dV
A0

V0

Note the relationship between the first and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress

PKi = SKL FiL = SKL (iL + Ui , L )

(2-5)

and the definition of the Lagrangian strain

1
EKL = (U K , L + U L , K + U i , KU i ,L ) ,
2

(2-6)

the change of the Lagrangian strain due to the virtual displacement is

1
2

 EKL = ( U K , L +  U L, K + U i , K  Ui , L +  Ui ,KUi ,L ) .

(2-7)

The following weak form can be obtained using the equations listed above (note the symmetry
of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is needed in the derivation).



V0

S KL EKL dV =  T K  U K dA +  0b K  U K dV −   0
A0t

V0

V0

D 2U K
 U K dV .
Dt 2

(2-8)

The weak form is so called because the equations are seemingly weakened now that only the
integral of the dot product of the vector equation and the virtual displacement needs to be zero.
The two forms of the governing equation are equivalent as both the virtual displacement and the
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integration volume are arbitrary. In the above derivation of the weak form, no assumption is made
about the extent of the deformation. In other words, it is a general form that applies to both small
and large strain problems. This form is especially convenient for dealing with nonlinear problems
as typically the constitutive laws of nonlinear materials are given in terms of strain energy
functions from which the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is directly derived.
2.1.3 Finite element discretization
The finite element discretization basically converts the differential equation into a set of
algebraic equations, upon solving which the solution is obtained on a finite number of so-called
nodes.
First, linear problems are considered. The linear simplification is two-fold. The stress is a linear
function of strain. The strain is a linear function of displacement. The linear assumption is valid
when the deformation is small. The stress and strain can be replaced using the linear counterparts
because the deformation is small and the difference between deformed and reference configuration
can be ignored.



V0

 KL DKLMN  MN dV =  TK  U K dA +  0bK  U K dA −  0
A0t

V0

V0

D 2U K
 U K dV .
Dt 2

(2-9)

Put in the displacement-strain relationship into the left term (because of the symmetry of
𝐷𝐾𝐿𝑀𝑁 ), one gets



V0

 MN DKLMN  KL dV =  U M , N DKLMN  U K , L dV .
V
0
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(2-10)

One quintessential of the finite element method is to discretize the physical domain using
primitive shapes such as tetrahedron and hexahedron. It can be expressed in mathematical terms
as

V0 = V0e .

(2-11)

e

With this discretization, the integration in the governing equation can be done by first
integrating over the element and then doing a summation of the element integrals. The governing
equation becomes


e

V0 e

U M , N DKLMN  U K , L dVe =   TK  U K dAe
e

A0 e

D 2U K
+   0bK  U K dVe −   0
 U K dVe
V0 e
V0 e
Dt 2
e
e

.

(2-12)

The next problem is how to calculate the derivative of the displacement and the integral over
the element volume, which leads to the other quintessential idea of the finite element method, i.e.,
interpolation using shape functions. Variables values in the interior of an element is defined as a
continuous interpolation using the vertex values. The interpolation functions are called shape
functions, as they are defined based on the shape of the elements as
n

U ( X ) =  i ( X )U i .

(2-13)

i =1

The shape functions  i ( X ) are easier to define for standard primitive shapes in terms of the
local coordinates. This also has the advantage that only one set of interpolation function is needed
for each type of element shape. To do this, a mapping from the physical element to the standard
primitive element is needed.  represents the local coordinates with the components denoted by

 , ,  . The mapping is defined as
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n

X ( ) = i ( ) X i .

(2-14)

i =1

In isoparametric formulation, the interpolation function for all variables is the same as those
used when defining the mapping. That is
n

n

U ( X ) = i ( )Ui

or U K = iUiK .

i =1

(2-15)

i =1

The derivative with respect to the global coordinate becomes
n
 ( )
U
=  i Ui
X i =1 X

n

or U K , L = i , LU iK .

(2-16)

i =1

Replace the U terms in the integral with the interpolation form and rearrange by moving the
summation over the element nodes out of the integral because they are not dependent on the
integration variable Ve , one gets
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(2-17)

Define a displacement vector {U } for each element in the form of

U11 
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U13 
 
U 21 
 
{U }e = U 22  .
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 n2 
U n 3 e

(2-18)

Then the terms can be rearranged as
n

n
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(2-19)

0bK j dVe U jK =  {U } {Fb }e

0i j dVe

T
e

D 2U iK
D2
T
U
=

{
U
}
[
M
]
{U }e
jK
e
e
Dt 2
Dt 2

where [ K ]e is the element stiffness matrix, {Fs } is the surface force vector, {Fb } is the body force
vector, which can be combined as element force vector {F}e , and [M ]e is the element mass
matrix. The elements in these matrices and arrays are

 K e(iK )( jM ) = V e i , N DKLMN j ,L dVe
0

[ M ]e (iK )( jM ) =  0i j dVe

.

V0 e

{F }e (iK ) =  TK i dAe +  0bK i dVe
A0 e

V0 e
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(2-20)

This leads to the discretized form of the governing equation

D2
{U }e .
Dt 2

 {U }eT [ K ]e{U }e =  {U }eT {F}e −  {U }eT [M ]e
e

e

e

(2-21)

To obtain a system of linear equations, we can define a global displacement vector {U } similar
to {U}e but arranged in the global order of the nodes. The map for global to local node can be
defined as a localization matrix [L]e . That is

{U}e = [L]e{U} .

(2-22)

Put this into the discretized governing equation, we have

  {U } [ L] [ K ] [ L] {U } =   {U } [ L] {F}
T

T
e

T

e

e

e

T
e

e

e

−  {U }T [ L]Te [ M ]e [ L]e
e

D2
{U }
Dt 2

.

(2-23)

By moving the global displacement array out of the summation, one gets
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(2-24)

The virtual displacement term can be eliminated as it is arbitrary. We finally get the set of
algebraic equations as

[M ]{U} + [ K ]{U} = {F}

(2-25)

where [M ],[ K ],{F} are the global mass matrix, stiffness matrix and force vector, respectively.
They are calculated by assembling the element matrices and the element to global mapping as
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 M  =   Le  M e  Le
T

e

[ K ] =   L e  K e  L e
T

(2-26)

e

{F } =   L e {F }e
T

e

2.1.4 Evaluation of integrals
The derivative of the shape function with respect to the global coordinates can be calculated
using the mapping from the standard element to physical elements. First, note the chain rule

i i X
=
 X 

Denoting the transformation Jacobian matrix as J =

(2-27)

X
. It can be directly calculated using the


mapping defined above as

J=

n
 ( )
X
= i
Xi .
 i =1 

(2-28)

Then

i i −1
=
J .
X 

(2-29)

which is easy to do since J it's just a 3x3 matrix. Note that if the shape function is not first order,
the derivative with respect to  will contain the local coordinate terms (  , ,  ), which is not
explicitly defined in terms of X . It will be shown later, however, the explicit definition is not
needed if the integration is done on the local element coordinate.
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Because of the often-irregular shape and bounds of the element defined in the global
coordinates, it is more convenient to calculate the integral over the local coordinates of the standard
element shape. Generally,

X

V f [ (X )]dV = V f ( )  dV 


(2-30)

Taking the [K] matrix as an example, each element in the matrix is evaluated as
[ K ]e (iK )( jM ) =  eL i , N DKLMN  j , L | J |d d d .

(2-31)

V0

Finally, the integral is approximated using Gaussian integration, which calculates the integral
as a summation of the weighted values at the so-called integration points or Gaussian points. That
is

[ K ]e (iK )( jM ) =  eL i , N DKLMN  j , L | J |d d d
V0

m

=  i , N ( g , g ,  g ) DKLMN j , L g , g ,  g ) | J | wg

.

(2-32)

g =1

2.2 Muscle model
Instead of modeling each muscle fibers and the muscle unit recruitment, the active stress is
simplified as a homogeneous stress in the muscle calculated based on the Hill contractile model.
A laryngeal muscle mechanics model, which combines a fiber-reinforced model for passive
stress and a 1D Hill-based model for active stress, was implemented and validated in our previous
work[Pham et al., 2018]. A brief description of the model is provided below.
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In the fiber-reinforced material model, the passive strain energy is defined as
2
1
𝑘
U = 𝐶10 (𝐼̄1 − 3) + 𝐷 (𝐽 − 1)2 + 2𝑘1 [𝑒 𝑘2(𝐼̄4 −1) − 1],
1

2

(2-33)

where 𝐶10 is the isotropic neo-Hookean parameter, 𝐼̄1 and 𝐼̄4 are the first and fourth invariant of
the reduced Cauchy-Green tensor, respectively, J is the Jacobian determinant of the deformation,
𝑘1 is a modulus-like parameter, 𝑘2 is a dimensionless parameter which accounts for the degree of
nonlinearity, and 𝐷1 is the compressibility factor, which was set to a value close to zero [1/20𝐶10 ]
to approximate the incompressibility of vocal fold tissues.
In the 1D Hill-based model[Smith and Hunter, 2014], the active stress is defined as

* * ,
 A = a (t ) maxTL
TV

(2-34)

where σ𝐴 is the active stress, a(𝑡) is the activation level, σ𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum active muscle
stress, σ∗𝑇𝐿 and σ∗𝑇𝑉 are the normalized scaling factors as functions of muscle stretch and stretch
rate, respectively. σ∗𝑇𝐿 is calculated using a Gaussian function[Winters and Stark, 1985] as
σ∗𝑇𝐿 = exp [− (

𝜆−λ𝑜𝑝𝑡
𝑠𝑓

2

) ] + 𝑚𝜆,

(2-35)

where λ is the stretch ratio of the muscle, defined as the current length over the initial length and
thus deformation dependent. λ𝑜𝑝𝑡 is the optimal stretch ratio, at which maximum stress is
achieved. Furthermore, the shape and asymmetry of the relation are controlled by the shape factor
𝑠𝑓 and the slope parameter m. λ𝑜𝑝𝑡 , 𝑠𝑓 , and m were set to 1.5, 0.35, and 0.01, respectively [Pham
et al., 2018; Smith and Hunter, 2014]. The value of σ∗𝑇𝑉 was set to 1 as a constant.
The relationship between the stress tensor and the deformation for this strain energy function
is given by taking the derivative of the strain energy function with respect to the right Cauchy53

Green tensor as:
𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑆𝐾𝐿
= 2𝐶10

̅
∂𝐼1̅
2
1
∂𝐼3
2 ∂𝐼4
+ (1 −
)
2𝑘1 + (𝐼4̅ − 1)𝑒 𝑘2(𝐼4̅ −1)
∂𝐶𝐾𝐿 𝐷1
∂𝐶𝐾𝐿
√𝐼3 ∂𝐶𝐾𝐿

(2-36)

𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒
where K and L are the subscript for indicial notation, 𝑆𝐾𝐿
is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress

tensor, and 𝐼3 is the third invariant of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor 𝐶𝐾𝐿 . The readers
are referred to [Dhondt, 2004] for detailed derivation of the stress-strain relationship. For an
incompressible specimen under uniaxial stretch along the fiber direction, an analytical stressstretch relation can be obtained following some straightforward derivation as
1
2
σ = 2𝐶10 (λ2 − ) + 2𝑘1 (λ2 − 1)λ2 𝑒 𝑘2 (λ −1)
λ

(2-37)

where σ is the true tensile stress and λ is the stretch. It shows the highly nonlinear nature of the
fiber reinforced material.
In the finite element calculation, the uniaxial active stress computed using Eq. (6) was
transformed into a stress tensor based on the muscle orientation (defined by the origin and insertion
of the muscle) and added to the passive stress as the total stress that satisfies the equilibrium.
Specifically,
σ𝐴
[𝑆 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ] = [𝑆 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 ] + [𝑆 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ] = [𝑆 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 ] + [𝑞]𝑇 [ 0
0

0 0
0 0] [𝑞],
0 0

(2-38)

where [q] is the coordinate transformation matrix.
2.3 Bernoulli flow
The vocal fold model was coupled with a one-dimensional (1D) Bernoulli flow model to
simulate the flow-structure interaction between the vocal fold and glottal flow. Previous
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comparison[Decker and Thomson, 2007] between Navi-Stokes model and Bernoulli model for the
glottal flow showed that the Bernoulli flow models were adequate for obtaining reasonable
predictions in terms of displacement and qualitative vocal fold vibration. It is favorable in the
current study because its low computational cost makes parametric simulations possible. The flow
was assumed to separate at the minimum glottal area. Downstream of the separation point, the
pressure was assumed to equal the supraglottal pressure, which was assumed to be zero. Upstream
of the separation point, the pressure was solved using the Bernoulli equation without considering
the viscous loss:
1
𝑄 2
)
p(𝑦) = 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏 − ρ𝑎𝑖𝑟 (
2
𝐴(𝑦)

(2-39)

where p(𝑦) is the intraglottal pressure at the location y, A(𝑦) is the cross-sectional area at this
location, 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏 is the subglottal pressure and Q is the air flow rate, and ρ𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the density of air.
The flow rate is a passive outcome from the flow structure interaction, and was calculated as

Q=√

2𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑏
𝐴
ρ𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛

(2-40)

where 𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum cross-sectional area along the glottal channel, which is also the crosssectional area of the glottis at the flow separation point. In this study, a constant subglottal pressure
of 2kPa was used for all the cases. This was determined based on a previous in vivo canine model
study[Chhetri et al., 2014] that showed a maximum onset subglottal pressure of about 2kPa across
the full range of intrinsic laryngeal muscle activity.
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2.4 Flow-structure coupling
The coupling between the aerodynamics model and vocal fold dynamics model was
implemented on the vocal fold surfaces where they were in contact with the glottal airflow. At
each time step, the glottal aerodynamic pressures were first calculated with the medial surface
shape of the vocal folds obtained from previous time step, and then fed back to the vocal fold
dynamics solver to calculate the new deformation of the vocal folds. The simulation then marched
one step by using the updated vocal fold shape.
2.5 Vocal tract acoustics model
The one-dimensional waveguide model [Story, 1996] was implemented. Specifically, the
TubeTalker was implemented after [Story, 2013].
In this study, it is used to filter the pulsating glottal flow to generate sound to evaluate the
effects of the muscle activation on sound. The coupling between the glottal flow and the vocal
tract is one-way with the volume flow rate converted to a forward propagating pressure using
𝑓1 = 𝑎1 𝑏1 + Q

ρ𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑐
𝐴1

(2-41)

where 𝑓1 and 𝑏1 are respectively the pressures of the forward-travelling and backward-travelling
sound waves at the vocal tract inlet, 𝑎1 is the attenuation factor, Q is the glottal flow rate obtained
from the glottal aerodynamics model, c is the speed of sound, and 𝐴1 is the cross-section area of
the vocal tract inlet. Calculation of 𝑓1 is explicit using the value of 𝑏1 from the previous time step
in the simulation. The acoustic feedback pressure was not considered in the aerodynamics model.
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Chapter 3
MRI-BASED MODEL CONSTRUCTION
In this chapter, the construction of larynx model is described, including the geometry of the
laryngeal components from MRI data, the implementation of active muscle stress in the finite
element code, and the boundary conditions and simplifications used for simulation. The model is
partially verified with basic posture and vocal fold strain check.
3.1 Introduction
One important goal of voice research is to establish a causal theory linking vocal fold
physiology and biomechanics to vocal fold vibration and sound [Zhang, 2016]. Computational
physics-based models can aid building such links but require embodied approaches that include
realistic representations of voice physiology and biomechanics. In light of this goal, a
comprehensive, muscle-mechanics-based continuum larynx model was built with components of
realistic geometries reconstructed from high-resolution MRI scans. The model is a critical step
towards a causal model linking laryngeal physiology and biomechanics to voiced sound
production. In this model, MRI scans of an excised canine larynx were used, which has its
advantages in that many experiments were done using canines. Thus, the determination of model
parameters is more rigorous, and the results can be directly compared. In the model, not only were
the relevant laryngeal cartilages and the vocal folds (TA muscles and the cover layer)
reconstructed, but the structures directly adjacent to the vocal folds were included as well, i.e., the
conus elasticus (CE), the paraglottic space (PGS) of adipose tissue and the LCA muscle. The PCAs
were also reconstructed from MRI images. The other two muscle groups, the IA and the CT, used
simplified geometries due to lack of clear boundaries in the MRI scans. The muscles were further
divided into their sub compartments (bellies), including the thyromuscularis (TAm) and
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thyrovocalis (TAv) of the TA, the vertical (CTv) and oblique parts (CTo) of the CT, and the three
(horizontal, oblique, and vertical) bellies of the PCA.[Sanders et al., 1993a] By applying
previously proposed muscle contraction models [Pham et al., 2018; Smith and Hunter, 2014] to
the current model, vocal fold posturing can be studied in a more comprehensive configuration with
independent activation of muscle bellies.
In the following sections, the construction of the model and the assumptions are described,
followed by partial validation of the model by examining the basic action of individual muscles
and comparing the vocal fold strains with experimental data.
3.2 Larynx model
Since the eventual purpose of the model is to derive implications for human phonation, the
model and results are presented within the context of human anatomy. However, it must be pointed
out that orientation of the canine anatomy is different from that of humans, hence different names
for homologous muscles. Here we use human nomenclature for the homologous muscles for ease
of discussion.
3.2.1 Geometry and components
The MRI scans of one of the canine larynges used in a previous study [Oren et al., 2014] were
retrieved from the authors. The scan was conducted with the vocal folds artificially adducted using
a suture at the vocal processes. The scan had a voxel resolution of 210×256 pixels for 220 slices
over a field view of 42×51×44 mm, yielding a resolution of 0.2 mm in all three directions. The
larynx was dissected and all the structures above the true vocal folds were removed, including the
false vocal folds, the rostral border of the thyroid cartilage and the cuneiform processes. Generally,
the cartilages, muscles and ligament tissues have distinct grey values in the scanned images (Figure
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3-1a). A clear interface between different materials can usually be identified, making it possible
to draw an accurate contour for each component. Segmentation was done manually using the
software Mimics 16.0 (The Materialise Group, Leuven, Belgium). The reconstructed geometries
were then smoothed using the software Meshlab [Cignoni et al., 2008].
A distinction can be made among the soft tissues: those inside the lumen of the laryngeal
cartilages (internal) and those outside (external). The internal soft tissues are more important in
that they compose the vocal fold posture and interact directly with the glottal flow during
phonation. Therefore, efforts were made to reconstruct all the major anatomical features inside the
lumen of the cartilages, including the conus elasticus (CE), the TA, the LCA, the cover layer of
the vocal folds, and the paraglottic space (PGS).
The superior boundary of the current model is up to the superior surface of the true vocal folds.
The inferior boundary of the model is marked by the horizontal line in Figure 3-1a (only shown
on one side). The part of the CE above this line was included in the model. Posteriorly, the CE
beyond the vocal process was not included. The thin mucosa covering the CE is too thin to be
separated. Thus, it is lumped into the CE layer. Lateral-posteriorly, vocal fold tissues up to the
piriform sinus were included.
The TAm, TAv and LCA were segmented from the scans in the coronal sections separately.
However, in the finite element analysis, the meshes of these parts must be coupled, which requires
a conformal interface between the muscles and the surrounding tissues. This was done by
segmenting the lump of the vocal folds including all tissues first and then subtracting the muscle
geometries using Boolean operations. Some space was left between the muscle bundles to allow
at least one mesh element (yellow part in Figure 3-1 a & b), which can be regarded as a lumped
representation of the fascia and intermuscular tissues. It was noted in the scans that generally the
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two bellies of the TA were not well defined, similar to observations in anatomical dissections
[Mineck et al., 2000]. Thus, separation of the two bellies was estimated using the slices with clearer
interfaces and based on the assumption that the profile of the muscle bellies are rounded. The gap
of intermuscular tissues between the two bellies was exaggerated for ease of model creation. The
peripheral regions around the internal muscles were then divided into three parts: the CE, the cover
layer and the PGS (Figure 3-1a, Figure 3-1b). The thickness of the PGS was also slightly
exaggerated based on an anatomical report [Reidenbach, 1996] and previous modeling practice
[Jones et al., 2015] because it was too thin to allow an affordable mesh size.

Figure 3-1. Geometric reconstruction of a canine larynx from MRI data.
(a) An MRI scan image with the major components labeled. (b) Internal structure of the reconstructed model with
mesh on. (c) Definition of the PCA bellies, posterior view. (d) Top view of the reconstructed model showing the
neutral glottal angle (measured using the three points: anterior commissure, left vocal process and right vocal
process). (e) Lateral view of the reconstructed model showing the CT muscles.
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Of the laryngeal cartilages, the thyroid was reconstructed entirely based on segmentation. The
arytenoids and the cricoid were artificially altered after segmentation for modeling purposes. The
cricoid cartilage in the current study was fixed. It only serves as an anchorage for the CT, LCA
and PCA muscles. The geometry was simplified in the smoothing process to reduce mesh size (the
resultant cartilage had more rounded walls compared to the thin plate structure found in the original
segmentation, compare Figure 3-1and Figure 3-1b).
One salient difference between the human larynx and canine larynx is the morphology of the
arytenoid cartilage and the interarytenoid muscles [Miller and Evans, 1993; Mineck et al., 2000].
The oblique portion of IA found in humans is absent in canines. The transverse portion consists of
two bundles: the more superior ventricularis and the more inferior arytenoideus transverus [Miller
and Evans, 1993]. Unfortunately, boundaries of the IA muscles are not very clear in the scans. The
fine structures like the sesamoid cartilage and the interarytenoid cartilage embedded in the IA
would significantly increase the complexity of the model. Besides, the circular course of the
ventricularis cannot be easily represented using the current muscle model. Based on these
considerations, the IA was modeled using a simplified horizontally oriented cylindrical shape
(Figure 3-1d). To accommodate this simplification, the corniculate processes were replaced with
the superior portion of the arytenoid cartilage from human scans, onto which the simplified IA was
inserted. The CT muscles were also represented by simplified geometries (Figure 3-1d, Figure
3-1e) for similar reasons. Lastly, the posterior cricoarytenoid muscles were segmented from the
scans. The PCA muscles were further divided into three bellies (Figure 3-1c) based on a report of
canine anatomy [Sanders et al., 1993a]. It is important to point out that, although there are
simplifications in the geometries, the volumes and cross section areas of each of the muscles were
calculated and compared to reported data [Cox et al., 1999; Mineck et al., 2000] to ensure the
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reconstruction and simplifications are physiologically reasonable. The anatomic properties of the
reconstructed muscles are listed in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1Anatomical properties of reconstructed muscles

Side

Left
side

Right
side

Muscle
bundles
TA total
TAm
TAv
CT total
CTo
CTv
LCA
PCA total
PCAh
PCAo
PCAv
TA total
TAm
TAv
CT total
CTo
CTv
LCA
PCA total
PCAh
PCAo
PCAv
IA

Initial Direction cosines
x
y
z

Length
mm

0.198
0.164

0.967
0.952

0.162
0.258

18.8
15.6

0.205
0.278
0.172

0.609
0.114
0.912

0.766
0.954
0.371

16.1
18.2
19.8

-0.772
0.592
0.085

0.449
-0.413
-0.307

-0.451
0.692
0.948

11.6
11.6
8.7

-0.183
-0.124

0.972
0.935

0.147
0.333

19.2
14.7

-0.498
-0.286
-0.237

0.508
0.053
0.905

0.703
0.957
0.353

16.2
18.4
19.1

-0.798
-0.657
-0.144
1.00

-0.522
-0.395
-0.229
0

0.301
0.642
0.963
0

12.7
13.0
8.7
13.4

Volume
mm3
961
180
781
1331
769
562
429
533
145
212
176
1056
211
845
1356
732
625
362
557
176
226
154
139

3.2.2 Muscle material properties
Material parameters for the muscle and non-muscle tissues are listed in Table 3-2 and Table
3-3, respectively, which were determined by curve fitting experimental data of canine tissues in
uniaxial stretch. The curve fitting for the passive parameters of the CT and TA muscles was
described in a previous work [Pham et al., 2018] using experimental measurements from [Alipour62

Hachichi et al., 1991; Alipour-Haghighi et al., 1989]. Note that the same parameters were used for
CT and TA because they have almost identical passive response [Hunter and Titze, 2007]. Passive
parameters for the other muscles (lateral cricoarytenoid (LCA), interarytenoid (IA), posterior
cricoarytenoid (PCA)) were obtained in a similar way based on experimental data [Hunter and
Titze, 2007]. Note that the nonlinear characteristics are different among the muscles.
The maximum active stresses of the canine laryngeal muscles were measured extensively by
Alipour-Haghighi et al.[Alipour-Hachichi et al., 1991; Alipour-Haghighi et al., 1989; Alipour and
Titze, 1999]; CT and TA both have a maximum active stress around 100 kPa. The other muscles
(IA, LCA and PCA) seem to have lower maximum active stress[Alipour et al., 2005], but the
authors mentioned that it could be due to the samples being not as fresh. Previous models[Hunter
et al., 2004; Yin and Zhang, 2016] have also assumed for these muscles the same maximum active
stress as that of TA. The maximum stress of the IA muscle was set to double that of the others to
compensate for the reduction in the cross-section because only the inferior bundle was considered.
The maximum stress of TAm was set lower since it was noticed to have a smaller total force.[Berry
et al., 2003]
The non-muscle tissues were set to isotropic materials and the Young’s moduli were chosen
based on previous studies.[Cook et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2015; Zhang, 2015]
Table 3-2Material parameters for muscle tissues

Muscle
TAv
TAm
CTo & CTv
LCA
PCA (all bellies)
IA

C10 [kPa]
3
3
3
2.7
2.7
2.035

k1 [kPa]
0.15
0.15
0.15
2
2
10
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k2
9
9
9
5.5
5.5
2.5

 max [kPa]

100
80
100
100
100
200

Table 3-3Material parameters for passive tissues

Tissue
Cartilages
PGS (adipose)
Cover
Conus elasticus
Inter-muscular tissue

Young’s
modulus [kPa]
30000
3
3
20
3

Poisson’s
ratio
0.47
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45

3.2.3 Boundary conditions and model implementation
For the CAJ joint, we followed the practice of [Hunter et al., 2004] and modeled it as a rockingsliding motion (Figure 3-2a). This simplification was realized by constraining the two end points
of the arytenoid facet to a linear motion along the joint axis; thus, the arytenoid can only slide
along and rotate around the joint axis. The CTJ was modeled as a simple rotation around the anchor
point plus minor horizontal sliding. This was implemented in the model by fixing the lateral-medial
and inferior-superior degrees of freedom of the anchor points (Figure 3-2), making possible only
the rotation and the horizontal sliding. To simulate the tissue constraints on the joints, linear
springs were added at the two ends of the sliding axis for both the CAJ and CTJ (Figure 3-2a,
Figure 3-2b). The spring constant was set to 100 N/m based on a previous biomechanical
test.[Berry et al., 2003]

Figure 3-2 Model boundary conditions and constraints.
(a) cricoarytenoid joints, (b) the cricothyroid joints, and (c) contact surfaces (highlighted in bright color). Degrees
of freedom on the joints are indicated by the arrows. Springs were used to represent tissue constraint.
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Figure 3-3. Breakdown of the canine larynx model.
1 – Cricoid cartilage. 2 – Thyroid cartilage. 3 – Right arytenoid cartilage. 4 – Left arytenoid cartilage. 5 – Left vocal
fold. 5-1 – Cover layer. 5-2 – Conus elasticus. 5-3 – TA vocalis. 5-4 – Intermuscular tissue. 5-5 – LCA muscle. 5-6
– TA musclaris. 5-7 – Paraglottic space. 6 – Right vocal fold. 7-1 – Left oblique CT muscle. 7-2 – Left rectus CT
muscle. 7-3 – Right rectus CT muscle. 7-4 – Right oblique CT muscle. 8 – IA muscle. 9-1 – Left PCA muscle. 9-2 –
Right PCA muscle. The bottom of the cricoid cartilage was fixed. The internal components of the vocal folds (see
breakdown of 5) have conformal interfaces that are tied together. The vocal folds are fixed anteriorly and laterally to
the thyroid cartilage, inferiorly to the cricoid cartilage (indicated by the dark surface area in 6), and posteriorly to the
arytenoid cartilage (indicated by the grey surface area in 3).

The interfaces between the internal structures were tied together so that no sliding nor
penetration could occur. The vocal folds were fixed anteriorly and laterally to the thyroid cartilage,
posteriorly to the arytenoid cartilages, and lateral-inferiorly to the cricoid arch. Aside from these
fixes, the vocal folds were free to move. As an anchor of the entire model, the cricoid cartilage
was fixed at its bottom surface. Lastly, contact surfaces were set up between the medial surfaces
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(Figure 3-2c) of the vocal folds and the arytenoid cartilages to prevent penetration into the
contralateral tissue. A detailed breakdown of the model is shown in Figure 3-3.
The orientation of a muscle bundle was defined through the two end points of the bundle. That
is, all the fiber elements within one muscle bundle follow the same global orientation. In the finite
element calculation, the active stress was first computed using equation (2-34). The uniaxial stress
was then transformed into a stress tensor based on the muscle orientation and added to the passive
stress using equation (2-38).
3.2.4 Mesh-independence
Due to the complexity in mesh generation, dependence on mesh size was checked only on the
vocal fold parts. (i.e., only the vocal fold parts were refined). Three meshes of different sizes were
tested. As we used vocal fold strain and vocal process distance to compare the simulation and
experiment results, the mesh-independence was also tested using these two measures. The vocal
fold strain was examined under full CT activation and the vocal process distance was examined
under full PCA activation. The details of the mesh-independence study are summarized in Table
3-4. To balance accuracy and cost, we chose to use the medium mesh for this study.
Table 3-4 Summary of the results of the mesh-independence study

mesh
number of elements
vocal folds
total
results
Maximum vocal fold strain (%)
error with respect to fine mesh (%)
Maximum Vocal process distance
(mm)
error with respect to fine mesh (%)
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coarse

medium

fine

32446
107013

48780
123346

85804
160370

20.3
1.04

19.9
0.70

19.2
0.00

3.02
-15.5

3.70
3.7

3.57
0.0

The final model consists of 123,346 tetrahedron elements, with each vocal fold having about
30,000 elements. Previous finite element studies [Jiang et al., 2018; Xue et al., 2011; Yin and
Zhang, 2013] also showed that such a number of elements was fine enough to obtain meshindependent solutions.
For posturing studies, a larynx at neutral position is preferred. Since the MRI scan was done
in the adducted position (Figure 3-1a), it was first abducted by applying a vertical force on the
vocal processes. The neutral position was determined using reported images [Chhetri et al., 2010,
2012; Nasri et al., 1994] and human data [Eckel and Sittel, 1995] as rough estimates. Admittedly,
the glottal opening in the adjusted neutral position (shown in Figure 3-1d) is smaller compared to
what is commonly reported because the model was not abducted further to avoid deterioration in
mesh quality. The adjusted neutral position was used as an unreformed mesh for the following
posturing studies, i.e., no initial stress was involved.
3.3 Partial Validation
3.3.1 Basic Postures
The model was first verified by first checking the posture changes due to individual muscle
activations (shown in Figure 3-4, Figure 3-5, Figure 3-6), which generally agreed with what is
commonly observed: TA activation shortens and adducts the membranous part of the vocal folds;
CT activation elongates and thins the vocal folds, which is accompanied by a slight abductory
effect; both IA and LCA activation rotates the arytenoids inward and closes the cartilaginous part
of the glottis. Activation of the PCA abducts the vocal folds and increases the glottal opening
substantially. Animated videos showing these posture changes are available in the online version
of [Geng et al., 2020] from The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.
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Figure 3-4 Basic postures of tensors.
(a) Neutral position. (b) Full CT activation. (c) Full TA activation. The left figures show the top view. The right
figures show the medial view of the left hemi larynx. The cover layer is made transparent to reveal the muscles. The
active muscles are rendered in red.
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Figure 3-5 Basic postures of adductors.
(a) Neutral position. (b) Full LCA activation. (c) Full IA activation. The left figures show the top view. The right
figures show the medial view of the left hemi larynx. The cover layer is made transparent to reveal the muscles. The
active muscles are rendered in red.
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Figure 3-6 Basic postures of abductors.

3.3.2 Vocal Fold Strain
One important parameter in vocal fold posturing is the vocal fold strain/elongation. However,
the maximum positive and negative strain of canine vocal folds has large inter-subject variance.
From canine larynx experiments, [Titze et al., 1997] reported vocal fold strain in the range of
+26.3% to +71.0% for the maximum positive strain and -12.3% to -25.4% for the negative strain.
The several works in [Chhetri et al., 2010, 2012, 2014] reported the ranges of about +10% ~ +40%
and -10% ~ -30%. The current model has a maximum positive strain of 20% under full CT
activation and a maximum negative strain of -13.0% under full TA activation. These numbers are
within the reported ranges.
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Figure 3-7 shows the activation-strain relationship of unilateral activations. Figure 3-7a is for
activation of the adductors (TA, LCA, and IA muscles on the left side were activated
concomitantly). Figure 3-7b is for the activation of the CT muscles on the left side. The maximum
strains are significantly smaller compared to bilateral activation. Experimental data from [Chhetri
et al., 2010] are overlaid to compare the activation-strain curve shape. Note that activations of the
adductors and the CT muscles in the experiment were realized by stimulating the left recurrent
laryngeal nerve (RLN) and the superior laryngeal nerve (SLN), respectively.

Figure 3-7 Strain-activation level curve from single side activation
Stimulation of (a) RLN, (b) SLN. Normalized comparison with experimental data [Chhetri et al., 2010].

Despite the differences in the absolute values, which could be due to inter-subject variance,
the strain curves of the CT activation match the experimental shape very well, showing that the
current model captures the nonlinear characteristics in vocal fold elongation. For the adductor
activation, the simulated strain curves match the experimental data well at high activation levels.
Near the low activation end, the simulated strain values are considerably smaller than the
experimental data. This could be partly due to the different ways that muscles are activated in the
experiment, where a threshold current must be reached before muscle activation occurs, and
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simulation, where the activation level is specified linearly. The discrepancy seems more evident
near the threshold current.
3.4 Conclusion
Using high resolution MRI scans of a canine larynx, we built a realistic laryngeal model that,
to our knowledge, incorporated the most features of the larynx to date, including all the cartilages
and muscles, the conus elasticus, the paraglottic space, and separate muscle bellies. With a
previously developed muscle model, we were able to simulate vocal fold posturing with
independent control of each muscle belly. Basic posture checks showed that the larynx model can
correctly simulate the action of individual muscles.
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Chapter 4
POSTURING STUDIES
In this chapter, the application of the model described in Chapter 3 to studying vocal fold
posturing is presented. The limitations of the model and possible future refinements are also
discussed based on these applications.
4.1 Introduction
Despite many research efforts, the muscular control mechanism of phonation remains elusive.
Due to the inaccessibility of the larynx and complex control mechanisms, observations are often
made with limited views or under conditions that cannot fully represent the true working condition.
For example, in cadaver studies, the activation of the muscles is usually simulated by pulling
threads that resemble muscle actions [Storck et al., 2011b; Wang, 1998] or by manipulating the
cartilages directly [Ardran and Kemp, 1966; Sellars and Sellars, 1983]. In in vivo studies [Chhetri
et al., 2010, 2012, 2014; Nasri et al., 1994], the intrinsic laryngeal muscles are stimulated using
electrodes, but the observation are usually limited to an endoscopic top view, thus unable to reveal
the three-dimensional movements and deformation of the vocal folds. These could be possibly
overcome by a hemilarynx setup (e.g. [Vahabzadeh-Hagh et al., 2017a]). However, observation is
still limited to kinematics, as properties such as tension and stiffness of the internal tissues are
difficult to measure in vivo. Imaging techniques like dynamic MRI and dynamic CT (computed
tomography) [Ahmad et al., 2009; Zhuang et al., 2019] have also been used to investigate cartilage
and vocal fold motions, but usually a compromise has to be made between temporal and spatial
resolution, limiting the scope of the results.
The current study is an attempt to address the posturing problem with realistic a finite element
model of a canine larynx. The focus is static posturing. Thus, the dependence of active muscle
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stress on the strain rate was not considered. First, simulations of laryngeal posturing under
systematic activations of individual and groups of laryngeal muscles are presented. The simulation
results are discussed and compared with existing data as further validation of the current model.
Then the model was applied to three specific posturing problems.
4.2 Parametric activations of paired muscle groups
In this part, we simulated parametric activations of pairs of muscle groups that potentially have
antagonistic or synergistic functions in vocal fold posturing, similar to what was experimentally
investigated by [Chhetri et al., 2012] which is our benchmark for comparison. This is to investigate
the effect of muscle interactions on vocal fold posturing and to further validate the model. Two
variables were quantified: vocal fold strain () and distance between vocal processes (Dvp). In
calculation of  and Dvp, three key points were used: the anterior commissure and the left and right
vocal process (Figure 3-1c). Vocal fold length was defined as the distance between the anterior
commissure and the vocal process. The vocal fold strain was calculated as ( l − l0 ) / l0 , where l0 is
the original length, and l is the length after muscle activation. The left and right strain were
averaged. The distance between the vocal processes was measured in percentage to the original
distance as D / D0 . It is an indicator of adduction of the vocal folds. The results are presented in the
muscle activation plots, where the activation status of the muscle group pair is represented by a
two-dimensional coordinate in the range from (0,0) to (1,1). Animated videos showing typical
posture changes under each activation conditions are available in the online version of [Geng et
al., 2020] from The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.
The first activation condition investigated was CT versus TA. The vocal fold strain and
adduction are plotted in Figure 4-1. From Figure 4-1a, CT and TA muscles play antagonistic roles
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in vocal fold elongation as CT activation always increases VF strain and TA always decreases it.
The CT muscles are more powerful than the TA muscles in that when both are equally activated,
the vocal folds have a positive strain. This agrees with what is commonly reported (e.g. [Titze et
al., 1997; Yin and Zhang, 2013]). The VF strain ranged from -13% to +20%, which is larger than
the -8% to +14% of the specimen reported by [Chhetri et al., 2012]. However, the same diagonal
contour pattern is observed. In addition, the diagonal is roughly aligned with the +5% contour line,
which matches the experimental data well (c.f. Figure 7(b) in [Chhetri et al., 2012]). The Dvp plot
(Figure 4-1b) also has a good agreement with the experimental data in terms of both pattern and
range of the values (c.f. Figure 7(d) [Chhetri et al., 2012]). The CT muscles have a slight abductory
effect, increasing Dvp from 100% at (0,0) to about 115% at (0,1) and from 57% at (1,0) to 67% at
(1,1). The TA muscles have an adductory effect, decreasing Dvp from 100% at (0,0) to 57% at
(1,0). This effect is stronger at lower TA activation, indicated by the steep gradient. Examination
of the postures (multimedia file Mm. 4 in [Geng et al., 2020]) revealed that the abductory effect of
the CT muscles was mainly due to the forward sliding of the arytenoids, while the adductory effect
of the TA muscles was mainly due to the inward rotation of the arytenoids.

Figure 4-1. Muscle activation plots for parametric activation of CT and TA muscles.
(a) Vocal fold strain. (b) Vocal process distance.
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The second activation condition investigated was CT versus LCA and IA. The LCA muscles
and IA muscle were activated as a single group. The results are plotted in Figure 4-2. Typical
posture changes under this activation condition can be found in multimedia file Mm. 2 in [Geng
et al., 2020]. In this condition, the VF strain ranged from 0% to +20%. Being affected mainly by
the CT activation, the strain contour shows an almost horizontal pattern. The LCA and IA muscles
tend to slightly reduce vocal fold elongation. The effect is most evident near the upper left corner
of the strain contour. For example, VF strain is greater than +18% at (0,0.7), but it becomes smaller
than +18% at (0.2,0.7). This indicates that in the current model, the equal activation of LCA and
IA muscles leads to a downward slide of the arytenoid cartilages on the joint facets (this will be
confirmed in a following section), thus lessening the elongation effect of the CT muscles. The
strain contour pattern matches the experimental data (c.f. Figure 5(b) in [Chhetri et al., 2012]).
[Unteregger et al., 2017] inferred from CT scans that the elongation effect of the CT muscles is
almost exhausted in the first octave. Further increase in vocal fold strain is realized by the arytenoid
movement, which they considered to be actuated by the LCA muscles. However, both the current
simulation and the experiments by [Chhetri et al., 2012, 2014] show that LCA activation generally
reduces vocal fold strain. For the LCA muscles to increase the vocal fold strain, the arytenoid
cartilage must be rotated around an axis perpendicular to the CAJ facet so that the vocal process
moves posteriorly. Such motion is not allowed by the constraint used in the current model, which
could have limited the effect of LCA muscles on vocal fold strains. However, a previous model
without such constraint also reported negligible effect of the LCA muscles on the vocal fold strain
[Yin and Zhang, 2014].
From the Dvp plot, the adduction is largely controlled by the LCA/IA: the iso-value lines are
almost vertical at low to medium LCA/IA activation. In this activation condition, Dvp ranges from
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16% at (1,1) to 115% at (0,1). The gradient is very large at low LCA and IA activation and Dvp
almost reaches the smallest value near medium LCA/IA activation, both of which were also
observed in the experimental data (c.f. Figure 5d in [Chhetri et al., 2012]). This indicates that the
adductors only need relatively low activations to fully adduct the vocal folds. Further activations
can be used to firmly press the two vocal folds together, which was considered the major
mechanism to regulate glottal flow under high subglottal pressure [Zhang, 2015]. Another possible
cause could be the reduced loading on the LCA and IA muscles due to the removal of the upper
part of the larynx.

Figure 4-2. Muscle activation plots for parametric activation of CT and LCA/IA muscles.
(a) Vocal fold strain. (b) Vocal process distance.

The third activation condition investigated was CT versus LCA, IA and TA, i.e., all the
adductor muscles as a single group. The results are plotted in Figure 4-3. Typical posture changes
under this activation condition can be seen in multimedia file Mm. 5 in [Geng et al., 2020]. The
vocal fold strain plot is similar to that in the CT vs TA condition, as the LCA and IA muscles have
little effect on vocal fold strain. Equal activation of both groups maintains an almost constant vocal
fold strain of 5%. The experimental data (c.f. Figure 3(b) in [Chhetri et al., 2012]) showed similar
strain pattern and range under this activation condition. The contour pattern of the Dvp plot is
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similar to that in the CT vs LCA/IA condition. The gradient at low adductors activation is even
greater than that in the CT versus LCA/IA condition as the adductory effect of the TA muscles is
synergistic to the LCA and IA muscles. Dvp ranged from 10% to 115%. The experimental data (c.f.
Figure 3d in [Chhetri et al., 2012]) showed a similar vertical pattern for Dvp but with a narrower
range of 5% to 50%. Part of this discrepancy is because the current simulation started from zero
activation, whereas the activation in the experiment started from the threshold level. This indicates
that the gradient of Dvp was also very large in the experiment at low adductors activation as a nearthreshold stimulation greatly reduced Dvp.

Figure 4-3. Muscle activation plots for parametric activation of CT and all adductor (TA/LCA/IA) muscles.
(a) Vocal fold strain. (b) Vocal process distance.

The fourth activation condition investigated was TA versus LCA and IA muscles. The results
are plotted in Figure 4-4. Typical posture changes under this activation condition can be found in
multimedia file Mm. 3 in [Geng et al., 2020]. Generally, the vocal fold strain is controlled by TA
activation, indicated by the largely horizontal contour pattern of the strain plot. Unlike in the CT
versus LCA and IA cases (Figure 4-2a) where LCA and IA tend to reduce VF strain, the activation
of LCA and IA in this condition tend to increase VF strain (reduce the shortening effect of the TA
muscles). This is most evident near the upper left corner of the strain contour. The opposite effects
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of LCA and IA on vocal fold strain under CT and TA activations were also present in the
experimental observations (c.f. Figure 5b and Figure 9b in [Chhetri et al., 2012]). From the Dvp
plot, TA and LCA/IA muscles act synergistically to adduct the vocal folds with the LCA/IA having
stronger effects. For example, full TA activation reduces Dvp to about 55%, while 0.4 LCA/IA
activation reduces Dvp to about 30%. Dvp ranges from 100% at (0,0) to about 20% at (1,1). For this
activation condition, the match between the current simulation and the experimental data is not as
good as previous conditions. First, in the experiments, LCA/IA was shown to slightly increase
strain at high activation levels as well. In the simulations, the strain contour becomes uniform after
0.5 activation of LCA/IA. Second, the experimental data showed a narrower range of Dvp from
82% to 62%, and TA activation had a slight abductory effect from medium to high activation.
Despite these detailed differences, the current simulation agrees with the experimental data that
the VF strain is mainly controlled by TA and Dvp mainly by LCA/IA under this activation
condition.

Figure 4-4. Muscle activation plots for parametric activation of TA and LCA/IA muscles.
(a) Vocal fold strain. (b) Vocal process distance.

The last activation condition investigated was PCA versus LCA and IA muscles, which play
antagonistic roles in vocal fold adduction/abduction. The results are plotted in Figure 4-5. Typical
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posture changes under this activation condition can be found in multimedia file Mm. 6 in [Geng
et al., 2020]. It can be seen from the strain contour that both groups have little effect on the vocal
fold elongation as the strain is within -2% to +3% (Figure 4-5a). The activation of PCA slightly
elongates the vocal folds and the activation of LCA and IA slightly shortens the vocal folds. From
the Dvp plot, the activation of PCA increases the distance between the two vocal processes to 160%
of that in the neutral position. Generally, PCA muscles are less powerful than LCA and IA muscles
combined since when both are equally activated, Dvp decreases to about 60%. Under full activation
of LCA and IA, activation of PCA from 0 to 100% increases Dvp from about 25% to 60%. The
increase is smaller compared to the 100% to 170% increase under zero LCA/IA activation. This
shows that the abductory function of the PCA muscles is less effective under high adductor action.

Figure 4-5. Muscle activation plots for parametric activation of PCA and LCA/IA muscles.
(a) Vocal fold strain. (b) Vocal process distance.

Because the activation conditions were done on different specimens in the experiment [Chhetri
et al., 2012], there was some inconsistency in the reported data. Given this and the simplifications
in the current model, a perfect match between simulation and experiment under every activation
condition was not expected. However, the parametric activation of pairs of muscle groups shows
good agreements with experimental observations in terms of general trends of vocal fold strain
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and adduction. This demonstrates that the current model correctly captures the function of the
laryngeal muscles in posturing, thanks to the reconstruction from high resolution MRI data, which
guarantees accurate insertion points and dimensions of the muscle bundles.
4.3 Movements of the Arytenoids
The exact position of the arytenoid cartilages on the cricoid joint facet in adduction has been
debated. Many studies [Fink et al., 1956; Neuman et al., 1994; Sellars and Keen, 1978; Sellars and
Sellars, 1983] supported that in adduction, the arytenoid cartilage facet rests on the posteriormedial-superior side of the cricoid cartilage facet; many others [Ardran and Kemp, 1966; Storck
et al., 2011b; Wang, 1998] however, argued for the opposite, i.e., the arytenoid cartilage facet rests
on the anterior-lateral-inferior side of the cricoid cartilage facet in adduction. Since the range of
the sliding motion is very small, observations made on cadaver larynges are prone to errors. To
shed some light on this debate with the help of the current model, we investigated the arytenoid
movements under different intrinsic laryngeal muscle activations.
For presentation, the movement of the left arytenoid is plotted in Figure 4-6 (the behavior of
the right arytenoid cartilage is similar). The rotation is plotted in the plane perpendicular to the
sliding axis (Figure 4-6a), and the sliding motion is plotted in the horizontal plane (Figure 4-6b).
Note that the arytenoid also moves downwards/upwards as it slides lateral-anteriorly/medialposteriorly, which is not reflected in the plot.
The addutory/abductory effects of the muscles are well reflected in the rotation plot. The PCA
muscle is the only abductor, which rotates the arytenoid cartilage outwards by about 10 degrees
when fully activated. Activation of single bellies of the PCA muscle also abducts the vocal folds,
but less powerfully. Among the three adductors, the IA muscle caused the most inward rotation,
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and the TA muscle the least. Full activation of the LCA muscle caused an inward rotation of about
8 degrees. Interestingly, despite the inward rotation of the TA muscle activation alone, its
activation on top of the LCA and IA muscles does not further increase the inward rotation. The
magnitude of the rotation motion around 10 degrees quantitatively agrees with a previous model
[Yin and Zhang, 2014] despite different treatment of the cricoarytenoid joint.
The sliding motion is possible because of the difference in the size of the arytenoid facet and
the cricoid facet. It is limited by the extension of the cricoid facet beyond the longitudinal diameter
of the arytenoid facet, which is about 2 mm [von Leden and Moore, 1961; Sellars and Keen, 1978;
Sellars and Sellars, 1983]. This value is similar in canines [Kim et al., 2004]. The range of the
sliding in the current model is within 2mm, indicating that the spring constants used to constrain
the sliding motion are reasonable. The IA muscle causes the most medial sliding. This is expected
given the transverse orientation of the IA muscle. The PCA muscle (PCA 100%) also causes
medial sliding, mostly due to the horizontal belly (PCAh 100%). The oblique belly (PCAo 100%)
also slides the arytenoid medially. In contrast, the vertical belly (PCAv 100%) causes lateral
sliding.
Both LCA and TA cause anterior sliding, with the LCA being more effective. Since the LCA
muscle originates from a wide range on the cricoid arch [Sellars and Sellars, 1983], the simplified
fiber orientation in the current model could potentially cause errors to the amplitude of the anterior
slide. The sliding caused by the TA muscle is smaller compared to common observation, indicating
possible over-constriction of the CAJ. In the current model, the combined LCA and IA activation
moves the arytenoid anteriorly. However, this doesn’t exclude the possibility of a posterior
position in adduction. The final position in adduction depends on the relative strength of the IA
and LCA muscles. Moreover, the PCA muscle could also affect the final position.
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The anatomic structure of the CAJ seems contradictory itself. The joint axis is so oriented that
when the arytenoid cartilage moves anterior-inferiorly, it also moves laterally, which increases the
distance between the two arytenoids. Both TA and LCA cause anterior-lateral sliding of the
arytenoids, which would increase the posterior opening of the rima glottis. The horizontal belly of
the PCA muscle moves the arytenoids medially, which can be regarded as an adductory motion
similar to that due to the IA muscle. The overlapping functions of the laryngeal muscles (TA, LCA
and PCA) in adduction and abduction might be a key factor in controlling the area of the
membranous and cartilaginous glottis with great flexibility. Recent studies have shown that
adduction of cartilaginous vocal folds leads to distinct phonatory qualities [Herbst et al., 2009] and
can be controlled independently [Herbst et al., 2011] from the adduction of the membranous vocal
folds.

Figure 4-6. Movement of the left arytenoid cartilage under intrinsic muscle activation.
(a) rotation. (b) sliding.
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4.4 Coronal section variation due to muscle activation
[Vahabzadeh-Hagh et al., 2017a, 2017b] did an extensive investigation of the medial shape
changes using in vivo graded activation of intrinsic laryngeal muscles in a hemi-larynx setup. They
later revisited [Vahabzadeh-Hagh et al., 2018] the four configurations (see below) proposed by
[Hirano, 1974]. Interestingly, the results showed that the change in the coronal profile of these four
configurations from neutral was subtle, unlike the distinct shapes alluded to by Hirano. However,
they did point out that the Hirano model was proposed for the vocal fold during phonation, which
requires a certain level of activation of the LCA and IA muscles. But these two muscles were not
considered in the experiments. Here, we use our posturing model to investigate the coronal profile
of the vocal folds with LCA and IA activation. In addition to the surface profile, changes in the
inner layers can also be revealed with the current model.
For this investigation, we activated the CT and TA muscles according to the four
configurations proposed by [Hirano, 1974] on top of the adductor (IA and LCA) activation: 1, low
TA and low CT activation, which corresponds to speech voice; 2, CT much greater than TA
(CT>>TA), which corresponds to falsetto voice; 3, high TA low CT, which corresponds to pressed
voice; and 4, high TA and high CT with TA being slightly higher, which corresponds to chest
voice. While the correspondence between the activation condition and the voice type remains
hypothetical and merits further proof, here for simplicity, we use the voice types to refer to the 4
conditions. The mid-coronal section was defined as the y=ymid plane, where ymid is the average of
the y coordinates of the anterior commissure (yac) and vocal process (yvp) in the deformed states.
The mid-coronal profiles of the vocal folds under the 4 conditions are shown in Figure 4-7.
The light-colored profile shows the vocal fold shape under IA and LCA activation only, which
basically adducted the vocal folds with only a small glottal gap (~0.5 mm) at mid-coronal. Despite
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the difference in IA and LCA activation, the general changes of the medial surface position agree
with what was demonstrated by in [Vahabzadeh-Hagh et al., 2018]. Specifically, the vocal folds
were lowered in the falsetto and chest conditions; and the medial surface becomes thicker in the
pressed condition.

Figure 4-7. Mid-coronal section profile of vocal folds in the 4 configurations proposed by[Hirano, 1974].
(a) Low (20%) TA, high (90%) CT activation. (b) High (90%) TA, high (80%) CT activation, with TA being
slightly higher. (c) Low (20%) TA, low (20%) CT activation. (d) High (90%) TA, low (20%) CT activation. All CT
and TA activations are on top of adducted vocal folds (IA 50% and LCA 50% activation). The light-colored profile
represents the adducted vocal folds without CT or TA activation. The dark-colored (red online) profile represents the
deformed vocal folds after CT and TA activation.

The most evident difference among the four conditions is in the contact thickness of the two
vocal folds, measured from the inferior contact point to the superior contact point. In the falsetto
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condition, the two vocal folds barely contact with a contact thickness of 3.5 mm, the smallest
among the four. The speech condition has a contact thickness of 5.1 mm. The pressed condition
and the chest condition have similar contact thickness (9.7 mm and 10.1 mm respectively). The
relative contact thickness in these four conditions seems to match what [Hirano, 1974]
demonstrated in his illustration. Furthermore, the different contact thickness of the falsetto and
chest condition also agrees with the typical description about the two conditions [Henrich, 2006;
Unteregger et al., 2018]. Previous studies [Titze, 1988; Zhang, 2017] showed that the medial
surface thickness has great effects on vocal fold dynamics. Here with our model, we show that this
quantity can be changed greatly with the interaction between laryngeal muscles in phonatory
postures.
The cover layer thickness was measured as the horizontal distance between the medial surface
and the TAm. This value didn’t differ greatly among the four conditions (from 2.9 mm at low TA
activation to 2.5 mm at high TA activation). This is probably due to the same adduction level in
the four conditions (both LCA and IA at 50% activation). Interestingly, the high TA activation
conditions had the thinnest cover layer among the four conditions. While the high TA activation
shortens the vocal folds and thus supposedly thickens the cover layer, the bulging of the TA also
pushes the cover layer towards the midline, where it is limited by the contralateral vocal fold.
Therefore, the net effect is thickened vocal folds rather than thickened cover layers. This indicates
that the cover layer thickness must be controlled along with adduction adjustment, which is
feasible partly by the lateral sliding of the arytenoids.
In summary, by using realistic geometry and incorporating more structures, the current model
is able to reveal changes in the medial surface in great detail. The simulation results show that the
vocal folds have distinct profiles under different voice types, which supports the proposed vocal
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fold configurations by [Hirano, 1974]. The subtle changes observed in the experiment
[Vahabzadeh-Hagh et al., 2018] could be partly due to lack of LCA and IA activation. However,
although Hirano alluded to the importance of the medial surface configuration, what he proposed
is the vibratory modes that are due to the distinct properties of the cover and TA under different
activations. This remains to be investigated in future studies that couple posturing with phonation
simulations.
4.5 Abduction power of PCA bellies
Being the only abductor, the PCA muscle is important in both respiration [Suzuki and
Kirchner, 1969] and phonation [Hirose, 1976]. More interestingly, anatomical studies have shown
that both canine[Sanders et al., 1993a] and human[Asanau et al., 2011; Bryant et al., 1996; Sanders
et al., 1994] PCA muscles can be divided into independently functioning compartments with
significantly different composition of fiber types. The canine PCA muscle has three bellies but
only a single nerve branch while the human PCA has two bellies with separate nerve branches
from the RLN [Gupta et al., 1959]. The anatomy supports potentially complex functions of the
PCA muscle.
In this section, we investigate the abduction capability of the three PCA bellies in the canine
model. Figure 4-8 shows the glottis area as a function of PCA belly activation level. In Figure
4-8a, the PCA bellies were activated from the neutral position, and in Figure 4-8b from a
supposedly phonatory position.
From the neutral position, the horizontal belly is the weakest in abducting, increasing glottis
area from 43 mm2 to 56 mm2 at the maximum activation. The oblique and the vertical bellies had
similar strength, increasing the glottis area by about 18 mm2. Simultaneous activation of all three
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bellies increased the glottis area by about 35 mm2, which is much smaller than the linear
summation of the separate activations (about 50 mm2). From the phonatory position, which had a
glottal gap of about 4 mm2, the abducting power of the PCA is significantly reduced. All the bellies
had small effects at low activation, especially the horizontal one. This might explain why the PCA
activity is usually accompanied by reciprocal IA activity [Hirose, 1976]. Their relative strength in
abducting the glottis seemed the same as from the neutral position. The horizontal belly was shown
to move the arytenoids medially in the previous section. Given its smaller power in abducting, it
might be hypothesized that the horizontal belly plays an important role in bracing the arytenoids
against the anterior pull. The muscle fibers in the horizontal belly were found to be slower but
more resistant to fatigue [Asanau et al., 2011], which seems suitable for such a function.

Figure 4-8. Glottis area as a function of PCA activation.
(a) PCA belly activation. (b) PCA belly activation on top of a phonatory posture (CT 20%, TA 20%, LCA and IA
40%).

The distinct characteristics of the PCA bellies provide potential for complex control schemes
to allow the versatility of voices. The exact function of the PCA bellies merit extensive
investigation in the future. Still, the current investigation shows how a realistic model with separate
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muscle bellies could be useful in such investigations. In EMG tests, it would be hard to place the
electrode precisely into each muscle belly.
4.6 Discussion
Understanding the cause-effect relationship between laryngeal physiology and voice outcome
is important for voice disorder diagnosis and treatment. Such a relationship can be obtained using
computer models through systematic parametric investigations. One critical step in this approach
is to build a model that includes comprehensive and realistic representation of laryngeal
physiology and biomechanics, a model that is based on first-principle physics, controlled through
physiologic inputs and constructed from realistic anatomy. Reconstruction of realistic larynx tissue
geometry has seen significant improvement over the years. [Selbie et al., 2002] reconstructed
laryngeal cartilages from MRI, which were later used by in [Yin and Zhang, 2014, 2016] in
posturing models. [Bakhshaee et al., 2013] proposed standardized cartilage geometries based on
CT scans. In addition to laryngeal cartilages, [Chen et al., 2012a] reconstructed the soft tissues
using micro-MRI scans. [Wu and Zhang, 2016] proposed a parametric vocal fold geometry model
with both the cover layer and TA using MRI scans of an even higher resolution (0.1 mm).
However, even with the availability of such detailed geometric reconstructions, many continuum
vocal fold models only consider the cover and body layers using simplified geometries. This is
partly due to the difficulty in building computational models from reconstructed components,
given the complex shapes and interconnection of all the laryngeal tissues. Another reason is the
high computational cost of a comprehensive continuum model, especially for parametric
investigations. Nevertheless, these simplifications can significantly affect model accuracy. For
example, the transitional boundaries, such as the PGS and the posterior part of the vocal folds are
often ignored in computer models. However, previous studies [Cook et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2015;
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Wu and Zhang, 2016] have shown that these parts have significant effects on the eigenfrequencies,
which play an important role in vocal fold dynamics. Similarly, the LCA muscles are usually not
considered as part of the vocal folds and not included in modeling. But in reality, they lie internally
to the bounds of the thyroid cartilage and form the lateral-inferior boundary of the vocal folds.
Moreover, the mechanical status of LCA changes with its activation, which significantly affects
phonation type and frequency [Chhetri et al., 2014]. Another important laryngeal structure usually
not included in computer models is the conus elasticus (CE). Since it largely defines the subglottal
angle, it would affect the vertical stiffness variation of the vocal folds [Geng et al., 2016, 2017]
and the flow structure interaction during phonation. Anatomic reports also suggested the functional
independence of some muscle bellies [Asanau et al., 2011; Sanders et al., 1994]. Thus, it is only
natural to include such features in the computer model for causal relationship investigation.
However, compared to the vocal folds, these features are less well quantified in the literature,
making their inclusion reliant on subject-specific imaging data.
The current study represents an effort to include as many laryngeal components as possible
based on realistic geometries. The current study demonstrates that a realistic model with detailed
representation of the larynx anatomy is feasible. Not only is such a model computationally
affordable, but with the computational power of high-performance computing clusters, even
systematic parametric investigation would be possible.
As was discussed in [Sellars, 1981], the functional classification of the intrinsic laryngeal
muscles is not simple. The results from the current model support this point of view. It is an oversimplification to categorize the intrinsic laryngeal muscles as merely adductors or abductors
because they synergize at the muscle belly level to achieve different postures that have to be
quantified with more measures other than adduction and elongation. It might also be hypothesized
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that the position of the arytenoids on the cricoid facet is not definitive but rather dependent on
voice condition.
The current model still has some limitations that could be refined in the future. First, linear
strain was used in the finite element solutions. This was mainly for consideration of robustness,
given the diverse activation conditions. However, the nonlinear material properties of muscle
fibers were considered using fiber-reinforced materials. The nonlinear muscle fiber orientation
change with posture was also considered. Nevertheless, nonlinear strain should be used in the
future once the robustness of the model is improved.
Second, the CAJ was modeled as a rocking-sliding motion. While this simplification was based
on anatomy [Ardran and Kemp, 1966; von Leden and Moore, 1961] and computational analysis
[Selbie et al., 1998] and seemed to be generally accurate enough to cover a large range of vocal
fold postures, it left out the possible rotation about a virtual axis that is roughly perpendicular to
the joint facet [Sellars and Sellars, 1983; Storck et al., 2011b]. It seemed to also over-constrict the
sliding movement as demonstrated in section 4.3 “Movements of the Arytenoids”. The magnitude
of the ignored rotation motion is disputed, with many considering it very limited [von Leden and
Moore, 1961] or nearly impossible [Ardran and Kemp, 1966; Selbie et al., 1998] and others
considering it as large as the rocking motion [Storck et al., 2011b]. More importantly, the curvature
of the cricoid facet is not uniform along its long axis [Sellars and Keen, 1978; Wang, 1998],
making it possible for the arytenoid cartilage to have different degrees of freedom at different
positions. Another approach to the CAJ is modeling the joint facets as a contact-sliding surface
pair [Yin and Zhang, 2014, 2016], which makes fewer assumptions about the degrees of freedom
of the arytenoid movements. The accuracy of this approach depends on accurate reconstruction
and fine representation of the joint facets, both of which are difficult because of the inevitable
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smoothing from scans to geometric models and increased computational cost with fine meshes. In
addition, the joint motion is also confined by the joint capsule and surrounding tissues, whose
effects have to be modeled empirically [Yin and Zhang, 2014, 2016] due to lack of good
quantification. It seems that modeling of the CAJ can be improved only with new insights into the
joint mechanism.
Third, global orientation was used for the muscle bundles. This might be accurate for simple
straight muscles such as the vocalis and IA muscle. But for muscles with broad origin or insertion,
this would cause some errors. For example, the orientation of the TAm in the current model is
simplified. Besides, in vibration the local fiber orientation also changes dynamically, which would
affect the distribution of internal tension [Tang et al., 2009] and consequently the vocal fold
dynamics. Modeling of local fiber orientation requires special treatment of the finite elements since
the orientation information should be specified on an elemental basis. One way to do this is to use
hexahedral elements. While such a mesh is not easily generated in a complex model like the current
one, simplification might be possible in the future to reduce the complexity of the current model.
On a related note, simplified geometry was used for the IA and CT muscles. This could be
improved with clearer scanned images and better anatomical knowledge.
Lastly, the current model was based on MRI scans of a dissected canine larynx, which had the
upper part of the larynx removed. The scope of a comprehensive model is a topic worth discussing.
While extrinsic muscles also play important roles in phonation, their inclusion would drastically
increase the complexity of the model. On the other hand, their effects during vocal fold vibration
are supposed to be small. While the modeling techniques can be readily applied to human larynges
for patient specific study, the current results might not be directly applicable to humans. In the
future, we hope to reconstruct realistic models using human MRI scans.
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While the current study mainly focused on the kinematics in posturing, a realistic model like
the current one also allows examination of the stress distribution in the vocal folds (e.g. [Deguchi
et al., 2011]) in detail. In the future, the dynamic contraction of muscles will be implemented and
coupled to flow solvers and vocal tract models to investigate the relationship between prephonatory posture and phonation type. Coupling with vocal tract models would also allow us to
better interpret the changes in vocal fold geometry and mechanical status due to muscle activation.
The current study used isotropic materials for non-muscle tissues, which we realize is an oversimplification. In the future, new constitutive models should be used for the vocal fold tissues.
Reconstruction from MRI scans allows subject-specific investigation, but the process is timeconsuming, and the accessibility is limited, thus not suitable for fundamental parametric studies.
An idealized parametric model akin to that proposed by [Wu and Zhang, 2016] for the vocal fold
is needed. This model should have idealized representation of relevant physiological features (for
example, PGS, CE, muscle bellies and relevant cartilages) and allow parametric variation of these
features. Such models would facilitate the investigations to link voice physiology to voice
production.
4.7 Conclusion
Despite some simplifications in the model and estimation of model parameters, the posturing
results agree extensively with experimental observations. The realistic model proved to be useful
in revealing many aspects of vocal fold posturing in detail. The construction, validation and
application of the current model shows that a realistic comprehensive larynx model is feasible,
which is a critical step towards a causal model of voice production that links laryngeal physiology
and final voice outcome. However, the current investigation is limited to static posturing only. In
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the next chapter, this model will be coupled with flow models and vocal tract models to simulate
voice production.
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Chapter 5
VOCAL FOLD VIBRATION UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF CT-TA INTERACTION
In this chapter, the larynx model is coupled with a simple flow solver to investigate the
influence of CT and TA activation on the vibration of the vocal folds. The simulation of flowstructure-interaction was realized using a two-stage simulation technique.
5.1 Introduction
The role of the TA muscle in frequency regulation has been known to be complex. It has been
widely accepted TA activation could either raise or lower the fundamental frequency (f0)
depending on the state of the vocal folds [Chhetri et al., 2014; Titze et al., 1989; Yin and Zhang,
2013]. However, it is still not fully clear as to under what conditions would TA activity raise or
lower f0 and the mechanisms behind it. Based on in vivo EMG measures and thyroarytenoid
stimulation on human subjects, [Titze et al., 1989] suggested that “at lower fundamental
frequencies and lower vocal intensities, f0 correlates positively with TA activity, but at higher
fundamental frequencies and low intensity (especially in falsetto voice) an increase in TA tends to
lower f0.” This indicates that TA activation would lower f0 under high CT activation and increase
it under low CT activation. [Yin and Zhang, 2013] studied the eigenfrequencies of vocal fold
vibration in the full CT vs TA space using pre-stressed eigen analysis on a simplified continuum
vocal fold model with muscle activation. They found that TA always lowered the eigenfrequencies
under high CT activation; under low CT activation, TA first lowered and then increased the
eigenfrequencies; the eigenfrequencies increased monotonically with TA activation only when CT
was not activated. However, a more recent in vivo study using graded muscle stimulation on a
canine model [Chhetri et al., 2014] showed an opposite trend that “across all CT and LCA/IA
conditions …, an increase in TA activity always first raised f0 and then lowered f0” (see Fig. 8 in
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[Chhetri et al., 2014]). One possible cause of the opposite trends found in the eigen analysis and
in vivo investigation might be that the eigenfrequency of a single mode was not representative of
the fundamental frequency because the flow-structure interaction involves entrainment of multiple
modes.
In addition to its role in frequency control, TA is also widely believed to be important in
regulating vocal registers. A very popular point of view is to regard the modal/chest register as
TA-dominant and the falsetto/head register as CT-dominant (see e.g. [Peckham, 2010]) following
perhaps the studies by Hirano using EMG [Hirano, 1988]. However, more recent EMG studies
[Hull, 2013; Kochis-Jennings et al., 2014] are not in support for this as it was found that CT was
dominant for most of the frequency range even in the chest register.
The vocal registers are thought to be associated with different vibratory mechanisms as is
shown from EGG signals and the sound spectrum [Henrich, 2006]. However, when observed using
videokymography and strobo-laryngoscopy, the basic surface vibration pattern has been reported
to share the same features across different registers [Svec et al., 2008], for example, vibration along
the whole glottal length and vertical phase difference. [Hirano, 1974] proposed four types of vocal
fold configurations/vibration modes under CT and TA interaction based on the body-cover
structure of the vocal fold tissue composition to illustrate the vibratory mechanisms corresponding
to different registers. However, these vibration modes remained largely hypothetical as it is
difficult to measure the internal kinematics of the vocal fold in experiments and previous numerical
simulations of vocal fold vibration did not include the muscle mechanics. Some investigation
[Saito et al., 1985] that embedded trackers inside the vocal folds to reveal the internal motion
showed that the vibration amplitude decreases deep into the vocal folds as muscle activity
increases, but no information regarding vibrational modes were available. Moreover, Hirano’s
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description of the laryngeal adjustments was largely qualitative, and it is not clear when these
vibration modes transition to each other under muscle activities.
The frequency change within the same register/laryngeal mechanism is believed to be smooth
with gradual variation of muscle activity, and the transition between registers are usually
accompanied by a frequency jump [Švec et al., 1999]. Previous experimental studies showed that
frequency jumps could occur with [Chhetri et al., 2014; Hsiao et al., 2001] or without [Švec et al.,
1999] TA muscle activity.
The objective of this study is to use a computational laryngeal model that incorporates
laryngeal muscle mechanics to investigate the role of CT and TA interaction in frequency
regulation during voice production as well as the underlying mechanism of vocal fold vibration
causing the frequency change. The computer model includes the major links in the process of voice
production, making it possible to investigate the cause-effect relationship between muscle activity
and the vocal fold vibration by detailed investigation of the movements of the internal vocal fold
tissues. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) was used to analyze the vocal fold vibration
from current simulations. The same method has been widely used since its first application by
[Berry et al., 1994] to interpret high-order biomechanical simulations of normal and chaotic vocal
fold oscillations.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Simulation setup
The current simulations were based on the muscle activation model and the three-dimensional
larynx model that were previously developed. The vocal fold vibration was simulated using a twostage approach to reduce the computational cost. In the first stage, static vocal fold posturing under
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specific muscle activations was simulated on the full larynx model (Figure 5-1a). The
displacements of the vocal fold boundary areas connecting the cartilages and adjacent areas (see
the black dots shown in Figure 5-1b) were then extracted from the solution. In the second stage,
dynamic simulation of flow-structure interaction was performed using the left vocal fold only
(Figure 5-1b) with the same tissue composition (shown in Figure 5-1c), including the paraglottic
space (PGS), the cover layer, the conus elasticus (CE), the TA vocalis muscle (TAv), the TA
muscularis muscle (TAm) and the lateral cricoarytenoid muscle (LCA).
The displacements extracted in the first stage were used as prescribed boundary conditions for
the boundary nodes (black dots in Figure 5-1b). The TA muscles were activated accordingly. In
this way, the pre-phonatory posture and tension under a muscle condition was generated. Note that
in the current study, the stress-free neutral posture (without any muscle activation) of the vocal
fold is in the adducted position (no vocal process gap) based on the MRI scan. Activation of CT
and TA only changed the elongation and bulging of the vocal fold.
A contact plate was set up to simulate vocal fold contact, which was modelled using a penalty
based face-to-face contact model. A penalty pressure was applied to the face elements that cross
the midline. The penalty pressure was specified as a linear function of the over-closure as
pcontact=KcX, where Kc=1000 kPa is the spring constant and X is the over closure. The resultant
contact pressure for the parametric simulations was in the range of 2 kPa to 7 kPa, which is
comparable to values from previous experimental results [Jiang and Titze, 1994].
The same material parameters as in section 3.2.2 “Muscle material properties” were used for
the muscles. For non-muscle tissues, (nearly) incompressible Mooney-Rivlin materials were used.
The parameters were fitted to have equivalent stiffness to the materials used in section 3.2.2 under
small strain and are listed in Table 5-1. The Mooney-Rivlin model [Kumar and Rao, 2016], which
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is a hyperelastic nonlinear material model, was used for the non-muscle materials, including the
cover, CE, and PGS tissues. In this model, the strain energy is defined as:
1

U = 𝐶10 (𝐼̄1 − 3) + 𝐶01 (𝐼̄2 − 3) + 𝐷 (𝐽 − 1)2 ,
1

(5-1)

where 𝐶01 is the material constant, and 𝐼̄2 is the second invariant of the reduced Cauchy-Green
tensor. When 𝐶01 = 0, the model is reduced to Neo-Hookean. For the dynamic simulation, a
Rayleigh damping model [Pham et al., 2018] was used.
Two sets of parametric simulations were conducted. The difference between the two sets of
simulations is illustrated in Figure 5-1c. In the first parametric set (condition 1), both the vocalis
(TAv) and the thyromuscularis (TAm) bundles of the TA muscle were active. In the second
parametric set (condition 2), only the vocalis muscle (TAv) was active. The simulation was run
for 0.2 s. All simulated cases had either reached nearly steady-state sustained vibration or were
damped out after 0.1 s. The mean flowrate was in the range of 300 mL/s to 1200 mL/s. For analysis,
data for the last 0.1 s was used to exclude transient effects.

Figure 5-1. Simulation setup for vocal fold vibration under muscle activation.
(a) Full larynx model in neutral position. The right vocal fold is made transparent to show the thyromuscularis. (b)
Left vocal fold. Black dots denote boundary nodes with prescribed displacements. (c) Parametric simulation setup.
In the first parametric set (condition 1), both the vocalis (TAv) and the thyromuscularis (TAm) bundles of the TA
muscle were active. In the second parametric set (condition 2), only the vocalis muscle (TAv) was active.
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The cases in a parametric set are referred to by the activation levels (aCT,aTA), where both aCT
and aTA are in the range of [0, 100%]. For example, case (0.5,0.4) is the case in which the activation
of CT is 50% and TA 40%. Cases (*,0.4) include all the cases with the same TA level of 40% and
CT levels from 0 to 1.
Table 5-1Material parameters for non-muscle tissues
Tissue
Cover
PGS (adipose)
CE
Inter-muscular tissue

C10 [kPa]
0.117
0.117
2.000
0.117

C01 [kPa]
0.295
0.295
1.500
0.295

5.2.2 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) analysis
To analyze the vocal fold dynamics, we performed POD on the vocal fold vibration. POD is a
classic method of data analysis aimed at obtaining low-dimensional approximate descriptions of
high-dimensional dynamic processes [Chatterjee, 2000]. For the POD analysis, the threedimensional (3D) motion history of the vocal fold vibration is taken as the input. The output is the
decomposed base modes (POD modes) of the vibration and their corresponding amplitude
coefficients (which vary periodically with time for cases with sustained vibration). The motion
history is a superposition of the POD modes scaled with the amplitude coefficients. Compared to
the eigenanalysis, the POD shows what vibration modes are actually triggered in the dynamic
process.
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Mathematically, the decomposition of a vocal fold vibration into POD modes can be expressed
as

x ( X, t ) = M0 ( X ) + C1 ( t ) M1 ( X ) + C2 ( t ) M2 ( X ) +

,

(5-2)

where x is the three-dimensional displacement as a function of node coordinates X and time t, M
is the POD mode, and C is the mode amplitude coefficient. M0 is the mean deformation, which
can be regarded as the equilibrium position. The POD modes are sorted in a descending order by
their energy proportion, i.e., the lower modes are more dominant. For the algorithm used to
compute the POD modes, a brief description is available in [Berry et al., 1994; Yin et al., 2019].
The POD modes are mutually orthogonal, i.e., the dot product of any two POD modes derived
from the same motion is zero.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 f0 variation under CT and TA interaction
Figure 5-2 shows the fundamental frequency variation under CT and TA interaction when both
the vocalis and muscularis muscles were active (condition 1). Figure 5-2a is a contour plot while
Figure 5-2b is a line plot with selected CT levels for the same data to better illustrate the changes
in values. In this parametric set, the fundamental frequency (f0) varied in the range of about 145Hz
at (0,0) to 190Hz at (0.6,1.0), which accounts for about four and a half semitones. This range of
frequency is small compared to that of a normal human or what was reported in in vivo canine
experiments (69 to 772 Hz) [Chhetri et al., 2012, 2014; Hsiao et al., 2001]. It could be due to the
uncertainties in material properties in the current model. The fixed subglottal pressure (2kPa) and
the limited vocal fold stretch in current simulations may also have contributed to the small range
of f0.
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Figure 5-2. Fundamental frequency variation under CT and TA interaction.
Both the vocalis and muscularis were active (condition 1). (a) contour plot. (b) line plots at different CT levels.

From the contour plot in Figure 5-2, CT activation always increased f0 regardless of the TA
activation level, and a discontinuous jump of f0 occurred when CT activation was beyond a certain
level. The activation level of CT at which the f0 jump occurred increased with TA activity. The
variation of f0 with TA activity showed a more complex pattern. For very low CT activations
(aCT<=0.1), f0 remained low despite TA activity. Only a slight rise was seen as TA reached full
activation. For other CT activation levels (0.2~0.8), f0 first increased with TA activity and then
underwent a significant drop, after which it increased again but to a much smaller extent. The
three-phase non-monotonic trend of f0 was similar under different CT levels with the differences
only in the values of f0 and the TA levels at which the transition occurred: as the CT level became
higher, the drop of f0 also occurred at higher TA levels. The highest possible f0 occurred at full CT
activation and medium (0.5~0.6) TA activation. A similar first-increase-then-drop trend of f0 was
also observed in an in vivo experiment [Chhetri et al., 2014]. In the experiment, under high CT
activations f0 saw a slight decrease after the peak value before the sudden drop. This phenomenon
was not observed in the current simulation.
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5.3.2 Vibration analysis and Transition of POD modes
From our current understanding of voice production, the gradual change of f0 with CT and TA
activation is produced within the same vibratory mode while the sudden f0 change is associated
with transition of the vibratory mode from one to another. Such understanding is largely based on
reports of changes in voice spectrum and EGG signal associated with frequency jumps [Henrich,
2006]. With the current model, it is possible to investigate the motion of the internal tissues under
muscle activities, and directly link the f0 change and vibratory mechanisms.
To quantify the change of vibratory patterns, the vocal fold vibration was decomposed into 10
POD modes, which was enough to accurately reconstruct the original motion. The square of the
amplitude of the modal coefficients can be regarded as the modal energy. The total energy of the
vocal fold vibration was calculated as the summation of the modal energy. The POD analysis
revealed that the first two modes made up a large proportion of the total energy for all the cases.
M1, which was the most dominant mode, made up about 50%~75% of the total energy across all
the cases. M2, which was the second most dominant mode, made up about 20%~40% of the total
energy across all the cases. The total energy percentage of M1 and M2 is plotted in Figure 5-3. For
the majority cases (aCT>=0.4), M1 and M2 made up more than 90% of the total energy. Even in
the lower region (right bottom corner of Figure 5-3), M1 and M2 together made up more than 75%
of the total energy. The modes M1 and M2 were a pair, both of which had the same frequency as
f0. The higher POD modes were found to have the frequencies of higher harmonics of f0. Therefore,
M1 and M2 are the focus of the current investigation.
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Figure 5-3. Total energy percentage of vocal fold vibration mode, M1 and M2.
Based on Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) of vocal fold vibration in condition 1.

The mode shapes of M1 and M2 changed with CT and TA activation levels, but the detailed
3D structure of the deformation is hard to present for all the cases. Taking the (0.5,0.4) and
(0.5,0.5) for examples, the mode shapes of M1 and M2 are plotted in Figure 5-4. These two cases
are chosen to illustrate changes in POD modes over the frequency drop. It will be shown later that
other cases before and after the frequency drop had similar mode shapes to those of the two cases
illustrated. The vectors (red lines) show the normalized displacements on the deformed shape.
Note that the vector length is not representative of actual magnitude. Annotation arrows (black)
are used to better illustrate the pattern.
M1 of cases (0.5,0.4) and (0.5,0.5) shows two distinct motion patterns. In M1 of (0.5,0.4),
around the medial part of the cover layer, the lateral component of the displacement is dominant.
The displacement in the TAm shows a divergent pattern that the superior portion moves laterally
and upward while the inferior portion moves laterally and downward. The subglottal portion of
the vocal fold (including the TAv and the CE) also moves downward. The amplitude of the
displacement vector decreases deep into the TAm. The superior part of the cover also has very
small displacement. In M1 of (0.5,0.5), the displacement in the medial portion of the cover layer
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has a significant downward vertical component. The displacement vector is almost tangent to the
medial-inferior boundary of the TAm. The displacement in the TAm undergoes a continuous
change in direction from lateral at the inferior aspect to upward at the lateral part. Together with
the medial-ward movement of the superior part of the cover layer, it forms a circular pattern of
motion around a virtual center at the superior-medial boundary of the TAm muscle. Deep into the
TAm, the amplitude of the displacement vector does not decrease as much as in the case (0.5,0.4).
The subglottal part of the vocal fold has a noticeably smaller amplitude of motion compared to
that in (0.5,0.4).

Figure 5-4. Displacement vectors of M1 and M2 for cases (0.5,0.4) and (0.5,0.5).
Vector length (red lines) is not representative of actual magnitude. Black arrows indicate local movement direction.

M2 of the two cases are also distinct. Interestingly, they both have some similar features to
those in M1 described above. For example, M2 of case (0.5,0.4) also shows a circular motion
pattern in the vocal fold at the glottis level as that in M1 in (0.5,0.5). Specifically, the medial cover
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moves laterally and upward while the superior cover moves laterally with the horizontal
component being dominant. It is interesting to note that the direction of the rotation of the TAm is
different in M2 of (0.5,0.4) and M1 of (0.5,0.5). This M2 also has a smaller magnitude of motion
in the subglottic region like M1 in (0.5,0.5). M2 of case (0.5,0.5) shows a dominant lateral
component in the medial portion of the cover layer and a larger magnitude of motion in the
subglottic region, like M1 in (0.5.0.4). These cross similarities between the two modes indicate
that there was likely a mode order switch underlying the change of vibration pattern across the
frequency drop.
To quantify the POD mode change, mode similarity (denoted as π) is calculated for the full CT
vs TA space. The similarity is quantified by the dot product of two POD modes (represented as
normalized vectors). Please note that because CT activation slightly changes the mode shape, it is
more consistent to use a case with the same CT activation as the baseline case to quantify the effect
of TA activation on mode order switch. In our calculations, the aTA=0.1 case was used as the
baseline case for each CT activation level. Mathematically, the similarity of the nth POD mode of
a case (aCT,aTA) to the mth POD mode of the baseline case (aCT,0.1) is calculated as

πnm ( a CT ,a TA ) = Mn ( a CT ,a TA )  Mm ( a CT ,0.1) ,

(5-3)

where Mn is the normalized modal displacement vector of the nth POD mode.
The value of mode similarity is between 0 (when the two modes are orthogonal) and 1 (when
the two modes are identical). Values closer to 1 represent higher similarity and values closer to 0
lower.
The similarity of M1 of each case to the M1 of its baseline case (π11) is plotted in contour in
Figure 5-5a. Three regions can be identified. The first is the region with no or very low CT
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activation (0~0.1, *). In this region, π11 decreased gradually as TA activation level increased, but
remained above 0.75, indicating that the dominant mode remained the same and no mode change
occurred. The second region is the up-left triangular region with CT activation from 0.2 to 1.0. π11
was higher than 0.8 in this region. The third region is to the right of the second with higher TA
levels. In this region, π11 is much lower. The boundary between region 2 and 3 aligns exactly with
where the f0 drop occurred (Figure 5-2a). This confirms that a very different mode became the
dominant mode after f0 drop.
To further confirm the mode order switch, mode similarity π21 and π12 are also computed and
plotted (Figure 5-5b and Figure 5-5c). π21 quantifies the similarity of M2 of each case to M1 of its
baseline case, and π12 quantifies the similarity of M1 of each case to M2 of the baseline case. The
contour of π21 and π12 both show the same three-region pattern as that in Figure 5-5a, but with the
low- and high-value regions swapped. This indicates that M1 and M2 after f0 drop becomes highly
similar to M2 and M1 of the baseline cases, respectively, confirming the mode order switch for all
the cases where the f0 drop occurred.

Figure 5-5. Contours of mode similarity in Condition 1.
Both the vocalis and muscularis muscles were active. (a) similarity between M1 and M1 of (*,0.1). (b) similarity
between M1 and M2 of (*,0.1). (c) similarity between M2 and M1 of (*,0.1).
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Based on the POD mode similarities shown above, M1 in cases (0.5,0~0.4) and M2 in the cases
(0.5,0.5~1.0) can be regarded as one type of mode and M2 in cases (0.5,0~0.4) and M1 in cases
(0.5,0.5~1.0) as another type. For ease of discussion, these two types of mode will be termed the
lateral mode and the rotational mode based on the main features, specifically. To justify such
labelling of the mode shapes, the circulation of the displacement field around the boundary of TAm
at the mid-coronal section (see Figure 5-1c) was calculated as a quantification of rotation in the
mode shape. The results are shown in Figure 5-6. The contours show the circulation in M1 and
M2, respectively. For M1, the modes that are characterized as the lateral modes show nearly zero
circulation whereas the modes that are characterized as the rotational modes show significantly
higher circulation. For M2, the division between the two types of modes are not as clear-cut as that
in M1, but generally the modes that are characterized as the rotational mode show higher
circulation than the modes that are characterized as the lateral modes.

Figure 5-6. Circulation of the displacement field in the POD modes.
Circulation calculated around the boundary of TAm at mid-coronal section for (a) M1 and (b) M2 in condition 1.

Figure 5-7 shows the mode energy percentage of the two types of mode for the aCT=0.5 cases.
It is clear that a mode transition occurred from aTA=0.4 to aTA=0.5. In this transition, the rotational
mode superseded the lateral mode and became the most dominant mode. It is worth noticing that
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before the mode transition the energy percentage of the rotational mode also increased with TA
activation level and increased slightly after the mode switch.

Figure 5-7. Mode energy coefficients showing dominant mode switching from lateral to rotational.

For the lower region where CT activation level is low and TA is very high, higher POD modes
were non-negligible as is indicated by the energy contour (Figure 5-3). In these cases, more
complex modes with cover layer-dominant motion were active. However, since this paper focuses
on the non-monotonic f0 change with TA activity, the detailed vibratory pattern of the vocal fold
in this region was not explored.
5.3.3 Effects of TAm bundle
In the previous section, we have demonstrated the mode switch of vocal fold vibration under
CT and TA interaction. It can be further asked why the vibratory mode switched with muscle
activity and why the mode switch caused frequency drops.
In this section, the effects of the TAm are tested using results from the parametric simulations
when only the vocalis muscle is active (condition 2). The TAm introduces a nonlinear factor as it
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stiffens the body while slackening the cover, which promotes a non-homogeneous stress
distribution in the body and cover that are likely to cause bifurcation.
The frequency contour of condition 2 is plotted in Figure 5-8. The range of f0 was from 145
Hz at (0,0) to 193 Hz at (1.0,1.0), which was close to that of when both the vocalis and muscularis
were active (condition 1). However, f0 showed a monotonic increase with both CT and TAv
activation and the highest frequency was achieved at the maximum activation of both muscles. At
medium TA levels, f0 was generally lower than that in condition 1. Frequency jumps with TAv
activity occurred only at two locations where the CT level was very low.

Figure 5-8. Fundamental frequency variation under CT and TA interaction when only the vocalis muscle was
active (condition 2).

The POD analysis was also applied to the cases in condition 2. Like in condition 1, the first
two POD modes made up most of the mode energy. For condition 2, the total energy percentage
of M1 and M2 was above 93% for all the cases.
The mode similarity contours are plotted in Figure 5-9. From Figure 5-9, π11 of condition 2
underwent a gradual decrease with TA activity but remained greater than 0.5. Inspection of the
mode shapes revealed that M1 had a mode shape similar to that of the lateral mode (M1 of (0.5,0.4)
in condition 1) described in the previous section. From Figure 5-9b, π22 had a similar pattern except
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a steeper decrease in the middle region. However, the mode shape of M2 was different from both
types described in the previous section. No mode order switch occurred in condition 2, as was
verified by π12 (Figure 5-9c). π21 (not shown) was similar to π12.

Figure 5-9. Mode similarities of the first 2 modes in condition 2.
(a) similarity between M1 and M1 of (*,0.1). (b) similarity between M2 and M2 of (*,0.1). (c) similarity between
M1 and M2 of (*,0.1).

Figure 5-10 compares the stress in the anterior-posterior (AP) direction (calculated as the
volume average of the longitudinal total stress) in the body (TAm) and cover layers and the
difference between them for parametric simulations in condition 1 and 2. In condition 1, the AP
stress in the TAm increased with both CT and TA activities whereas the AP stress in the cover was
largely determined by vocal fold strain. As the AP stress in the TAm was much higher than that in
the cover, the AP stress difference was largely determined by the TAm AP stress. In condition 2,
as the TAm was not active, AP stress in both TAm and cover was mostly determined by the vocal
fold strain. Note that, in both conditions, the AP stress in TAm was always higher than that in the
cover layer, indicating that the body layer was stiffer in the current simulation. However,
experimental data show that it is possible for the cover layer to have a higher AP stress during
vocal fold stretch [Min et al., 1995]. Overall, the stress difference between the body and cover
layers was much higher when the TAm bundle was active. The AP stress difference increased with
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both CT and TA activity. The same trend can be inferred from [Yin and Zhang, 2013]. Note that
the contour pattern doesn’t line up with the frequency drop, indicating that it was not the only
cause of the mode switch.

Figure 5-10. AP stresses (volume-averaged) in the vocal fold.
(a) AP stress in TAm for condition 1 (both TAm and TAv were active). (b) AP stress in the cover for condition 1. (c)
AP stress difference between TAm and the cover for condition 1. (d) AP stress in TAm for condition 2 (only TAv
was active). (e) AP stress in the cover for condition 2. (f) AP stress difference between TAm and the cover for
condition 2.

5.4 Discussions
Previous studies [Berry et al., 1994, 2001] have also shown two major types of empirical modes
largely accounting for the dynamic vibration pattern of the vocal folds. One of them accounts for
the lateral movement of the vocal fold and the other accounts for the alternating
divergent/convergent shape change. It appears that either mode could be the more dominant. For
example, in the simulation conducted by [Alipour-Haghighi and Titze, 1983] and subsequently
analyzed by [Berry et al., 1994], the convergent/divergent mode was the more dominant. In a later
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study by [Berry et al., 2001] where empirical modes were derived from high speed imaging data
of vocal fold vibration in excised canine larynges, the lateral mode was found to be the more
dominant. [Hirano, 1974] proposed the body-cover theory of vocal fold vibration and described
four different vocal fold configurations with CT and TA adjustments that enable the vocal fold to
vibrate in different patterns. The current results show direct proof that the vocal folds are capable
of vibrating in different modes due to changes of muscle activities, which greatly affect the
fundamental frequency.
The comparison between the results from condition 1 and 2 shows that the active stress in the
TAm was essential for the mode order switch. It appears that CT activity tends to promote the
lateral mode and that TA activity tends to promote the rotational mode. For example, at (0.4,0.3)
in condition 1 (when both the vocalis and musclaris were active), the lateral mode was dominant.
Increasing the TA activation by 10% from here changed the dominant mode to the rotational mode
at (0.4,0.4), from which the dominant mode changed back to the lateral mode when the CT
activation was increased by 10% at (0.5,0.4). These effects of CT and TA on the vibration are
likely due to their effects on vocal fold stress distribution. CT stretches both the body and cover,
which promotes a homogeneous stress distribution in the vocal fold, making it more likely to
vibrate as a single-layered unit. TA stiffens the body and slackens the cover, which promotes a
heterogeneous stress distribution in the vocal fold, making it more likely to vibrate as a two-layered
structure. The stiffened body limits the lateral motion of the slackened cover, for which the
rotational motion around the stiff core is more easily triggered. From the current simulation results,
the mode order switch in condition 1 occurred when the status of cover layer was transitioning
between in tension (elongated) and in compression (shortened). This is clear from the stress
contour in Figure 5-10b as the mode transition lined roughly up with the zero AP stress in the
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cover. However, this does not mean that the mode order switch is associated only with the cover
layer AP stress, because it did not occur in condition 2 where the cover layer was also in
compression under high TAv activation.
[Titze et al., 1988, 1989] used the concept of effective stiffness and effective vibration depth
to explain the role of the TA muscle in controlling f0. f0 is expected to change approximately as
the square root of the effective stiffness. How TA activity affects the effective stiffness was thought
to depend on how much of the TA muscle is involved in vibration (effective vibration depth, see
[Titze et al., 1988]). More specifically, when the vibration is confined to the cover, contraction of
TA would lower f0 due to reduced tension in the cover layer; when the vibration extends deep into
the body, TA contraction could increase f0 if the increased tension in the body layer outweighs the
tension decrease in the cover layer. Our results suggested that, beside the vibration depth, vibration
mode also affects how TA activity affects the effective stiffness. When the lateral mode was
dominant, increasing TA activity increased f0, suggesting that the increased TA stress increased
the effective stiffness. When the dominant mode switched to the rotational mode, f0 underwent an
abrupt drop. Moreover, when the rotational mode became dominant, increasing TA activity only
slightly increased f0. Note that the vibration amplitude of the TA muscle in both modes were close.
These results suggested that the rotational mode reduced the contribution of TA stress to the
effective stress. Therefore, vibration mode can play an important role in muscle regulation of f0 by
affecting the contribution of muscle stress to the effective stiffness.
The increase of f0 with TA activity even under high CT activation shows that a low to medium
level of TA activation is important in achieving high pitch in phonation. [McCulloch et al., 1996]
showed that higher pitch generally involved higher TA activity in an EMG study. While the
common belief is that the falsetto register is CT dominant with little or no TA activity (see e.g.
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[Hirano, 1974, 1988]), [Hull, 2013] reported from EMG investigation that TA level also increased
as pitch rose in most of the subjects, and TA activity could be higher in the falsetto than in the
chest register in some subjects. In the in vivo results reported by[Chhetri et al., 2014], only two
data points were in the falsetto region (f0>400Hz) when TA was not activated. Chhetri and Park
summarized in another in vivo study that in the higher register f0 is controlled by both CT and TA
[Chhetri and Park, 2016]. The average passive stress of the human vocal ligament tissue under full
elongation is around 50 kPa [Min et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 2009], which is on par with the active
stress of the TA muscle with medium activation (note that the maximum active stress of the TA
muscle is around 100 kPa [Alipour-Haghighi et al., 1989]. This seems to indicate that the active
stress in the TA layer could function synergistically to the tension in the ligament to increase
fundamental frequency, because the proximity in AP stress in the different layers increases the
homogeneity of the structure, making it more likely to function as a single vibratory unit.
The optimal stretch of vocal fold muscles is greater than one [Alipour-Hachichi et al., 1991;
Alipour-Haghighi et al., 1989], that is, the maximum possible active stress is achieved under
elongation. In the several models of the laryngeal muscles [Smith and Hunter, 2014; Yin and
Zhang, 2013], this value is between 1.2~1.5. This has implications on the role of CT in frequency
regulation. CT is commonly thought to stretch the vocal fold to increase the tension in the ligament
to increase the frequency. The often-overlooked part is that it also increases the active stress in the
TA muscle by making it closer to the optimal stretch. This effect is stronger when TA activity is
higher. A more effective strategy to increase the AP stress in the vocal fold is to have higher CT
activation than the TA so that the vocal fold is elongated, and the active stress of TA is higher due
to it being closer to the optimum stress. This seems more effective than a higher-TA-than-CT
strategy, in which case the tension in the cover layer would be lower. It is worth noticing that TA
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muscles are usually activated up to medium levels during normal phonation [Hull, 2013] and full
activation of TA are typically seen in non-phonatory activities such as swallowing [McCulloch et
al., 1996].
The fundamental frequency of the human voice is a very important factor affecting its
perception. The ability to modulate frequency is vital in communication. For example, for a typical
natural sounding English phrase, the fundamental frequency can vary by 1.7 times (e.g. in [Story,
2013]), or about 9 semitones. However, the muscle activity related to the frequency variation in
speech and singing appears to be not uniform across subjects [Hull, 2013; Kochis-Jennings et al.,
2014] and is affected by vocal training [Kochis-Jennings et al., 2012]. Different pathways also
seem possible even within the same register. For example, in the in vivo experiment by [Chhetri et
al., 2014], an f0 of approximately 550 Hz can be achieved with either CT level 86% and TA 25%,
or CT 71% and TA level 50%, both of which lie in the falsetto regime judging by f0. The current
simulation also showed the possibility of achieving the same frequency with different muscle
activities under the same vibratory pattern. Further investigation is needed to compare the
characteristics of the different pathways of f0 control.
Finally, it is worth mentioning some of the limitations of the current study. The simulated
frequency range was limited, mostly due to uncertainty in material properties and limited vocal
fold stretch in the current model, which was subject-specific and canine-based, and did not include
the ligament. The separation of the TAm and TAv, which is challenging even in anatomical
dissection [Cox et al., 1999], is prone to high uncertainty, because the boundary between them is
not clear in the MRI scan. Besides, the disposition of the two bundles of TA in humans seems to
be different. In humans they are arranged medial-laterally, but in the current model, it is disposed
superior-inferiorly. Moreover, the model was based on an artificially adducted larynx, thus the
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TA’s effect on vocal fold adduction could be different from that in vocal folds from a natural
neutral position. The LCA was not active in the simulation. As a result, the level of adduction,
which also has an impact on the vocal fold dynamics, was largely fixed. For the muscle model, the
dependence of active stress on strain rate and local fiber orientation was not considered. Since
steady-state vocal fold vibration was the focus, the effect of muscle active stress’ dependence on
strain rate is expected to be small. The use of single global orientation for all elements in a muscle
bundle might be justifiable since the muscle fibers of the TA (especially the TAv) mostly run in
parallel in the longitudinal direction. However, the change of local fiber orientation with vocal
fold deformation during vibration could also affect the vocal fold dynamics. Its effect needs to be
investigated in the future. The current discussion focused on the internal stresses of the vocal fold
without paying attention to other important factors such as the geometry, in plane stiffness, level
of adduction, and subglottal pressure. For example, [Jiang et al., 2019] reported bifurcation in
vocal fold dynamics with gradual modification of cover-layer geometry. Needless to say, the
subglottal pressure is another important factor in determining the vibration mode. In the current
study, a fixed subglottal pressure of 2 kPa was used, which was higher than the onset pressure
under most activation conditions [Chhetri et al., 2014]. We expect that, if broad subglottic
pressures are to be included, different vibration modes might be observed, and the bifurcation of
vibration modes might occur at different muscle activation levels. Lastly, while previous studies
have shown that 1D flow models are adequate in predicting the qualitative vocal fold vibration, its
interaction with muscle activation has not been investigated. The exact boundary where the
frequency jumps occurred might be different if higher order flow models were used.
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5.5 Conclusion
Using an MRI-based continuum model with simulated muscle activity, parametric FSI
simulations were conducted to investigate the effects of interaction of CT and TA on vocal fold
dynamics. Under medium to high CT activation, f0 first increased with TA activity and then
underwent a downward jump, after which it remained low regardless of TA activity. Such a trend
was also reported in an in vivo experiment. POD analysis revealed that the vocal fold vibrations
were dominated by two modes representing a lateral motion and rotational motion, respectively,
and the f0 drop was associated with a switch of the order of the two modes. In another parametric
set where only the vocalis was active, f0 increased monotonically with both TA and CT activity
and the mode switch did not occur. The results suggested that the active stress in the TA, which
causes large stress differences between the body and cover, is essential for the occurrence of the
rotational mode and mode switch. Relatively greater TA activity tends to promote the rotational
mode, while relatively greater CT activity tends to promote the lateral mode. The results also
suggested that vibration mode plays an important role in muscle regulation of f0 by affecting the
contribution of muscle stress to the effective stiffness. In our results, the rotational mode reduced
the contribution of the TA stress to the effective stiffness, causing the downward jump and
afterward slow increase of f0 with increased TA activity after the dominant mode switched from
lateral to rotational.
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
This thesis study was an attempt to create a causal model of the larynx to investigate the
muscular control of voice production. Due to the broad spectrum of human voice, many anatomical
features of the larynx could potentially influence the voice production in the full set or subset of
all the possible voice. It is only natural that those features be included in a model. In light of the
goals of this study, an arguably comprehensive finite element model was built from high-resolution
MRI data of excised canine larynx. The model included major anatomical structures of the larynx,
including all intrinsic laryngeal muscles, the three major cartilages. Structures like the conus
elasticus and the paraglottic space were also considered. More importantly, muscle activation was
also implemented in the finite element model. The model was first validated by comparing vocal
fold postures under parametric activations of muscle groups to experimental data and then used to
investigate both vocal fold posturing and vocal fold vibration. Even though the frequency range
obtained from the simulation was rather limited, the pattern of frequency change with TA and CT
are converging with experimental data.
Due to the absence of vocal ligament in the current model, it is unknown how the TA stress
would interact with the stress in the ligament. A particularly interesting is how the fine tuning of
TA works with the ligament.
The subglottal pressure in simulation is usually prescribed as a constant. However, in reality,
it is determined by the balance between the respiratory effort and the glottal resistance. This aspect
of the roles of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles in voice control is overlooked in current modeling
and should be considered in the future.
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The objectives are only partially fulfilled. Since the vocal fold stretch is on the lower end and
the range of fundamental frequency is rather limited, it is not encouraging to continue explore the
effect of the subglottal pressure on this model. Moreover, the entire research is based on a single
canine larynx, which prevents any generalization of the findings, let alone applying it to human
phonation.
Many interesting questions regarding the control of voice source remain unanswered. For
example, what is the role of TA in producing falsetto voice? Falsetto voice can be robustly
produced using excised larynges where no TA activation can be simulated. Meanwhile both in
vivo stimulation and EMG studies have shown that TA activation is essential in producing falsetto
voice. More interestingly, [Baer, 1969] demonstrated that it became very difficult to produce
falsetto voice using excised canine larynges with TA removed.
Voice production with the influence of muscle activation might be tackled from a different
perspective. The vibratory physics of a layered structure like the vocal folds with active stress, can
be first studied theoretically and numerically with simplified and idealized models. Such models
are more likely to reproduce the broad range of frequency in human voice. The results would form
the mechanical basis for analysis of the vibration of vocal folds under muscle influence.
For subject-specific applications, accurate but also efficient reconstruction of subject specific
models are required. The MRI data of the larynx typically requires manual segmentation, which
then requires smoothing of the geometry to make it suitable for finite model generation. On the
other hand, smoothing often introduces error in the geometry. To accurately reconstruct the
geometry, some iterative procedure might be used. The segmentation can be corrected after
smoothing. Still, the segmentation of the entire larynx with its components from medical imaging
data is time consuming. Parametric models with accurate representation of anatomic features
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would be very useful. The parameters of such models can be determined from key measurements
from subject specific larynges.
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Chapter 7
AN INDEPENDENT PROJECT
An image-guided computational approach to inversely determine in vivo material
properties and model flow-structure interactions of fish fins
This was one project during my Ph.D. program. It is included as a separate chapter since it is
not related to the topic of voice control. This study was published in the Journal of Computational
Physics in 2019 with me as one of the equally contributing first authors. The manuscript is
reproduced here with the consent of the other first author. My contribution to this work was (1)
early implementation and debugging of the coupling of the fluid and solid solver and (2)
construction of fish fin model and solution to the inverse problem using a Genetic Algorithm code.
The CFD simulations and the corresponding manuscript was made by my former colleague Dr.
Liu Geng. The whole work is included here for completeness.
7.1 Introduction
Fish fin is an important biological model for designing novel underwater propulsors. Extensive
research effort has been devoted to understanding the interactions between fish fins and flows as
well as their effect on propulsion performance [Borazjani and Daghooghi, 2013; Dong et al., 2010;
Drucker and Lauder, 2001; Ramamurti et al., 2002; Shoele and Zhu, 2009; Standen and Lauder,
2007; Zhu and Bi, 2017; Zhu and Shoele, 2008]. In particular, the formation mechanism as well
as the functional role of the special deforming modes of fish fins in propulsion have been of great
interests to both the researchers and the designers because they have been demonstrated to
significantly improve the hydrodynamic performance [Liu and Bose, 1997; Pederzani and HajHariri, 2006; Prempraneerach et al., 2003; Zhu, 2007; Zhu and Bi, 2017; Zhu and Shoele, 2008].
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The special deforming modes are the outcome of the flow-structure interactions of fish fins
and are thought to be associated with the complex structural configuration and material properties.
Fish fins usually consist of a series of bony rays and a pliable membrane supported by those rays.
The flexural stiffness of a fin is primarily attributed to the rays. But the rays are not simple
structures, either. Each ray is tapered and branches as it approaches the trailing edge of a fin
[McCutchen, 1970]. Also, the fin ray structures display a varying configuration along the length.
For example, a ray from a bluegill sunfish pectoral fin shows that the proximal portion is
unsegmented while the distal 60% of the fin ray is segmented [Flammang et al., 2013]. Moreover,
the compositions of biomaterials are also non-uniformly distributed along each ray and among
rays [Lauder et al., 2011; Lauder and Madden, 2007]. These features contribute to a non-uniformly
distributed stiffness pattern on fish fin. This non-uniform stiffness pattern along with the nonhomogenous density distribution resulted from the complex anatomical structures pose challenges
on numerical modeling and bio-inspired man-made design.
Computational modeling of the flow-structure interaction in fish fin propulsion is challenging
due to the aforementioned complex anatomical structures, non-uniform material properties and
strong coupling between flow and structure. Past studies predominantly relied on simplified
structures, materials, or physics. For example, many studies simplified the fin structure into a rigid
plate/foil [Dong et al., 2006; Ramamurti et al., 2001] or flexible ones with uniform flexibility in
the chordwise and/or spanwise direction [Dai et al., 2012a; Hua et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2017;
Tang et al., 2016; Yeh and Alexeev, 2016; Zhu and Shoele, 2008]. Some models employed a
prescribed fin kinematics, which was either reconstructed from high-speed videos [Fish et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2017] or mathematically specified [Liu et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2015] by just
focusing on the hydrodynamic response of the deformation. Recently, a number of higher-fidelity
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models were developed. Considering that most fish fins are soft collagenous membranes supported
by a series of bony fin rays, Zhu and Shoele [Zhu and Shoele, 2008] built a spring-connected-rays
model of a fish caudal fin and coupled it with a boundary-element-method-based potential flow
solver to achieve FSI simulations. The model was used to study the effect of anisotropic
deformability of fish fin due to non-uniform distributions of fin rays on fin propulsion. It was
found that the anisotropic deformability can significantly improve thrust generation and propulsive
efficiency in a dorsal-ventrally symmetric flapping motion. This type of spring-connected ray
structure has also been applied to model fish pectoral fins [Shoele and Zhu, 2009, 2010]. Similar
hybrid membrane-beam structural models were also employed for studying other biological
propulsors (fins/wings) [Nakata and Liu, 2012; Nguyen et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2014]. Despite the
advances in modeling the realistic hybrid membrane-beam structure of the fins, these studies were
still limited to simple deformability by using constant stiffness throughout the fin or fin rays.
Without the realistic stiffness pattern, FSI simulations will be unable to reproduce the realistic fin
morphology and kinematics.
The stiffness patterns of fish fins were previously studied by in vitro measurements [Lauder et
al., 2011]. The results confirmed that flexural stiffness varies along each fin ray and among rays.
However, these in vitro measurements were usually only on selective rays. Also, the actual
stiffness pattern during active swimming could be very different from in vitro measurements. To
get a more accurate stiffness pattern of flapping fish fins, image-based inverse determination of in
vivo material properties will be employed in this paper. This method is an optimization framework
based on a finite element method (FEM) and high-speed images. Given the desired output surface
(acquired by reconstruction), during the optimization, the input model is deformed by the FEM
simulator according to the guessed elasticity parameters. And the guessed elasticity parameters are
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thought to be the correct values when an objective function based on the distance between the
deformed surface and the desired surface is minimum. This optimization framework does not
depend on a particular simulation method or data acquisition and is therefore suitable for different
physical problems, such as biomedical research for the estimation of elasticity parameters in live
organs or cancerous tissues [Lee et al., 2012; Moulton et al., 1995; Yang and Lin, 2015]. However,
in most biomedical applications, there is no such fluid flow involved (and therefore no FSI) as that
in the fish fin propulsion problem.
In this study, we present an integrated approach for modeling the in vivo material properties
of fish fins and the FSI in flapping propulsion, which combines a high-speed photogrammetry,
direct measurement of fin kinematics and deformation based on a high-fidelity 3D model
reconstruction, a FEM analysis of the hybrid membrane-beam structure, a genetic algorithm-based
optimization, and a CFD solver. The material properties of fin membrane and each fin ray are
inversely predicted by the optimization based on the FEM analysis and the reconstruction. With
the resulting predicted fin ray stiffness pattern and a fully coupled FSI solver, we are able to
reproduce the fin kinematics with good quantitative agreement with high-speed videos. The
interplay between structure, kinematics and fluid flow of a fish fin are also studied. The content of
this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the method of inverse determination of material
properties of fin membrane and rays as well as the FSI solver will be presented. A series of
validation tests on the material properties and FSI solver will be presented in section 3. In section
4, the integrated model is specified for a juvenile rainbow trout swimming. We demonstrate that
it has the capability to accurately predict the hydrodynamic forces and fluid flow in flexible fin
propulsion. Finally, this method and the results are briefly summarized in section 5.
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7.2 Numerical approach
7.2.1 Overview of the integrated approach
A flow chart of our methodology is shown in Figure 7-1.

Figure 7-1 Flow chart of the integrated methodology.

The main steps are: (1) reconstructing the geometry and kinematics of the ray-membrane
structure of fish fins based on high-speed videos by using an image-based reconstruction method
[Koehler et al., 2012]; (2) computing the instantaneous hydrodynamic loading on fin surfaces
through CFD simulations by using the reconstructed kinematics as prescribed motion; (3) inversely
determining the Young’s modulus of each individual fin ray and membrane by combining a FEM
model and the genetic algorithm (GA) based optimization; (4) validating the Young’s modulus
profile through FSI simulations by comparing the kinematics and force with those obtained in the
reconstructed model. In the following context, Section 2.2 and 2.3 will provide more details about
the algorithms for the FEM, GA and FSI, and section 4.1 will demonstrate an example of applying
the method to obtain the stiffness profile of a caudal fin of a rainbow trout.
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7.2.2 Inverse determination of the material properties
We use finite element (FE) models to model the solid structure in the FSI problem. Generally,
input in three categories are needed to build the FE model: (1) the geometrical and structural
characteristics; (2) the material properties of the structural components; and (3) the driving
kinematics as boundary conditions. Among the three, the geometry and structural characteristics
are usually easy to measure; the driving kinematics can be extracted from the video reconstruction.
Thus, the only unknown component is the material properties, which are difficult to measure with
high accuracy, especially when they are not uniform through the structure. However, since we can
obtain the kinematic deformation from the reconstructed kinematics and the surface loading from
CFD simulation with the prescribed kinematics, the determination of the material properties poses
an inverse problem to the typical FE analysis where the deformation is the unknown.
The genetic algorithm (GA) [Forrest, 1996; Goldberg, 1989; Melanie, 1996] together with the
FE model are employed for inversely determining the Young’s moduli of fin membrane and rays.
The specific GA implementation used in the current study was described in [Goupee and Vel,
2006]. Let  denote the material properties to be determined. A single objective is defined as a
function of  as
nt

np

objective = f ( χ ) =  dxiFE − dxitarget
j =1 i =1

j

,

(7-1)

where 𝑛𝑝 is the total number of nodal points in the FE model, 𝑛𝑡 is the total number of time
samples in the target deformation, and 𝑑𝑿 is the displacement vector of the ith point. The subscript
FE denotes solution computed by the FE code and the subscript target denotes deformation from
the reconstructed kinematics. The GA code is set to minimize the objective. In effect, the objective
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is the summation of point-to-point distances between the FE solution and the target, and it
represents the difference in the deformed shape through the sampled period. In equation (1), all
the points are treated equally assuming a uniform mesh. Weighting functions can be readily added
for non-uniform mesh if desired. Ideally, the objective goes to zero and the material properties are
found so that the deformation from the FE model identically matches the target deformation. In
cases where the objective doesn’t get close enough to zero, the parameter bounds in the GA input
need to be adjusted if the optimized results are right at the given bounds. Otherwise, the inverse
problem might be ill-posed and the FE model need to be revised. Please note that, unlike other
optimization algorithms such as steepest descent and modified Newton method where a set of
initial values is explicitly provided, the GA method randomly generates multiple sets of initial
values within the prescribed bounds. The convergence of the final results is regarded as
independent of the initial values in GA method.
For real-life problems, especially those with a large number of variables, the objective function
listed in equation Figure 7-1 might be too expensive to be practical. For example, in a fish fin case,
the target displacement is obtained from the fin motion at a steady periodic state. However, using
a dynamic FE simulation, it takes a long time to pass the transient state to reach the periodic state.
The computational cost would become unaffordable as hundreds of generations may be needed in
the GA optimization. Thus, a less computationally expensive model is required. Noticing that the
fin density is close to that of the water, which makes the fluid inertia force much higher than that
of the fin inertia force [Brennen, 1982; Zhu and Bi, 2017], we adopted a quasi-static approach by
dropping the inertial term of the solid body in the equation of motion. We use the deformed shape
of the fin at a time instant (t) as the base model, and then use the deformed shape at the time instant
after a small increment (t+t) as the target deformation. In this way, it’s assumed that the fin
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structure is in equilibrium at t, and the difference between the deformation at t and t+t is due to
the incremental hydrodynamic loading and driving boundary kinematics. The objective function
for the GA is reduced to
np

objective = f ( χ ) =  dxiFE − dxitarget .

(7-2)

i =1

While this simplification introduces additional errors, it can be justified by the significant
improvement in computational efficiency as the evaluation time is vastly reduced from dynamic
problems to static problems. As will be shown in section 7.3.4, the speedup can be up to 25 times
with about 10% additional error compared to the objective function (7-1). The error can be reduced
by choosing the initial configuration at an instant where the acceleration is the smallest, for
example, at mid-swing for the fish fin.
In the current implementation, the GA code is parallelized, and it calls an in-house FEM package,
which is able to deal with the non-linearity of both geometry and material properties, to compute
the deformation.
7.2.3 Flow-structure interaction
The flow field is governed by the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations:

ui
=0
xi
ui ui u j
 2ui
1 p
+
=−
+ f
t
x j
 f xi
x j x j

,

(7-3)

where ui are velocity components in the three directions, p is pressure, and f and f are flow
density and kinematic viscosity, respectively.
The Navier–Stokes equations are solved with our immersed-boundary-method based flow
solver [Mittal et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2010]. The method is briefly summarized as follows. The
equations are discretized in space using a cell-centered collocated (non-staggered) arrangement of
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the primitive variables ui and p. The fractional step method of [van Kan, 1986] is used to integrate
the equations in time, which consists of three sub-steps. In the first sub-step, a modified momentum
equation is solved to get an intermediate velocity u*. A second-order Adams–Bashforth scheme is
employed for the convective terms while the implicit Crank–Nicholson scheme is used to
discretize the diffusion terms to eliminate the viscous stability constraint. The second substep
requires the solution of the pressure correction equation, which is solved with a highly efficient
geometric multigrid method. Once the pressure is obtained, the velocity field is updated to its final
value.
The simulation employed a sharp interface immersed boundary method based on a multidimensional ghost-cell methodology. The details of the methodology are explained by [Mittal et
al., 2008]. In this method, the solid boundaries are described by triangular elements which are
immersed into a Cartesian volume grid. The Cartesian cells are divided into two groups — solid
cells and fluid cells, depending on their relative position to the boundary. This ghost-cell method
proceeds by first identifying the ghost cells, which are solid cells, and each has at least one fluidcell neighbor. Then a “probe” is drawn from each ghost cell toward the fluid domain to create an
image cell. The probe is normal to the boundary and its intersection with the boundary is midway
between the ghost node and the image-point. The value of flow variables at the image point is
obtained through bilinear interpolations (trilinear in 3D) using values of the surrounding fluid cells.
Following this, the value of the variable at the ghost-cell is computed by using a central-difference
approximation along the normal probe such that the prescribed boundary condition at the boundary
intercept is incorporated. Using this procedure, the boundary conditions are prescribed to the
second-order accuracy, and this, along with the second-order accurate discretization of the fluid
cells, leads to the local and global second-order accuracy in the computations.
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The dynamics of the solid body is simulated using the aforementioned FEM package. This
solver is implicitly coupled with the flow solver for FSI simulation. The flow and solid solvers
share the triangular mesh on the exposed surface of the solid. The pressure and the shear stress are
interpolated from the fluid onto the nodes of the solid surface mesh. A brief summary of the
coupling process is as follows:

1. At time level N, iterative step number m, the fluid loading f N , m is computed through the
CFD simulation with the boundary condition of XbN , m and VbN , m , where XbN , m and VbN , m
are the position and the velocity of the solid surface nodes, respectively. (when m=1, the
position is prescribed by XbN , 1 = XbN −1 + dt  VbN −1 and the velocity is VbN , 1 = VbN −1 , where

XbN −1 and VbN −1 is surface position and velocity at time level N-1).
2. The solid dynamics with f N , m held constant is then solved for one full time step and

Xbpredicted and Vbpredicted are obtained in the end. This step may be further split into several
substeps depending on the stability of the structure solver.
3. The position and velocity of the solid surface for the new iterative step are obtained by the
Aitken

adaptive

under-relaxation

scheme

to

ensure

the

numerical

stability:

XbN , m+1 = m Xbpredicted + (1 − m ) XbN , m and VbN , m+1 = m Vbpredicted + (1 − m ) VbN , m , where m
is the under-relaxation factor.
4. XbN , m+1 and VbN , m+1 are supplied to the flow solver and Eq. 2 is solved; velocity and
pressure in the flow field is obtained.
5. The hydrodynamic load f N , m is obtained from the updated flow field, and the procedure is
repeated over from step 2 until XbN , m+1 − XbN , m   .
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For the first three iterations of a time level, m in step 3 is fixed as m = 0.1 . But when m  3 ,
the under-relaxation factor m is calculated by m = 1 −  m , where  m is the Aitken factor. It is
defined as

 m =  m−1 + ( m−1

(  X −  X )   X
− 1)
(  X −  X )
N , m−1
b

N , m−1
b

N, m
b

N, m
b

N, m 2
b

,

(7-4)

where  XbN , m is calculated as  XbN , m =  XbN , m−1 −  XbN , m , and  XbN , m is the displacement
increment calculated as  XbN , m = XbN , m − XbN −1 . Though the computational cost of this implicit
coupling is higher compared to an explicit coupling, numerical stability can be achieved through
the iteration. Moreover, the iteration ensures that at the end of each time step, the displacement,
velocity and the fluid force match between the flow and the solid body.
7.3 Validation
7.3.1 FSI validation: flow-induced vibration of an elastic beam behind a cylinder
In this section, a 2D benchmark problem, which is a uniform flow past a flexible beam attached
to the downstream side of a rigid cylinder, was first simulated to validate the FSI solver. The
problem has been extensively used in past studies as a benchmark case for 2D large-deformation
FSI simulation [Bhardwaj and Mittal, 2012; Tian et al., 2014; Turek and Hron, 2006].
The computational domain and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 7-2. All the
dimensions were normalized by the cylinder diameter, D. The top and bottom sides of the domain
were no slip walls. The left side of the domain was the inlet with a parabolic velocity profile along
the y-direction [Tian et al., 2014] and a mean velocity of U. The right side of the domain was the
outlet with a Neumann velocity boundary condition. A homogeneous Neumann boundary
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condition was used for the pressure at all boundaries. The beam thickness and length were h=0.2D
and L=3.5D, respectively. The dimensionless control parameters in the problem were: the
dimensionless Young’s modulus E* = E /  f U 2 , Poisson’s ratio  , density ratio s /  f and the
Reynolds number Re = UD /  f , where E and s are the Young’s modulus and density of the solid
body, respectively. In this paper, two cases were simulated with: (1) s /  f = 10 , Re = 100 ; (2)

s /  f = 1 , Re = 200 . The values for E * and  are fixed at 1400 and 0.4, respectively. The
simulations were carried out on a non-uniform Cartesian grid with the domain size of 11D  4.1D
and grid number of 256 128 (approximately 32.8 thousand) in total. High-resolution grids
(spacing of 0.036D and 0.018D the x- and y-directions, respectively) were used in the near-body
region to resolve the near-field vortex structures. The time step is set to be dt=0.005D/U to ensure
the computational stability.

Figure 7-2. Schematic and boundary conditions of the 2D validation case.

The time history of the lateral displacement at the beam tip (y coordinate of point A in Figure
7-2) for the case with s /  f = 10 and Re = 100 is shown in Figure 7-3(a). It shows that at the
very beginning, the amplitude of beam oscillation is very small. It gradually develops and reaches
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a periodic state when t / ( D / U )  60 , which is consistent with the results of [Bhardwaj and
Mittal, 2012]. The results of [Bhardwaj and Mittal, 2012; Turek and Hron, 2006] during the
periodic stage are also included for comparison. During the periodic oscillation, the lateral
amplitude of the tip is about 0.95D and the oscillation period is about 5.2D/U. Figure 7-3 (a) also
shows a good agreement between our simulation and those of. [Bhardwaj and Mittal, 2012; Turek
and Hron, 2006]. Figure 7-3(b) shows the vorticity field at a typical time instant, which provides
a qualitative comparison of the flow field with that of. ( Figure 2a in [Bhardwaj and Mittal, 2012])
and shows a good agreement. The corresponding pressure field at the same moment is shown in
Figure 7-3(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7-3. results of a 2-D validation case.
(a) Time history of the beam tip lateral displacement. (b) vorticity and (c) pressure field at a typical time instant. The
given condition of this case is

s  f = 10, Re = 100 , E* = 1.4 103

and  s

= 0.4 .

Table 7-1 summarizes the comparison of tip amplitude Am / D , Strouhal number St and the
drag coefficient with a few previous studies. The Strouhal number is defined as St = fD / U and
the drag coefficient is defined by CD = Fx / ( 0.5 f U 2 D ) , where Fx is the mean drag of the
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cylinder-beam system. These quantities show good agreement with previous studies [Bhardwaj
and Mittal, 2012; Tian et al., 2014; Turek and Hron, 2006].
Table 7-1. Flow-induced vibration of the beam attached to a cylinder: amplitude of the lateral
displacement of the beam tip Am/D, the Strouhal number St, and the drag coefficient CD.
Cases
s  f = 10, Re = 100

s  f = 1, Re = 200

Sources
Present result

Am/D
0.95

St
0.19

CD
4.06

[Turek and Hron, 2006]
[Bhardwaj and Mittal, 2012]
[Tian et al., 2014]

0.83
0.92
0.78

0.19
0.19
0.19

4.13
3.56
4.11

Present result

0.39

0.28

2.26

[Turek and Hron, 2006]
[Bhardwaj and Mittal, 2012]
[Tian et al., 2014]

0.36
0.41
0.32

0.26
0.28
0.29

2.30
2.20
2.16

7.3.2 FSI validation: flow past flexible pitching plates
The FSI solver was further validated through another case which was a uniform flow past a
flexible plate in pitching motion [Dai et al., 2012b]. As shown in Figure 7-4, a rectangular plate
with aspect ratio of W/L=0.54 (W: plate width; L: plate chord length) was put in a uniform flow
with an incoming flow speed of U. The position of its leading edge was fixed, and the plate was
pitching around its leading edge. The pitching angle (  =  0 sin ( 2 f 0t ) ) is prescribed at an
amplitude of 0 = 12 . The non-dimensional pitching frequency is defined as f = f0 L U , and is
set to be 1 in our simulation. The mass ratio of the plate to the fluid is m = s h  f L = 0.1 , where

s and  f are the plate density and the fluid density, respectively. And h is the plate thickness.
The non-dimensional bending stiffness (K) of the plate is defined as K = EI sU 2 L3 [Dai et al.,
2012b], where E is the Young’s modulus of the plate and I is the moment of inertia of the cross
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section. The plate is discretized by 1760 triangular shell elements. The computational domain size
is 10L  6L  6L with 128 64 128 grid points in total. The minimum grid spacing is 0.025L in
all x-, y- and z-directions. The time step is chosen as T/500, where T is the pitching period.

Figure 7-4. Flow past a flexible plate which is pitching round its leading edge. W L = 0.54 .

We simulated a series of cases with bending stiffness K ranging from 0.5 to 50. We plot the
normalized trailing edge amplitude (A/L) and the trailing edge phase with respect to the leading
edge pitching (  ) in Figure 7-5(a) and (b), respectively. Results from [Dai et al., 2012b] are
superimposed in the figures for comparison purpose. It shows that our results agree well with [Dai
et al., 2012b]. We further show the plate profile from the top view for K=0.5 in Figure 7-5(c). A
similar figure was also shown in [Dai et al., 2012b]. We found that the simulated plate deformation
in this study is identical to that in [Dai et al., 2012b]. The 3D flow field of this case (Figure 7-5d)
also shows the same structures with [Dai et al., 2012b].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7-5. Results of 3D FSI validation case.
(a) Trailing edge amplitude of the plate with K. (b) Phase difference between the trailing edge motion and the
leading edge pitching with K. (c) Set-up of a flexible plate pitching in free stream. Deformation pattern of the plate
with K=0.5,

0 = 12

and f=1. (d) 3D flow structures of the plate with K=0.5,
other parameters in these cases are

0 = 12

0 = 12

and f=1. For (a) and (b),

and f=1.

7.3.3 GA validation: material properties of a uniform plate
The GA based optimization of the material properties of solid structure in FSI was first
validated through one of the previous cases (K=0.5, 0 = 12 and f=1) in section 7.3.2. The
corresponding Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are E U 2 = 6 106 and  s = 0.25 ,
respectively. The GA code was fed with the hydrodynamic load from the FSI simulation. The
deformation history of the plate was the target. The same geometrical model and driving
kinematics were used. The difference is that now the material properties are the unknowns and
need to be determined using GA optimization. For the uniform plate, the material properties are
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defined by two parameters: the Young’s modulus, E, and the Poisson’s ratio,  s . In this problem,
the GA optimization may find the answer within a relatively smaller number of generations
considering that only two variables are to be determined. To achieve a higher accuracy, the more
expensive objective function defined in equation (1) was used and full dynamic FE simulations
were conducted. The optimization was considered to have achieved convergence when the relative
change of the objective was less than 1% within 10 consecutive generations. The optimization was
run for 6 times when some close answers were found. As we further increased the number of runs,
the solution didn’t show significant improvement. Similar phenomenon was observed in [Roeva
et al., 2015], in which the results over 30 runs were not better than those of the first 10 runs. The
detailed results of this optimization case are listed in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2. GA optimization results for the uniform plate case.
run no.

E ( 106 )

1
2
3
4
5
6
average
average2

5.547
5.81
5.837
5.464
6.111
5.81
5.763
5.892

E
error%
-7.6
-3.2
-2.7
-8.9
1.8
-3.2
-3.9
-1.8

s
0.383
0.311
0.299
0.400
0.197
0.310
0.317
0.279

s
error%
53.2
24.4
19.6
60.0
-21.2
24.0
26.7
11.7

objective
197.3
123.4
131.0
216.0
100.7
123.6
148.7
119.7

For the second average value (average2 in Table 7-2), the run no. 1 and no. 4 are excluded
since the objective is significantly larger than the other cases. The final material properties
obtained from the optimization are very close to the actual material properties used in the FSI
simulation. The relative error of the Young’s modulus is less than 2 percent. While the error for
the Poisson’s ratio is relatively larger for its effect on the deformation history is found to be small.
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7.3.4 GA validation: material properties of a hybrid plate
The GA based optimization of material properties was further validated on a hybrid beammembrane structure. The geometric model is shown in Figure 7-6. The model is a square plate
reinforced by three beams. It is driven by a heaving motion at the leading edge. Like the previous
validation case, the deformation and hydrodynamic loading from FSI simulation were fed to the
GA code. The material properties were inversely determined through GA optimization. The extra
complexity of this case comes from the number of parameters and the range of the parameters.
There are 5 material parameters to be determined: the Young’s modulus of the shell (Es) and three
beams (Eb1, Eb2, Eb3), and the Poisson’s ratio ( s ) The range of the moduli span three orders of
magnitude. For the optimization, the parameter bounds of each modulus were specified as an
interval spanning three orders of magnitude that contains the target value. The bounds of the
Poisson’s ratio were [0.15 0.45] with the target value being 0.3. Similar to the previous validation,
the objective function (1) was used, and we ran the optimization for 6 times. The final averaged
answer is given in Table 7-3. The relative errors for the five parameters are [-4.10%, -7.86%, 4.43%, -7.53%, 2.77%]. The non-uniform distribution of the material properties is captured very
well by the GA optimization and the error is within a reasonable range.
To examine the error of the quasi-static assumption, the material properties of this model were
also inversely determined using a quasi-static model with the objective function (2). The midswing instant was chosen as the initial configuration, and the incremental hydrodynamic loading
was computed with a time increment of 1/400 period. The optimization process was also run for 6
times, and the errors are [14.3%, -19.5%, 11.6%, -14.6%, 7.2%]. Comparing the results to those
of the dynamic FE simulation, the additional errors are about 5 to 11 percent. While this may seem
large, the speedup of the inverse process is about 25 times, which can be the difference between
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infeasible and practical for non-trivial problems. More importantly, the distribution of the beam
stiffness was still captured very well.

Figure 7-6. Hybrid structure of a plate and beams.

Table 7-3. GA optimization results for the hybrid plate case.
Variable
Target
Run1
Run2
Run3
Run4
Run5
Run6
Average of
run 2,4,5
Error%

Es
1.00E+05
8.45E+04
9.06E+04
4.20E+04
1.01E+05
9.61E+04
7.05E+04

Eb1
1.00E+08
1.01E+08
8.96E+07
1.45E+08
9.25E+07
9.43E+07
1.29E+08

Eb2
1.00E+07
1.05E+07
9.37E+06
1.65E+07
9.50E+06
9.80E+06
1.20E+07

Eb3
5.00E+07
5.96E+07
4.34E+07
4.34E+07
4.81E+07
4.72E+07
4.81E+07

νs
3.00E-01
3.27E-01
3.80E-01
2.58E-01
2.61E-01
2.84E-01
1.55E-01

Residual
0
158.9
93.6
201.4
90.1
89.6
123.2

9.59E+04

9.21E+07

9.56E+06

4.62E+07

3.08E-01

91.1

-4.10

-7.87

-4.43

-7.53

2.78

7.4 Application to fish caudal fin propulsion
In this section, we will present the application of the integrated approach to a rainbow trout’s
caudal fin during propulsion.
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7.4.1 Fish caudal fin kinematic and structural models
A typical freshwater fish often used for analyses of fish propulsion, the rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss), whose caudal fin is its major propulsor, was selected as a representative
species for this study. Steady swimming in a flow tank was recorded by a high-speed
photogrammetry system from three views (side, back and ventral views, see Figure 7-7).

(

(b)

(
c)

a)

Figure 7-7. High-speed images of one individual rainbow trout swimming.
(a) side view; (b) ventral (bottom) view; (c) back view. All three images are synchronized individual frames from
high-speed video (500 fps) of steady swimming. In (a) and (b), the virtual skeleton (in cyan) and the caudal model
(in purple) is attached to the images to show the reconstruction method. In (c), the reconstructed caudal fin model is
shown to compare with the realistic caudal fin shape.

The caudal fin kinematics was then reconstructed based on these videos. The reconstruction
method is the same as that in studies [Fish et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2015, 2017] and was developed
following [Koehler et al., 2012] for tracking the kinematics of insect flight. For completeness, we
briefly summarize this method as follows. The caudal fin was bounded with a series of virtual
skeletons, which were connected one after another and can be rotated about their joints with three
degrees of freedom (Figure 7-7a, b). At each time step, the rotating angles of those skeletons was
adjusted to match fin morphing with the high-speed videos. The accuracy of this reconstruction
method has been evaluated by comparing the positions of the caudal fin between the model and
the high-speed images [Koehler et al., 2012]. The error was found to be less than 5%. Figure 7-7(c)
shows a comparison between the high-speed image and the reconstructed model in the back view.
The reconstructed fin model during the leftward and rightward flapping from the back view is
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shown in Figure 7-8. It shows that the caudal fin exhibits a “W” shape deformation along the
spanwise direction. This characteristic is similar to a bluegill sunfish caudal fin during steady
swimming [Tytell, 2006].

Figure 7-8. Reconstructed fin kinematics.
During (a) rightward and (b) leftward flapping. (a) 0  t T  0.5 ; (b) 0.5  t T  1 . The arrows indicate the
flapping directions.

This reconstruction provides us with accurate kinematic data of the caudal fin, which will be
used in two ways: (1) as the input for the inverse problem of determining the material properties
of fin rays and the fin membrane, and (2) as a reference to validate the FSI solver by comparing
predicted to actual kinematics.
The structure of the trout caudal fin is highly non-uniform in both geometry and material
composition [McCutchen, 1970]. The fin is made of pliable material in which bony fin rays are
embedded. Each fin ray consists of two half-rays, on left and right side of the fin, separated from
each other by a deformable spacer material. In this paper, we are not aiming to include all the
details of fin structure. To simplify the problem, we model each fin ray as an integrated beam
instead of two separated strips. This simplification was also employed by other previous studies
[Nguyen et al., 2017; Shoele and Zhu, 2009, 2010; Zhu and Bi, 2017; Zhu and Shoele, 2008]. The
structural model of the caudal fin, including the fin rays (in red) and the shell (in grey), is shown
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in Figure 7-9. It has 20 beams in total. The beams are numbered from 1 to 20 from the upper edge
to the lower edge. The location and size of these beams are following the same configuration of
the rays on a trout caudal fin image [Price, 2013]. Briefly, the root thickness and the tapering angle
are measured by counting pixels on the image. The non-uniform material property of the beams
and the shell will be inversely obtained by the GA analysis.

Figure 7-9. Structural model of the caudal fin. Fin rays are in red, and the shell is in grey.

7.4.2 Hydrodynamic loading on the reconstructed model
A CFD simulation was first carried out to compute the hydrodynamic loading on the fin
surfaces at each time instant. The computational domain was 15c 10c 10c (c: fin chord length)
with 256 128 256 (approximately 8.4 million) grid points in total. High-resolution grids
(spacing of 0:025c, 0.023c and 0:021c in the x-, y- and z-directions, respectively) were employed
round the fin to resolve the near-field vortex structures. Outside the cuboidal region, the grid was
stretched to extend to the outer boundary with the same grid spacing gradient in all the six
directions. The upstream boundary condition was a constant inflow velocity. The downstream
boundary was the outflow boundary, allowing the vortices to convect out of this boundary without
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reflections. The zero-gradient boundary condition was provided at all lateral boundaries. A
homogeneous Neumann boundary condition was used for the pressure at all boundaries. The
Reynolds number (Re) and the Strouhal number (St) was specified based on the experimental
measurement. Re based on the chord length is Re = Uc  = 1000 and St = fA U = 0.44 . Note that
in the experiments, a juvenile trout was used with a body length of around 7cm and the caudal fin
chord length of 1cm.

Figure 7-10. Distribution of the pressure difference between the right and left sides in the reconstructed
model.
(a) t/T=0.33; (b) t/T=0.87. (Time period of the leftward flapping: 0  t T  0.5 and rightward flapping:

0.5  t T  1 )

The major source of the hydrodynamic loading on the surface is the pressure difference
between the right and left sides of the fin. Figure 7-10 (a) and (b) show two snapshots of the
pressure difference between the left and right surfaces of a caudal fin at two typical time instants
corresponding to the leftward and rightward flapping, respectively. p is the non-dimensional
pressure difference between the right and left surfaces, p = ( pR − pL ) U 2 . The pressure
distribution exhibits both dorsal-ventral and left-right asymmetries, which are because of the
asymmetric morphing motion of the fin (will be discussed later). The figures also show that the
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pressure force is more significant on the region near the dorsal and ventral edges of the fin. This
distribution is thought to be associated with the “W” shape deformation of the fin.
7.4.3 Inversely determined material properties
For the fish fin case, the objective function defined in equation (2) is used since the
reconstructed kinematics are only available for the steady periodical motion and the loading history
is unknown from the very beginning of the swing. There are 22 parameters in total to be determined
using the GA optimization, including the Young’s modulus of the fin membrane (shell), the
Young’s modulus of each fin ray (beams) and the Poisson’s ratio which is assumed to be the same
for the shell and the beams. The parameter bounds for the moduli are specified as an interval
spanning three orders of magnitude that contains reported values obtained from 3-point bending
tests [Alben et al., 2007; Horton and Summers, 2009; Lauder et al., 2011]. A population size of
120 was used for this problem. This choice was a balance between the accuracy and computational
costs. As a rule of thumb, 5~10 individuals per variable are considered as a common practice in
the application of evolutionary optimization algorithms [Storn and Price, 1997]. Generally, further
increasing the population size didn’t improve the best answer [Chen et al., 2012b; Roeva et al.,
2015].
The final material properties of the beams adopted for further FSI simulation are shown in
Figure 7-11. The Young’s modulus of the beams varies in the range of 0.05~1.3 GPa, with the
edge beams being the stiffest and the center beams next. This is consistent with the material
composition of fin rays with the middle and edge rays being the boniest structure. Previous 3-point
bending tests on pectoral fins of bluegill sunfish reported Young’s modulus in the range of 0.11Gpa
to 3.7Gpa [Lauder et al., 2011]. The values of the inversely determined Young’s moduli are of the
same order of magnitude. The value discrepancy may be due to the different species and the
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difference between the in vivo estimation and the in vitro measurement. Figure 7-11 (b) shows the
distribution of the area moment of inertia of the rays. It reflects the thickness variation among the
rays and the tapering from the root to tip. Combing the area moment of inertia and the Young’s
modulus, the flexural rigidity of each ray can be computed. Figure 7-11 (c) shows the distribution
of the flexural rigidity of the rays. It is observed that the flexural rigidity is largely determined by
the geometrical factor, i.e., the thickness of the beam, which could result in a difference of 3 orders
of magnitude in the 2nd moment of cross-sectional area. Due to the tapering of the rays, the flexural
rigidity decreases greatly along each ray. Flexural rigidity varying from 4 × 10−8 Nm2 near the
distal end to 3 × 10−6 Nm2 near the proximal end can be derived from reported data [Lauder et
al., 2011]. The flexural rigidity of current model is of the same order at the proximal end
(3.89 × 10−6Nm2). But the distal flexural rigidity is much smaller than the reported data. One
possible cause is that the caudal fin of the current species has a stronger tapering than the pectoral
fin of the reported species. The Young’s modulus of the shell among the rays obtained by our GA
optimization is about 12 Mpa, which is considerably higher than the in vitro measurement of the
membrane of a bluegill sunfish pectoral fin (0.3~1Mpa) [Lauder et al., 2006]. But considering the
order of magnitude of the Young’s modulus of fin rays (GPa), this discrepancy can be neglected.
The Poisson’s ratio is about 0.4. Again, please note that the cited experimental results are based
on the measurement of a bluegill sunfish’s pectoral fin, which is different from the current fin and
species. To the best of our knowledge, the systematic measurement of the material properties of
trout caudal fins are not available at this moment. Thus, it is challenging to directly quantify the
error of the fish fin case in the current study.
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Figure 7-11. Inversely determined material properties of the FE fish fin model.
(a) Distribution of Young’s Modulus E (Pa) among the beams. (b) Distribution of the area moment of inertia I (cm4)
of the beams. (c) Distribution of the flexural rigidity EI (Nm2) of the beams.

Based on the results of the fish caudal fin and the validation cases, it is found that the accuracy
of the inverse-problem is dependent on the number of the variables. In general, accuracy decreases
as the number of variables increases. For example, the relative error of the Young’s modulus in a
uniform plate with only two variables is less than 2% while it is higher than 4% in a hybrid plate
with five variables. Also, the errors of individual variables may be different. The sensitive
variables may have a smaller error than those of the non-sensitive variables. For instance, in the
validation case of a uniform plate, the relative error of the Young’s modulus is less than 2%, while
the Poisson’s ratio has an error of about 12%. Also, in the inverse problem of the trout caudal fin
presented in this section, the Young’s moduli of the fin rays are found to have a much smaller
relative error than that of the membrane by comparing the GA solutions to the experimental
measurements.
As so many parameters need to be determined in this fin fish case, a unique convergence of
the solution cannot be always guaranteed given the limited generations and trial runs, but it could
be examined by testing it with different swimming kinematics (e.g., at different swimming speeds
or different motions) of the same fish. However, such data is not available at this moment.
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7.4.4 FSI simulation and its validation
The obtained Young’s moduli were then validated in a fully coupled FSI simulation. In the
simulation, the kinematics of the fin root region (within 10% chord) was prescribed through a
displacement boundary condition. The fin flapping was driven by the fin root movement, which
was a pitching-heaving motion obtained by the reconstruction. The heaving amplitude of the
leading edge was about 0.44c. We also found that the trout was actively controlling the pitch angles
of the roots of the fin rays. As shown in Figure 7-12, the time histories of the roots of the fin rays
(beams in structural model, Figure 7-12a) differ from each other (Figure 7-12b). The distribution
of the pitch amplitude and phase angle exhibit a “U” and a “W” shape respectively. According to
these data, the deformation of the fin was initialized by the actuation of the fin root. The movement
of the rest of the fin was determined by the flow-structure interactions. We are comparing the
deformation pattern, the force production and the flow structures between the FSI case and the
prescribed motion case (reconstructed model) in the following.

Figure 7-12. Pitch angle of the roots of selected fin rays.
(a) Number of selected fin rays (beams in the structural model). (b) Time histories of the pitch angle of the select fin
rays over a flapping cycle. (c) pitch amplitude and phase angle of the fin rays.

We show the 3D deformation pattern of the caudal fin obtained by the FSI simulation in Figure
7-13. It exhibits similar patterns to that in the reconstructed model shown in Figure 7-8. An obvious
“W” shape along the spanwise direction can be seen from the back view. To quantitatively compare
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the flapping kinematics between the FSI model and the reconstructed model, we track three feature
points (Figure 7-14a) on the trailing edge of the fin during a full flapping cycle. The comparison
of the lateral displacement (z coordinate) of these points between the two models is shown in
Figure 7-14 (b-d). The overall trend of the feature points displacement in FSI model is the same
as that in the reconstructed model. Especially, the lateral displacement at point 2, which is at the
middle of the trailing edge, showed a high consistency between the FSI simulation and
reconstructed mode. The displacement at point 1 and 3 showed small discrepancy between the two
models. The difference of the peak-to-peak amplitude is about 8% and 10% for point 1 and point
3, respectively.

Figure 7-13. Caudal fin shape from FSI simulation.
(a) leftward flapping; (b) rightward flapping. 0.5  t T  1 . The arrows indicate the flapping directions.
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Figure 7-14. Three feature points (point 1, 2 and 3) on the trailing edge of the fin model.
Lateral displacement of (a) point 1, (b) point 2 and (c) point 3 during a flapping cycle in both the reconstructed
model and the FSI model. Peak-to-peak amplitude of point 1 is 1.10c and 1.01c in the reconstruction and FSI,
respectively. For point 2, 0.9c in reconstruction while 0.85c in FSI. For point 3, 1.07c in reconstruction while 0.96c
in FSI.

To further compare the details of the fin deformation between the FSI and reconstructed
models, we plot the time history of fin profiles at a chordwise location (blue line in Figure 7-15a)
and a spanwise location (red line in Figure 7-15 b) for both models. Figure 7-15 (c) and (e) are the
plots for the FSI simulation. Figure 7-15 (d) and (f) are the plots for the reconstructed model. It is
observed that the deformation profile in the chordwise direction in the FSI model was highly
similar to that in the reconstructed model. In particular, the amplitude of mid-chord in the FSI
model (Figure 7-15c) is 0.85c and that in the reconstructed model (Figure 7-15d) is 0.9c; the
difference is less than 6%.
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Figure 7-15 Validation of FSI results against reconstructed kinematics
(a) A horizontal line (in red) at the middle of the fin and a vertical line at 0.8 chord away from the fin root. These
two lines are used to demonstrate the chordwise and spanwise deformation, respectively. (b) Measurements of the
“W” shape spanwise deformation. Profile of the horizontal lines from the top view in (c) the FSI model and (d) the
reconstructed model during a full flapping cycle. Profile of the vertical lines from the back view in (e) the FSI model
and (f) the reconstructed model. Only rightward flapping is shown in (e) and (f).

Figure 7-15 (e) and (f) show that the deformation profile in the spanwise direction in these two
models are similar, too. In both models, the fin shows a bell shape with larger amplitudes on the
dorsal and ventral edges while a smaller amplitude in the middle region. However, the magnitude
of the “W” shape in FSI model appears smaller than that in the reconstructed model. We quantify
the “W” shape in Figure 7-15(b) by using 1 ,  2 , d1 and d2 , where  is the angle of the upper
or lower edge with respect to the vertical direction, and d is the horizontal distance from the
convex region to the concave region of the vertical line. The subscripts “1” and “2” correspond to
the upper half and the lower half of the vertical line, respectively. We measure 1 ,  2 , d1 and d2
at midway flapping, as highlighted in black in Figure 7-15(e, f), when the “W” shape is fully
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developed. It is found that, in the reconstructed model, 1 = 41 ,  2 = 32 , d1 = 0.086c and

d2 = 0.165c . In the FSI model, the results are 1 = 40 , 2 = 19 , d1 = 0.060c and d2 = 0.126c .
This difference might be attributed to the integrated effect of the errors introduced by each part of
the model, i.e., the reconstruction, structural model, and the material property distribution.
Figure 7-16 shows the thrust and lateral force coefficients of the FSI model over a flapping
cycle along with the results of the reconstructed model. The thrust and lateral force coefficients
are defined as ( CT , CL ) = ( FT , FL ) 0.5 f U 2 S , where FT and FL are the forces in the forward
(negative x axis) and lateral (y axis) directions, respectively. S is the area of the fin. From Figure
7-16, the time histories of both CT and CL of the FSI model are close to those of the reconstructed
model. Specifically, the magnitude of thrust peaks of the FSI model is in good agreement with
those in the reconstructed model. The time-averaged thrust coefficient CT in FSI model is 0.058,
and CT = 0.042 in the reconstructed model. Compared with the peak values of the thrust in both
cases (around 0.46), the discrepancy (0.058-0.042=0.016) is very small.

Figure 7-16. Comparison of the instantaneous
(a) thrust and (b) lateral force coefficients between the FSI model and the reconstructed model.

Finally, we compare the wake structures between these two models in Figure 7-17. Both
models show the same flow patterns. There is a vortex ring formed at each half flapping stroke
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(leftward flapping or rightward flapping). Two sets of vortex rings are therefore formed in the
wake. The shape of those vortex rings in both models are identical. Therefore, the flow structures
of these two models are in good agreement.

Figure 7-17. Isosurface of lambda-2 criterion of the vortical structures
At the beginning of leftward flapping of the fin (t/T=0.02) in (a) FSI model and (b) reconstructed model.

2 = 1.2 .
In general, the above comparisons demonstrate that the results of the FSI simulation are
consistent with those of the reconstructed model in terms of fin kinematics, force production and
the flow structures. But we do observe discrepancies between the results of FSI simulation and
reconstructed model. Those discrepancies may be due to the simplifications in our model. In
reality, each fin ray is made of two strips (half-rays), showing a bi-laminar structure [Lauder et al.,
2005; McCutchen, 1970]. In addition, fish may actively stiffen each individual fin ray through
muscle contraction at the roots of rays which controls the orientation and curvature of rays.
Consequently, the internal stress in the rays might be time-varying during fin flapping. This feature
would lead to a changing equivalent flexural stiffness over a flapping period [Nguyen et al., 2017].
However, the bi-laminar structure and the time variation of stiffness are not considered in our fin
ray model for the purpose of model simplification and a lower computational cost. Furthermore,
the fish body is not included in our model which may affect the hydrodynamic loading on the
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caudal fin [Liu et al., 2017]. Finally, the quasi-static approximation used in the inverse problem
may introduce an additional error to the results of the material properties.
7.5 Summary
In this paper we present an integrated numerical approach for modeling the material properties
and the flow-structure interaction (FSI) of flexible solid bodies immersed in flow. Different from
traditional FSI modeling, which needs material properties as input a priori, the only input of this
approach is high-speed video of fin movement. Using an image-based reconstruction method, we
build a high-accuracy kinematic model from the high-speed videos first. This kinematic model
serves three purposes. (1) It provides the boundary conditions for the CFD solver to obtain surface
loading. (2) It provides expected kinematics of the structural model under the loading obtained
above, so that the material properties could be correctly determined based on this constraint. (3) It
is used as the reference for the validation of the FSI simulation.
The material properties of the solid model are inversely determined by a combined FEM (finite
element method) and GA (genetic algorithm) analysis. Supposing the objective function is the sum
of the difference of the surface point displacement between the reconstructed model and the FEM
model, the solution of the material properties is the one which gives the minimum value of the
objective function.
The FSI solver is constructed by coupling of our in-house CFD solver and the FEM package.
The CFD solver employs a sharp interface immersed boundary method based on a multidimensional ghost-cell methodology. It is able to treat complex and moving boundaries with large
deformations. The geometric nonlinearity associated with large deformation is considered in the
FEM code. The two solvers share the surface points of the solid body. The solution of FSI is
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obtained by an implicit coupling which iterates the CFD and FEM solvers. The Aitken underrelaxation scheme is used for the iteration to ensure the computational stability and performance.
The FSI solver is validated by two benchmark cases: flow-induced vibration of a flexible beam
attached to a fixed cylinder and a flexible pitching plate in a uniform flow. Our procedure is
successfully validated against previous numerical data. The method of inverse determination of
material properties is also verified by applying it to the two benchmark cases. Assuming that the
material properties are unknown, we find them inversely by the analysis of FEM combined with
GA based on the fluid loading and the kinematics obtained in the FSI simulations. Results show
that the inversely determined material properties are very close to those we used in the FSI
simulations.
Finally, this approach is applied to a fish caudal fin propulsion problem, which involves
complex geometry, large deformation, and multiple unknown material parameters. Following the
steps of the integrated method, we reconstruct the caudal fin kinematics based on high-speed
videos of a juvenile rainbow trout swimming first. A CFD simulation is then conducted using the
reconstructed model as the moving boundary condition. The structural model of the fin is built by
considering both the fin rays and the membrane surface. There are in total 22 unknown material
parameters. These parameters are inversely determined by the combined FEM-GA method.
Finally, a FSI simulation was carried out. And the result of FSI simulation is comprehensively
validated on the kinematics, force production and flow structures against the reconstructed model.
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